Introducing
A TIMELY REMINDER OF GOD’S CALLING AND ELECTION
A return to Paul’s pastoral letter to
Titus and the letters of Peter this year
in our monthly studies we trust will
provide an ever-welcome reminder of
God’s ‘calling and election’ (2 Pet.
1:10). And with this timely reminder
come naturally the privileges and
responsibilities of a called-together
people to serve God in holy and royal
priesthood service. Peter was acutely
aware that he needed to keep
reminding the saints of the precious
truths of their faith in Christ Jesus— ‘I
shall always be ready to remind you of
these things’ (1:12 NAS) even though
they were established in them. Peter’s
impending departure from the world
made him the more diligent to ensure
they were reminded. As world order
continues to break down around us
and we make out the signs of the
Lord’s imminent return, we likewise
will do ‘right’ (1:13) to ‘stir’ ourselves
up in our holy faith, being attentive in
our listening to His voice daily in the
Word.

with a great commission to proclaim
to God’s people the truth that leads to
godliness (Tit. 1:1-3). Titus, Paul’s son
in their ‘common faith’, was given a
difficult mission and needed the
reminder of God’s high calling to serve
His people in the same way that Paul
had been chosen of God. Similarly,
Paul reminded Timothy, his ‘beloved
son’, of his calling as he was preparing
to pass on his tasks to him also (1 Tim.
1:1-2 RV). When we serve God and
His elect, we engage in the highest
calling of all and we can be assured
that God will fit us for the
responsibilities ahead, particularly in
dealing with sensitive issues in our
churches that demand effective
leadership of the kind displayed in the
man Titus, as highlighted in this
month’s study.
So in these troubled yet challenging
times let us seek to remind each other
that God ‘has saved us, and called us
with a holy calling…according to His
own purpose and grace which was
granted us in Christ Jesus from all
eternity’ (2 Tim. 1:9 NAS).
G.K.S.

In Paul’s introductory remarks in
Titus 1 he underlines his high calling as
a reminder and encouragement to
Titus. God had entrusted His servant
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From Study Groups
TITUS THE MAN
From Buckhaven: The character of Titus Paul calls Titus ‘my true child after a
common faith’ (Tit. 1:4 RV). He is describing that close spiritual bond he has with
Titus that had its origin in their common faith in the Lord Jesus. However, the phrase
‘my true child’ suggests they had more in common than their faith in Christ alone.
Titus must have exhibited spiritual characteristics that struck a chord in Paul’s heart
and met with his approval. The phrase ‘my true child’ should be understood in the
same sense that the Lord uses the word ‘son’ in Matthew 5:45. where, contrary to
the old, carnal, natural man, the conduct of the spiritually mature reflects the
character of their Father in heaven [Comment 1].
From the references given, we can infer that the following traits were seen in Titus:
Paul expects Titus to meet him at Nicopolis and to attend to the needs of both Zenas
the lawyer and of Apollos (Tit. 3:12-13). This suggests that Paul considered Titus to
be caring, trustworthy, reliable and capable of discharging essential administrative
duties in a well-organised manner (i.e. without wasting time and without omitting
important details).
It is clear from 2 Corinthians 7:7 that Titus has given Paul an honest and accurate
assessment of the spiritual health of the saints in Corinth, so that Paul is able to write
to them with teaching and approbation that is relevant to recent developments. Titus
was a clear communicator who made sure Paul was cognisant of all the important
facts.
‘The joy of Titus’ (2 Cor. 7:13) gives a lovely insight into the character of Titus, who
rejoiced in the grace of God that he saw in the resolute action taken by the
Corinthian saints when they purged the assembly of gross immorality. Titus had an
‘earnest care’ for the saints in Corinth and Paul attributes the origin of this concern
to God (2 Cor. 8:16). Any natural affection that Titus might have had for his fellow
saints in the Churches of God was further enhanced and sustained by the Spirit of
God who enabled Titus to care for the saints, just as Paul and Timothy ‘truly’ cared
for the spiritual welfare of the Philippian saints (Phil. 2:20).
Titus was both humble and wise enough to accept the exhortations of his brethren
(2 Cor. 8:17). He was sufficiently humble to be reasoned with and wise enough to
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recognise that he did not have a monopoly of the Spirit of God. He was also ‘very
earnest’ in seeking the welfare of his fellow saints, so much so that he ‘went forth [to
them] of his own accord’ (2 Cor. 8:7). Titus had a true shepherd heart and was
prepared to ‘go the second mile’ in the service of fellow believers. Paul rightly held
a high opinion of Titus, describing him as ‘my partner and my fellow worker… the
glory of Christ’ (2 Cor. 8:23).
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Faith Is there a distinction between ‘the faith of God’s elect’ in Titus
1:1 (ESV) and ‘a common faith’ of v.4? The former seems to be associated with ‘the
knowledge of the truth’ and ‘godliness’, which means that it might imply the whole
body of doctrine and consequent behaviour. Paul uses similar phrasing to the latter
five times in relation to Timothy (1 Cor. 4:17; 1 Tim. 1:2,18; 2 Tim. 1:2; 2:1) and
once in relation to Onesimus (Philem. 1:10). The implication seems to be that Paul
led these people to salvation: he was their spiritual father. The former reference
would therefore be to that body of doctrine which constitutes ‘the faith that was
once for all delivered to the saints’ (Jude 3) and the latter to saving faith in Christ
[Comment 2].
The travels of Titus with, or on behalf of, Paul Titus is not mentioned in the book
of Acts: we have to tie in mentions of him in the Epistles and Pastoral Letters with the
movements of Paul. Titus is first heard of when he accompanied Paul and Barnabas
to Jerusalem (Gal. 2:1). Two visits of Paul to Jerusalem are recorded—the ‘famine
relief’ visit of Acts 11:29-30 and the ‘council of Jerusalem’ visit of Acts 15. Which
one was it? Some commentators prefer the first, but one might think that the
presence of Titus would provide a ‘test case’ for the matters under discussion at the
second. He was not required to be circumcised even though he was a Gentile (Gal.
2:3).
A map book calls Titus ‘Paul’s trouble-shooter’: he was certainly trusted by Paul to
deal with difficult situations. He was at Corinth on several occasions, being clearly
Paul’s trusted emissary there. To specify the occasions requires sorting out the
various letters that Paul sent to Corinth—the two canonical letters and perhaps two
others, the letter before 1 Corinthians referred to in 1 Corinthians 5:9 and the
‘severe letter’ of 2 Corinthians 7:8 (which may have been 1 Corinthians). However,
this is outside the scope of this short note.
Paul founded the work in Corinth (Acts 18:1-11), then left to go via Ephesus back
to Antioch in Syria (Acts 18:18-22). Titus was evidently left in Corinth with the aim
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of steadying and teaching the fractious church. He would perhaps be the carrier, or
at least the recipient, of the letter that made them ‘grieve’ (2 Cor. 7:8). Titus was
evidently a mature man, strong in the faith, to whom Paul could delegate serious
responsibility. Paul was comforted and rejoiced in the good report of the church in
Corinth that Titus was able to bring to him in Macedonia. Titus retained a love for
the church in Corinth, and volunteered to go there again to take the letter of 2
Corinthians to them (2 Cor. 8:17 is the correct translation ‘...he is going...’; it is an
epistolatory aorist. See the ESV). Paul went so far as to describe him as ‘my partner
and fellow worker for your benefit’ (2 Cor. 8:23).
We last hear of Titus in a similarly responsible situation in Crete, where Paul
commissioned him to ‘put what remained into order, and appoint elders in every
town as I directed you’ (Tit. 1:5 ESV). Paul detailed the criteria that he should use.
He was to teach sound doctrine, contrary to the national characterisation through
their own poet Epimenides, and Paul wanted to see him again at Nicopolis. He was
a valued and trusted co-worker.
Peter Hickling
From Derby: Titus was a child of God through faith in the Lord Jesus. ‘Common
faith’ means all who have accepted the Lord Jesus as their Saviour, being born from
above, and receiving eternal life.
Paul had a love and concern for Titus when they went to Macedonia. Titus
brought comfort to Paul through his account of the Corinthians turning from evil to
upholding the doctrine of the house of God [involving the correcting of moral
disorder: 1 Cor. 5:1-2, 7-8; 2 Cor. 7:11—RBF.]. It made him glad to hear of the
response of the saints there (2 Cor. 7:7) in that they repented of their waywardness
with mourning, thus showing their longing and zeal for Paul. In verses 8 and 9 Paul’s
message to them had borne fruit, and verses 10 and 11 (RV)—‘…godly sorrow
worketh repentance unto salvation’—seem to confirm this. Titus also had been
refreshed and knew joy through their repentance.
Titus was a spiritual man and true pastor in all his care for the saints: he knew how
to deal with difficult situations. Indeed, from 2 Corinthians 8:16-17, he went back
to visit them again, a brother known by the churches accompanying him.
G.W. Conway
From Halifax: Paul’s ‘true child’ Certain men from Judaea came down to Antioch
teaching that ‘Except ye be circumcised after the custom of Moses, ye cannot be
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saved’ (Acts 15:1 RV). This caused quite a stir, and so Paul and Barnabas were
dispatched, ‘and certain other of them’ (v.2), to see the apostles and elders at
Jerusalem about this question. When relating to the churches of Galatia an account
of their Jerusalem expedition, Paul wrote, ‘... I went up again to Jerusalem with
Barnabas, and took Titus with me also’ (Gal. 2:1). So Titus was one of those who
went with Paul and Barnabas from Antioch to Jerusalem. John Miller says that he has
no doubt that Titus was taken ‘as a test case on this matter of circumcision’ (Notes
on the New Testament Scriptures, p.232) [see also Cromer para.2]. W. J. Conybeare
and J. S. Howson consider that ‘It would seem that his [Paul’s] companions were
carefully chosen with reference to the question in dispute. On the one hand was
Barnabas, a Jew and ‘a Levite’ by birth, a good representative of the church of the
circumcision. On the other hand was Titus, now first mentioned in the course of our
narrative, a convert from Heathenism, an uncircumcised Greek.’ (The Life and Epistles
of St. Paul, 1896, p.167). Titus was not compelled to be circumcised (v.3).
In addressing his epistle to Titus, Paul writes, ‘To Titus,‘... my true child after a
common faith’. Paul also described Timothy as ‘my true child in faith’ (1 Tim. 1:2).
The terms ‘in faith’ and ‘a common faith’ mean the same kind of faith and not ‘the
Faith’ (see J. Miller, Notes on the New Testament Scriptures, p.429). Titus was a
child of Paul, not in a natural, but in a spiritual sense—the apostle being instrumental
in his conversion, as he was with Onesimus, who was ‘begotten’ in his bonds
(Philem. 10). Paul also describes Titus as ‘my brother’ (2 Cor. 2:13), and also as ‘my
partner and fellow helper’ (2 Cor. 8:23). R. F. Weymouth translates the latter
scripture: ‘As for Titus, he is my partner and comrade in my labours for you’ (The
New Testament in Modern Speech, 1929, p.427). Paul not only spoke of Titus as his
child—a term of affection, but also expressed the great confidence he had in this
faithful brother.
Robert J. Butler
From Paisley: Titus (1:4), Timothy (1 Tim. 1:2), and Onesimus (Philem. 11), among
others, were Paul’s spiritual children whom he nurtured as a father in faith in God,
and in ‘the faith which was once for all delivered unto the saints’ (Jude 3 RV). Paul
was as blessed to have such men for his co-workers as they were to have him as their
mentor. Paul praises his co-workers in the most glowing terms: he has nothing but
praise for their exemplary character, their arduous labours and the way that they
contended earnestly for the faith. Paul was comforted by their presence (2 Cor. 7:6),
and he missed them in their absence (2 Cor. 2:13). In assessing their service he gave
them the highest accolade of all; ‘they are the messengers of the churches, they are
the glory of Christ’ (2 Cor. 8:23).
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Persecution had a dynamic effect on the Lord’s commission (Acts 1:8) to spread,
in the power of the Holy Spirit, the gospel and the apostles’ teaching throughout the
then-known world. Some of the believers, after much prayer for the Lord’s
guidance, were led by the Holy Spirit to settle in Crete, where in time churches of
God were planted in a number of towns. When Paul and Titus went to Crete they
found established churches wherein there was disorder, disharmony, wrong teaching
and wrong practices that would have to be corrected. In the wilderness, the children
of Israel were joined by a mixed multitude, which was a malevolent influence not
conducive to the unity of God’s people. So also in New Testament times there were
false teachings and wrong practices taught by false shepherds, some of whom may
even have been unregenerate, who taught things that were not conducive to unity
in the churches of God in Crete (Gal. 2:4; 2 Pet. 2:1; Jude 4).
Paul placed a heavy burden on Titus when leaving him in Crete, ‘to straighten out
what was left unfinished, and appoint elders in every town, as I directed you’ (Tit.1:5
NIV). The churches of God in Crete had a bad reputation for schism and division.
As in the seven churches in Revelation 2 and 3, however, not all the saints in Crete
could be tarred with the same brush. There would be godly men and women in the
churches and Titus’ task would be to separate the wheat from the chaff and establish
good governance by appointing men who had the quality of leadership and spiritual
gifts to be overseers. Once the churches were fully functioning the matters of
discipline would have to be judged by the local, district and national oversights
[Comment 3]. Some of the ungodly in the churches who would not submit
themselves to the authority of the word of God, as based on the revealed will of God
and taught by overseers, would have to be excommunicated.
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: Titus—True Son Titus is addressed as ‘a true son in our
common faith’ (Tit. 1:4 NKJV) which is intended to mean that he was converted to
faith by Paul himself. The word translated ‘true’ often carries the meaning of
‘legitimate’. The implication of this phrase—that there was a close relationship
between Titus and Paul—is borne out by the references to Titus in Galatians 2:1-3
and 2 Corinthians 2:13; 7:6-15; 8:6, 16-17, 23. ‘A true son in our common faith’
identifies Paul’s pupils in the faith that they shared together.
Titus was a Greek believer, probably converted to Christ through Paul’s ministry.
He was one of the Paul’s trusted travelling companions, among his closest friends and
also one of Paul’s most trusted and dependable co-workers. Later he became Paul’s
special ambassador (2 Cor. 7:6-16). Taught and nurtured by Paul, Titus stood before
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the leaders of the church in Jerusalem as a living example of what Christ was doing
among the Gentiles (Gal. 2:1-3).
According to Titus 1:5 Paul gave to this young man the difficult assignment of
directing the work in Crete. He had left Titus there to supervise the work of the
churches and eventually to recognise overseers among the churches of God in Crete.
Slowly and carefully Paul developed Titus into a mature Christian leader. It was
important for each church to have spiritual leaders, and Paul appointed elders in
various churches (Acts 14:23). These men led the churches by helping believers to
mature spiritually and by equipping them to live for Jesus Christ despite opposition.
Titus went on missionary journeys with and for the apostle Paul (Gal. 2:1; 2 Cor.
7:6; 13-15; 8:6, 16-18). The letter to Titus is another step in this discipleship
process. As with Timothy, Paul tells Titus how to organize and lead the churches.
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: Learning from the character of Titus When Paul arrived in Troas
he was very disappointed not to find Titus there. Titus seems to have been one of
those people you would rejoice to spend time with. Some people are so full of woe
that you leave feeling defeated. Titus was the opposite: no matter what your
anxieties, a short time with him and the cares and worries fade.
On reaching Macedonia Paul is comforted by the arrival of Titus, and more so with
the news he brings from Corinth. Titus had a true shepherd care for those in Corinth
(2 Cor. 7:14-15). Paul wrote of the duty of care the saints in Macedonia felt and
how he prayed that Titus would develop the same sense of care in the saints in
Corinth. He had a true care for his flock (2 Cor. 8:16).
Thus the character of Titus can be described as caring, refreshing and
strengthening. These traits would be required in the discharge of his duties in Crete.
The natives did not have a good reputation (Tit. 1:12). He is reminded of the
characteristics required of those he would appoint to oversight, and we can be sure
that Paul had seen all these in Titus also.
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: True child...common faith Titus belonged to that small impressive
group of men who laboured with the beloved apostle Paul in furtherance of the
gospel and kingdom of God. The description of him by Paul was always so
endearing, for he was ‘my true son in our common faith’ (Tit. 1:4 NIV). Evidently,
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through the gospel which Paul proclaimed, Titus either came to a knowledge of
Christ or became more assured in the things of the Lord—as Apollos experienced
through the ministry of Priscilla and Aquila (Acts 18:26). Titus, as a true son or child,
was deeply devoted to Paul, and the apostle relied on him immensely: ‘I still had no
peace of mind, because I did not find my brother Titus there’ (2 Cor. 2:13). Like a
proud father he boldly declared that Titus was his ‘partner and fellow-worker’ (2 Cor.
8:23). Titus was also a source of immeasurable comfort to Paul (2 Cor. 7:6). Titus
was indeed such a true child to Paul that he deemed him sufficiently competent to
accompany him to Jerusalem when he had that decisive meeting with those ‘who
seemed to be leaders’ (See Gal. 2:1-3).
That faith which Paul and Titus shared was the faith encompassing all who have
believed in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. It was a common faith, not necessarily
on account of its simplicity, but as it united all, whether Jew or Gentile, bond or free.
It is that common faith enjoyed by all who have been saved by grace through faith
(Eph. 2:8). It is linked to the one Spirit and one Body into which all who have
professed faith in Christ Jesus are joined (Eph. 4:4). The common faith is
underscored by the fact that Titus was Greek, i.e. a Gentile as was Timothy, Paul’s
other ‘true son in the faith’ (1 Tim. 1:2). In this instance, however, it is arguable that
‘the Faith’, which is applicable to God’s gathered-together people is in view. Yet
wonderfully, by divine intervention through the death of the Lord Jesus, both were
partakers with the Jewish Paul in the blessings of the New Covenant.
The man Titus Titus had a grave task to accomplish in Crete. He was to put straight
the things that were left unfinished, appoint elders, silence mischief-makers and
teach correct doctrine (Tit. 1:5,10-13; 2:1). Titus, by the grace of God, was
eminently suited for this assignment. He had indeed completed that which, in the
manner of speaking, was left unfinished in the Corinthian churches, and Paul
acknowledged this (2 Cor. 8:6). He was well grounded in the truths of the faith. He
was also a man of great compassion.
Frederick F. Ntido
From Vancouver: Titus, the man Titus has been called the ‘true child in the
common faith’. It could be assumed that it was the apostle who initially brought him
to the Lord. The use of the adjective ‘true’ indicates how strong the young man was,
as revealed by his dealings in Crete. The challenges must have been great on this
island because of their evil cultural reputation. Paul, in his letter to the Corinthians,
encourages and compliments his younger son in the faith and fellow-overseer, whom
he also calls a brother. Their relationship is truly many-sided: Paul values even the
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physical presence of Titus, as well as offering him spiritual advice. The older man
seems unsettled when Titus is not present and appeared concerned for his
strong-minded spiritual son. When Paul refers to their faith it is definite that he is
referring to more than one faith, even though in one of his letters he refers to ‘one
Lord, one faith, one baptism’. Paul implies that he and Titus share a common
salvation, a common body of teaching, and a common walk with the Lord.
As for the role of Titus in the churches in Crete, he most definitely cannot be
physically weak (as his colleague Timothy was) in view of the task in front of him.
He has the responsibility of rebuking and correcting, acting as a pastoral encourager,
appointing elders, raising money, and teaching the saints. It would seem that these
tasks had fallen to him before Paul’s arrival at Crete on his journey to Rome. We
were wondering if perhaps Titus was still present when Paul arrived. Would he have
seen the evidence of that forcefulness, tempered by gentleness, which Titus had
been able to use in his dealings with the church? [Comment 4]. Titus, unlike so
many of us, was able to show strength of will in dealing with difficulties, and at the
same time to comfort and show concern and compassion. This multi-sided talent of
being both assertive and gentle at the same time is one worthy of emulation. The
young overseer is able to warn divisive saints, and at the same time wise enough to
let the issue go when necessary.
It was noted in our discussions that the work of Titus in Crete was not in a central
hub of activities such as in Palestine, Asia Minor, the Greek mainland, or Rome. He
was willing to work in what was probably a backwater of the then-known Fellowship.
No doubt his work was difficult and he had to live away from his familiar cultural
environment. His name suggests that he was Roman [Comment 5]. As we discussed
his environment, we were also thinking of our current ‘ministering brethren’ who
may have to pass long periods of time in difficult circumstances and away from
family.
Jim Bell

COMMENTS
1. (Buckhaven): It may well have been the case that the apostle was instrumental in
leading Titus to the Lord, and Titus thus being spiritually begotten through the gospel
as preached by Paul, the apostle was his true ‘spiritual father’ and Titus was indeed
Paul’s true spiritual child (cp. 1 Cor. 4:15; see also Cromer paper, 1st para.).
R.B.F.
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The word translated ‘child’ in Titus 1:4 is teknon, whereas ‘son’ in Matthew 5:45
is huios. The difference is well documented (e.g. Buckhaven pa., B.S. 2010,
pp.17-18), the former emphasising natural generation, the latter stressing ‘the dignity
and character of relationship’ (Vine) and by extension likeness of character. 1
Corinthians 4:14-15 implies that Titus (and Timothy) had been saved through Paul’s
own gospel-work, but ‘true child after a common faith’ also describes Paul’s paternal
satisfaction in one who was not only saved but pressing on in the faith Paul and he
shared. So I agree that here is teknon describing ‘spiritual generation’—a spiritual
father and child—with likeness of character displayed in Titus’s sincerity in their
shared faith. See also Comments 1 and 2 in B.S. 2010, pp.25-26.
J.T.N.
2. (Cromer): The statement in verse 1 is linked to the hope of eternal life in verse 2.
I see this simply as the common faith shared with all believers who have been
elected unto salvation by grace (see Rom. 8:33; 9:24; 11:5, 28; 2 Pet. 1:10-11).
R.B.F.
It seems to me that in many such passages it is artificial to distinguish between the
first principles of salvation by grace and the service thereafter owed to the Lord, with
its attendant truths and requirements. Both aspects are often presented by Paul as a
continuum such as the believer finds in his life of faith.
Although ‘faith’ lacks the pointer ‘the’, this is a Hebraism whereby a noun with no
article qualified by another noun that has one is made definite by the latter. The
same thing works in English idiom, which wants to supply ‘the’ before ‘faith of the
elect’. ‘The’ simply means the particular faith shown in the lives of this group of
people referred to. (Cp. the same construction in 1 Corinthians 1:9, ‘the fellowship
of his Son’.) So for me in this passage ‘the faith’ means the believer’s trust along with
the objects of his belief. Paul’s apostleship was not restricted to the level of
confidence shown by converts; nor confined to their initial trust in Christ. And how
would we get on expressing the truths of service in the house of God if that pursuit
were divorced from the ‘hope of eternal life’?
Then, it does not seem likely that Paul would see faith as reserved for the gospel
of eternal salvation and truth as reserved for the doctrine of service in the kingdom,
as some argue (e.g. J. Miller, Notes ... ). Surely the believer’s faith begins from eternal
security and cleansing in Christ and follows on inseparably into the service that
should follow; just as truth is inherent in all of those precious things.
M.A.
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While in Titus 1:1 ‘faith’ and ‘knowledge of the truth’ are associated, that does not
in my view necessitate our reading of ‘faith’ as the body of doctrine once for all
delivered to the saints. The two statements are, in my view, progressive, just as in
1 Timothy 2:4. In coming to a knowledge of the truth, and demonstrating it in
godliness, our faith in God is not left behind, but engaged as the basis of that
knowledge and its exercise. The purpose of Paul’s apostleship was that the personal
faith of the saints which each one shared with Paul and Titus (1:4)—might be
augmented to underpin their growing knowledge of the truth in understanding and
behaviour. So I judge that the faith of verse 1 and the faith of verse 4 are the same
kind of faith.
J.T.N.
3. (Paisley): It is interesting to observe that national groupings of churches for
administration or decision-making are not evident in the record of Acts to Revelation,
each grouping instead being regional. Was this intended by God to emphasise that
the gospel of Christ and the service of the holy nation was for those of every people,
tribe, tongue and earthly nation, without distinction?
4. (Vancouver): Did Paul visit Crete? The words ‘... I left you in Crete ... that you
might straighten out what was left unfinished’ (1:5 NIV) are clear evidence that both
men were in action together for a spell in Crete. This has been questioned because
there is no mention of such a visit in the Acts or the other Letters, but that hardly
seems to invalidate the words cited, which are textually sound. It is perfectly
reasonable to accept that Acts finishes some years before Paul’s execution in Rome.
Philippians 2:24 and Philemon 22 also show that at an earlier stage of imprisonment
Paul saw release as probable enough for him to make plans for travel. A period of
release also allows for Paul to work with Titus in Nicopolis in western Greece (Tit.
3:12). Whether Paul visited Crete a second time before his second journey to Rome
is uncertain.
M.A.
Vancouver friends appear to assume that the letter to Titus was written before
Paul’s journey to Rome which culminated in his imprisonment in Acts 28. On this
journey, Paul did land briefly in Crete (27:8), but it was no pastoral visit, as the ship
laboured along the coast before being wrecked off Malta (27:39-28:1). This cannot
be reconciled with Titus 1:5, which confirms that Paul had spent time at Crete
establishing churches of God there—a work which was left to Titus to complete.
Neither this visit, nor Paul’s proposed winter visit to Nicopolis (Tit. 3:12) is
mentioned in Acts, so it seems that these events and the writing of the epistle took
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place after Paul’s release from imprisonment in Rome and before his subsequent
second imprisonment and death.
J.T.N.
5. (Vancouver): The name Titus was indeed a Roman one (meaning ‘wild dove’),
though it was often found outside Italy. It never appears in the period as a name for
a Jew. Paul, however, states that Titus was a Greek, the context giving full weight to
his race (Gal. 2:3). We can only be sure, then, that he was a Greek by birth, but that
his parents had a reason for preferring a Roman name.
M.A.
I take it that Titus was from Antioch in Syria, since it was from here, recorded in
Acts 15 and Galatians 2, that Paul and Barnabas set out to Jerusalem, taking Titus
with them. The Council of Jerusalem seems to have been instigated by the saints in
Antioch in response to those who came there from Judea teaching the requirement
of circumcision, and from there Paul and Barnabas were appointed to go up to
Jerusalem to settle the matter (Acts 14:24-15:3). It is possible that Titus had travelled
to Antioch with Paul and Barnabas, but there is no corroborating mention of him
before this incident. The fact that Titus bears a Roman name may also indicate his
origins in Antioch. Antioch was the capital of the Roman province of Syria, called the
third city of the Empire after Rome and Alexandria, and it had a large Roman
population. It seems likely that Titus was one such—from Antioch by birth, but
Roman by descent.
J.T.N.

From the Mail-box
THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH—TITUS 1:1
‘God our Saviour ... desires all men to
be saved and come to the knowledge
of the truth’ (1 Tim. 2:3-4 NKJV). That
desire was set in the counsels of ‘the
only true God’ from eternity (John
17:3). To the people of Israel it was
extensively made known first.

Himself: ‘I am the LORD your God’.
Committed worshippers must
acknowledge God’s uniqueness—the
only true God. The truth of God was
revealed to Israel in the accompanying
fire, the cloud, the deep darkness and
the loud voice (Deut 5:22). This was a
dramatic visual expression of God’s
holiness, and immediate presence.

The Lord began by identifying
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The character of the only true God
had been made known at Sinai and
was rehearsed by Moses to the new
generation before entering upon their
inheritance. That revelation of
knowledge was to have an outcome in
reverential fear of the Lord their God,
and was intended to bring about
service to Him only. This went with a
life of godliness (Deut 4:1). Moses had
led well by seeing Him who is
invisible—by faith.

straight’ in our understanding and
‘direction’ is the course to follow (Prov.
3:6; 11:5; 2 Tim 2:15).

If God is truth then it is impossible
for Him to lie (Tit. 1:2; Heb 6:18).
Living godliness meant that His people
also must not indulge in lies (Tit. 1:12;
Deut 5:20).

Praise the Lord that the whole
counsel of God, His truth, has been
delivered to us in a complete
revelation of the Faith (Acts 20:27;
Jude 3)—the knowledge of the
truth—in response to which we need
to fear the Lord our God, the only true
God, and serve Him only in faith and
love.
David Parker, Hayes

A pure heart and a good conscience
will help us to understand what the
Lord is saying, and to listen to His
word rather than pay any attention to
the Devil, who does not stand in the
truth because there is no truth in him
—he is the father of lies (John
8:43-44; 1 Tim. 1:5-6).

The Lord told Israel not to go round
in circles but to go straight forward
(Deut. 2:3; Ex 14:15). Swerving from
the truth (2 Tim. 2:18) is a hazard to
be avoided. ‘Cutting the word of truth

From the Archives
TITUS AND PAUL
This comes from an Editorial written when Titus was last studied in the magazine. The
volume is a useful resource, available on the net via Hayes Press in 1982.
Paul begins his epistle to Titus by
reminding him that the significance of
the revelation of God with which the
apostle was entrusted stretched far
beyond the confines of time. Its source

was before time began and its purpose
was eternal life. The faith of the elect
laying hold of the hope held out to
them by divine promise enabled them
to realize the grace and counsel of God
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in their own case when they received
salvation.

Corinthians (2 Cor. 8:16). Now he had
been left by Paul in Crete and assigned
the charge of setting in order the things
that were wanting there and appointing
elders in every city.

Titus himself, though a Gentile, had
been reached with the message of
salvation. The conversation of Paul had
taken place in very striking
circumstances, yet he addressed Titus
as his true child after a common faith, a
faith which was as real for both of them.

Titus had to ensure the silencing of
vain talkers by conviction of the truth
and by the exercise of the authority
delegated to him. Sharp reproof was
necessary to prevent a relapse into the
natural tendencies of the Cretans. The
aim before him was the healthful effect
of establishing their soundness in the
faith, and the appointment of elders
who would hold to the faithful word
and be not able to exhort in the sound
doctrine, but also convict any
gainsayers. The qualities given in vv. 69 for his guidance were not a mere
ideal, but a requirement in those
entrusted with the care of the churches.

The greeting which Paul sent to Titus
was one of grace and peace from God
the Father and from Christ Jesus, whom
Paul had come to know as Lord and
Saviour; grace which abounded where
the law condemned and peace to those
who, like Titus, were far off as well as to
them that were near.
Paul had taken Titus with him from
Antioch when he visited Jerusalem a
second time (Gal. 2:1) on the occasion
of the question about the circumcision
(Acts 15:4), perhaps to demonstrate the
grace of God already evident in an
uncircumcised Gentile.

Titus was to await the arrival of
Artemas or Tychicus before meeting
Paul in Nicopolis (Titus 3:12), where
the apostle intended to spend the
winter. This may be the Nicopolis in
Epirus, if the Nicopolis in Thrace was
founded by Trajan.
E.A.

Paul trusted Titus enough to send him
to Corinth when the church there was
passing through a difficult time, as is
seen in the second letter to the
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Introducing
JACOB: HIS EARLY EXPERIENCES, AND LATER LESSONS
ABOUT SHEPHERDING THE FLOCK
Jacob’s father Isaac was 60 years of age
when the twins were born to his wife
Rebekah. Jacob was clearly his mother’s
favourite. What he did to secure the
birthright from his brother Esau might
seem duplicitous, however, the
condemnation of Scripture rests upon
Esau who ‘despised his birthright’ (Gen.
25:34 RV; cf. Heb. 12:16). The
deception played by Jacob upon his
elderly father to obtain the blessing was
at the instigation of his mother, and it
was with great reluctance Jacob
undertook it (Gen. 27:12). We can
imagine his body trembling and his voice
quivering when his aged father
questioned his identity claim to be Esau.
Jacob had to live for a time with the
haunting prospect of a vengeful brother
and endure the rest of his days no doubt
with a pricked conscience of his earlier
antics. From that moment on though, he
appears to have been a changed man,
having had an unforgettable encounter
with the God of his father and
grandfather; being the recipient of the
wondrous revelation of the house of
God, the gate of heaven, and marrying
into his own people in accordance with
the express wishes of both his parents,
while his twin brother just simply did as
he pleased (Gen. 27:8-9; 28:7,13,17).

Early in mature life, Jacob is seen to
have a great interest in sheep and was
concerned for their welfare. He knew
they had to be watered and fed
regularly and generally well looked after
(Gen. 29:7; cp. John 21:16-17). He was
utterly responsible in properly managing
the affairs of his household and
possessions (Gen. 30:30; cp. Tit.
1:7—‘blameless, as God’s steward). He
put the sheep’s safety before his own
(Gen. 31:40; cp. Tit. 1:7—‘not
selfwilled’). His dealings with his
unscrupulous father-in-law Laban reveal
Jacob’s complete lack of trying to make
monetary gain to the detriment of
others; indeed he suffered severe
personal financial loss (Gen. 31:7, 39,
41; cp. Tit. 1:7—‘not greedy of filthy
lucre’). He was exceedingly watchful for
the young of his flock, ensuring that
they would not be pressurized into
moving at a fast constant pace when
they needed to stop and be given time
to rest and recuperate on the journey
(Gen. 33:13; cp. John 21:15; 1 Pet.
5:3).
Jacob never lost his interest in the
flock, even as an old man, ensuring that
those who followed in family succession
likewise took time and paid attention to
the needs of their charges, and not only
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so, but he insisted upon accountability:
‘... see whether it be well with thy
brethren, and well with the flock; and
bring me word again’ (Gen. 37:14; cp.
Heb. 13:17). His love for the flock God

had given him was with him to his dying
day: so should that of overseers in the
present day of grace.
R.B.F.

From Study Groups
THE DEMANDS OF PASTORAL WORK IN CRETE (TITUS 1)
From Buckhaven: Very strong language! ‘... liars, evil beasts, idle gluttons. This
testimony is true’ (Tit. 1:12-13 RV). Paul was quoting one of the Cretan prophets, a
social commentator of the time, who described the general decadence into which the
mass of the Cretan population had sunk [See Q & A—Eds.]. It was vital that the Cretan
Christians be made aware that as disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ, a much higher
standard was expected of them. Paul was anxious that Titus should not make the
mistake of allowing such un-Christ-like behaviour to go unchecked. The amoral norms
of Cretan depravity must not be allowed to creep into the church of God.
Reference to Jewish myths From verses 14 to 16 Paul turns his attention to the threat
that unregenerate Jewish proselytisers might destabilise the new disciples by confusing
them with teachings based on Jewish fables and not on the word of God. In Paul’s
estimation these were people whose minds and consciences were defiled because of
their unbelief, and therefore their teaching was contaminated by ideas that were the
product of minds unenlightened by the Holy Spirit. As such, they were a menace to
new disciples—in fact, all the more so, since ‘they profess that they know God’. They
claimed the moral high ground, appearing to take a high spiritual stance and no doubt
quoted from the Old Testament scriptures in support of their arguments. However,
they wove a deceitful web of teachings based on Jewish mythology and man-made
ritual observances to which they gave at least as much weight as to the word of God.
Wisely, Paul applied the test that the Lord Jesus Himself set: ‘by their fruits ye shall
know them’ (Mat. 7:15-20). Paul had the benefit of inside knowledge, having himself
once been in the same spiritually blind condition. He had written: ‘... they have a zeal
for God, but not according to knowledge’ (Rom. 10:2). Instead of subjecting
themselves to the righteousness of God which is imputed to the believer through faith,
they sought to establish a righteousness of their own, a doctrine of salvation by works.
Paul saw through this hypocrisy, and warned Titus, ‘by their works they deny him, being
abominable, and disobedient, and unto every good work reprobate.’ The unlovely fruit
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of their lives belied their pious words. What a contrast to the fruit of the Spirit, which
every true disciple of Christ endeavours to cultivate: ‘love, joy, peace, longsuffering,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, temperance ...’ (Gal. 5:22-23).
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Qualities required in an overseer The qualities listed in Titus 1:6-9
could be described using the logical expression that they are a necessary but not a
sufficient condition. They are desirable in all saints in a church of God, but their lack
is not in most cases a disqualification for membership. They are essential in overseers
because it is necessary that their lives should be ‘above reproach’, so that no-one can
charge them with saying ‘Do as I say, not as I do’. We did not discuss in detail the
meaning of ‘husband of one wife’ (v.6 ESV); John Miller, commenting on 1 Timothy
3:2-3 in his Notes on New Testament Epistles, pp.390-391, gives five possible
interpretations. The one that seems most likely is ‘one who is faithful to his wife’, for
the original can be translated literally as ‘a one-woman man’; the same Greek words
are used for ‘man’ and ‘woman’ as for ‘husband’ and ‘wife’. The translation depends
on the context, which can produce problems in translation, e.g. 1 Corinthians 11 ESV
[Comment 1]. We thought that ‘children’ here must refer to members of the household
over whom the potential overseer had some control; they could hardly be blamed for
the conduct of adult children who had left parental control. However, the example of
Eli in 1 Samuel 2:22-29 was quoted; he condoned the actions of his adult sons and
brought condemnation on himself because of it. Parents can be encouraged by what
Scripture says: ‘Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is old he will
not depart from it’ (Prov. 22:6); some who have not wholly followed the Lord still have
Christian standards in their lives [Comment 2].
Verses 7 and 8 deal with personal characteristics, and verse 9 with doctrinal soundness.
The two must go together. Regrettably, in some cultures there is a tendency to follow
‘strong men’, who can be arrogant in their attitude, like ‘Diotrephes, who likes to put
himself first’, of whom John wrote (3 John 9).
Cretan national characteristics The national character of the Cretans was low in the
extreme, as Epimenides, quoted in Titus 1:12, paints it. Livy (History, 44-45),
stigmatizes their avarice; Polybius (Histories 6.46.9), their ferocity and fraud; and
(6.47.5), their mendacity, so much so, that ’to Cretanize’ is another name for to lie
(Biblos). Thus Paul’s words were justified by the widely recognised character of the
people. Overseers appointed by his emissary Titus under his apostolic authority would
have to work among them, and there would be no good in being mealy-mouthed
about their nature. Forewarned would be forearmed.
Peter Hickling
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From Derby: Pastoral work in Crete The overseer must be able both to exhort in the
sound doctrine and to convince the gainsayers. He must be fully assured himself
regarding the teaching of the Lord comprising the truth of the house of God. In his life
before the saints and before people in general he must show love for God’s things and
be upright in his dealings with all.
In Crete, the assembly [or assemblies, as verse 5 suggests there were more than
one—Eds.] lacked resident overseers, and there were saints there who were unruly,
some teaching the need of circumcision. It would seem that through their teachings
others in the church were, or would be, led astray: so strong had these men become
in their setting forth of wrong doctrine. The assembly was beset by at least some of
those who were Jews in the church and also by some people who were not in the
church [Comment 3]. Cretans were present when the Holy Spirit was given (Acts 2:11),
and some would return to their own country, maybe bringing with them the teaching
of circumcision.
Paul uses a quotation from Epimenides (who wrote around 600 BC), saying there
were those who were liars, evil beasts and idle gluttons, seemingly endorsing this
criticism. This may have been used to help to convict them of their sins when one of
their own speaks of them as such.
From what we read, it needed a man like Titus who had these qualities required of
an overseer, to deal with such difficulties in Crete, and for him to appoint elders there
who had the God-given requirements.
Titus was a brother whom Paul refers to as ‘my partner, and fellow worker’, a proven,
trustworthy man, who had compassion and earnest care for the Corinthians, entering
into their sorrows. Such committed men we need today
G.W. Conway
From Halifax: Qualities required in an overseer As Timothy was exhorted ‘to tarry at
Ephesus’ (1 Tim. 1:3 RV), so Titus was ‘left’ by Paul in Crete (Tit. 1:5)—both being
entrusted with a task. Titus was to ‘set in order the things that were wanting’. ‘The lack
of recognised elders to care for and rule in the flock’, says John Miller, ‘must have been
outstanding amongst the things that were wanting in the churches in Crete’ (Notes on
the New Testament Scriptures, p. 430). Of course, as C. I. Scofield points out, ‘Elders
are made or set in the churches by the Holy Spirit (Acts 20:28)’, but it is also true that
‘great stress is laid in the N.T. upon their due appointment (Acts 14:23; Titus 1:5)’ (The
New Scofield Reference Bible, Oxford University Press, 1967, p. 1306). So, in attending
to the appointment of elders, Titus was given by Paul clear instruction concerning the
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character and conduct of the bishop (1:5-9). The duties of a bishop, as God’s steward,
involve the necessity of blamelessness: he is to be one against whom there is no
accusation. Therefore, he is not to be self-willed, soon angry, a brawler, a striker, nor
be greedy of filthy lucre; but rather he is to be given to hospitality, a lover of good,
soberminded, just, holy, temperate, and one that holds fast to the faithful word.
Titus was also given the task to deal with a people who ‘would make full demand
upon his authority’ (The New Testament in Modern Speech, R. F. Weymouth). There
were ‘unruly men, vain talkers and deceivers’ (v.10). Those of ‘the circumcision’ were
teaching things they ought not, and the natural state of Cretans themselves was
proverbial. Titus was to ‘reprove them sharply’, that they might be ‘sound in the faith’
(v.13).
Robert Butler
From Paisley: The demands of Crete When were the churches of God planted in
Crete [Comment 4]? The work in Crete would begin, as all works of God commence,
by the working of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of believers—perhaps in some of the
Cretan Jews who had been saved at Pentecost (Acts 2:11). These, together with some
Jews who had been scattered from Jerusalem because of persecution, may have settled
in Crete bringing with them ‘the apostles’ teaching’. In time churches of God would
be planted; all new believers having been baptised and added to churches of God in
the towns in which they lived. In those assemblies their service to God would be at its
most basic, but it must have been beautiful in its simplicity.
Such churches were at a severe disadvantage because there would not yet be written
epistles to correct wrong teaching and wrong practices [Comment 5]. The earliest of
the apostolic letters would not be written until about two decades later. Disputes
between Jews and non-Jews would soon arise, as happened in the church in Corinth,
in the churches of Galatia, and elsewhere among the churches of God, regarding what
specifically was permitted to be taught and practised. Satan would be at work in the
churches, sowing discord among the brethren.
The epistle to Titus is dated around 65 A.D. so the saints in the churches in Crete
may have had to wait twenty to thirty years before they received any written word of
God in the epistles [see Comment 4]. Paul’s letter to Titus was private and personal.
The churches in Crete may not have seen it or read it. What was needed in the
meantime was an apostolic visit by Paul and his co-worker, Titus. The latter had
benefited from good grounding when he worked with his spiritual father and mentor,
Paul, in Corinth (2 Cor. 7-8) for the work he was to do in establishing the churches in
Crete.
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Titus’ first task might well have been to call together the elders of all the churches in
Crete and ask them to give a report on their own assemblies as to what was taught and
practised; which saints had the potential for oversight; which spiritual gifts were
manifest, which gifts had the potential to be encouraged, which saints were of good
report in their own assemblies, and those who were ill disciplined. Wrong teaching and
practices would have to be dealt with, and some saints would be put away from the
churches if they did not repent [Comment 6].
Titus may have talked individually with some brethren about their spiritual gifts.
Those brethren who had the gift of the ministry of the Word would be encouraged to
teach sound doctrine to the saints; to build them up on the foundation of the apostles’
teaching; to teach how to pastor and shepherd the saints, especially those who were
most vulnerable and needy, and to instruct evangelists in proclaiming the gospel in
order that outreach might bring more people into the churches once they had been
saved and baptised.
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: Qualities of an overseer In 1:6-9 Paul outlined the picture of
the character, conduct and qualities required in an overseer, as he does in 1 Timothy
3:1-7. Here Paul commanded Titus to choose blameless men (well thought of for their
good lives); the husband of one wife (they must have only one wife); having faithful
children (their children must love the Lord and not have a reputation for being wild or
disobedient to their parents). A bishop must be blameless as a steward of God (God’s
minister), not self-willed, not quick-tempered (they must not be proud or impatient);
not given to wine (they must not be drunkards); not violent (they must not be fighters);
not greedy for money, showing hospitality (they must enjoy having guests in their
homes); lovers of what is good (must love all that is good); soberminded (they must be
sensible men); just (fair), holy (clean-minded), self-controlled (level-headed), holding
fast the faithful word as he has been taught (their belief in the truth which they have
been taught must be strong and steadfast), so that he may be able by sound doctrine
both to exhort and convince those who contradict (they will be able to teach others and
show those who disagree with them where they are wrong).
Yes, verses 12-16 use very strong language. Paul was warning Titus to be on the look
out for false leaders, i.e. those who say they speak God’s word but whose lives are not
all consistent with it. Some false teachers are simply confused—they speak misguided
opinions without checking them against the word of God. Others have evil
motives—they pretend to be Christians only because they can get more money,
additional business or a feeling of power from being a leader in the church. Jesus and
the apostles repeatedly warned against false teachers (see Mark 13:22; Acts 20:29-30),
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because their teachings attack the foundation of the truth and integrity upon which the
Christian faith is built.
We can recognize false teachers because they will:
1. Focus more attention on themselves than on Christ;
2. Ask others to do something that will compromise their faith;
3. Not emphasize the divine nature of Christ or the inspiration of the Bible;
4. Urge the church to make decisions based more on human judgment rather
than on prayer and biblical guidelines.
Paul calls for church order and right living in the island of Crete, whose inhabitants
were apparently well off and known for laziness, gluttony, lying, and evil. The
Christians were to be disciplined as individuals and directed in an orderly manner as
a church. We need to obey this message in our day when discipline is not respected
or rewarded by our society. Although others may not regard our efforts, we must live
upright lives and control our speech. We should live together peaceably in the church,
and in society be living examples of our faith.
B.V. Prasada Rao

From Southport: Overseer qualities in Crete Look at any ‘Situations Vacant’ advert
and you will see a list of essential qualities. Frequently there will also be desirable
attributes. Rarely will you see excluding conditions. So it is with ‘the overseer’. The
table below gives the characteristics required for the office of overseer as well as
excluding traits. Some pros and cons are two sides of the same coin, e.g. gentle / not
violent. Others are more specific, e.g. ‘temperate’ covers moderation in more than just
alcohol.

Required
Timothy
Desire for task
Above reproach
Husband of but
one wife
Temperate
Self-controlled
Respectable

Excluding conditions
Titus

Timothy

Titus

Blameless
Husband of but
one wife
Self-controlled

Quick-tempered
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Hospitable
Able to teach

Hospitable
Overbearing
Drunkenness
Drunkenness
Violent
Violent
Quarrelsome
Lover of money Pursuing dishonest gain

Gentle

Manages his own
family well

Man whose
children believe
and are not open
to the charge of
being wild and
disobedient
Recent convert

Good reputation
with outsiders
Loves what is good
Upright
Holy
Disciplined
Holds firmly to
the trustworthy
message

The extra characteristics that Titus is given can be explained by what Paul was
already aware of in the Cretan churches. Some men had already emerged who were
ruining whole households by false teaching, for dishonest gain (Tit. 1:11). These false
teachers were so blatant in their sinful actions that Paul classified them as detestable,
disobedient and unfit for doing anything good (Tit. 1:16).
It is no wonder that Paul told Titus to look for spiritual leaders who were ‘not
overbearing’ (arrogant or self-willed) and ‘not quick-tempered’, but men who loved
what was good, were upright, holy and disciplined (1:7-8). Perhaps the requirement
most relevant to the situation in Crete was that Paul told Titus to appoint shepherds
who would hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it had been taught, so that in turn
they could encourage others by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it (1:9).
It would appear that converts from Judaism were particularly guilty, described as being
‘unruly and vain talkers and deceivers’ (Tit. 1:10 AV). All saints, not just overseers,
must strive to control their behaviour (Phil. 3:12-16).
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Our society has more than a passing resemblance to first century Cretan culture, and
the combined set of standards which are applicable in our day. The challenge is for us
to be undefiled by the very low standards of today: Be holy (1 Pet. 1:16).
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Overseers’ qualities as relevant in Crete An overseer must be
blameless in his dealings with men and women, the husband of one wife, with faithful,
well-behaved children. He must not be self-willed, easily angered, given to much
wine, neither a striker nor a covetous man. He must not only be hospitable but a lover
of good, sober, just, holy and temperate (Tit. 1:6-8).
The above qualities were quite critical in dealing with the situation in the Cretan
churches, where a general decay in the larger society had crept into the assemblies.
The Cretans were generally regarded by one of their very own as liars, being also known
as wild beasts and slow bellies [See Q & A—Eds.]. If this description was representative
of the entire people, it was going to require rule in accordance with the word of God
to stem this tide and ensure that the lawlessness and decadence which prevailed in
their society did not diminish the testimony of the churches. Overseers to be appointed
by Titus in Crete, in the course of his setting in order the things that were wanting,
would be men who would not only have personal integrity and character as evidence
of the outworking of the Holy Spirit’s fruit in their lives, but also would be capable of
combining firmness of action with humility of spirit and compassion. There were
various unhealthy influences in the island of Crete, and as such leaders were required
with the necessary graces and knowledge of the mystery of the faith to be able to raise
a standard of holiness confirming the faith of the people in the way which is in Christ
Jesus (Tit. 1:9-14).
Frederick F. Ntido
From Vancouver: Qualities required in an overseer:
Positives:
Above reproach—someone who has no criminal record or even allegations against him.
Husband of one wife—not a polygamist or having a mistress [see Comment 1].
Children who believe—faithful disciples and followers.
Good stewards—of family affairs or a small treasury [Comment 7].
Hospitable.
Loving.
Sensible—discreet and sound in mind.
Just—doing right by the standards set.
Devoted—unpolluted.
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Self-controlled.
Faithful teacher.
Able to exhort—to call to one side and encourage.
Refute those who contradict—correct with kindness.
Negatives:
Not accused—no public allegations as opposed to judicial.
Not guilty of dissipation—extravagant and squandering.
Not guilty of rebellion—disobedience to authority and disorderly.
Not self-willed.
Not quick-tempered.
Not addicted.
Not pugnacious—aggressive attitude or fighting spirit.
Not fond of sordid gain—dodgy deals.
Summary: a wise steward, not rash, but displaying the God-given qualities of the Spirit.
Having done a brief study of the various words used we realized that the word
‘example’ surfaced as being of primary importance. Taking them all into account with
the prospect of being either a good or bad example, we were left with 4 D’s—the Dos
and Don’ts, Doctrine and Discipline in an elder’s character. As to the special relevance
of these qualities to the Cretan churches, it would appear that Crete was still a melting
pot of religious ideas, whilst some were seeking to take advantage of the new churches
and gain a following for themselves. Possibly, in too many cases, the authority of
existing elders was not being respected [see Comment 6], maybe for good reasons.
Titus was charged with bringing order and stability by establishing elders with
credibility. Lifestyle standards and the fruit of the Spirit were to be stressed, and these
would aid as both an example and proof of the Holy Spirit’s authority.
Is it possible to have ‘rebellious people’ of a ‘circumcision group’ in a church today? It
is true that there can only be one rule, one standard and one measure of doctrine; but
the teaching and implementation of the same can seem to vary. The reason for such
strong language could be partly due to the point from which people were being called,
and somewhat due to the depth and the grossness of their way of life. The culture in
which the sinner has been brought up may need a different emphasis in correction.
The people of Crete, not the saints in the church per se (but possibly including some
of them), had a bad reputation, given by an indigenous character, probably
Epimenides, of 600 BC, who himself spoke of the depravity of the culture and the
hardness it had bred [See Q & A—Eds.]. The gospel of Jesus Christ was still very new,
and many would find it difficult to let go of practices and traditions with which they had
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been brought up. We, too, should be cautious, seeing that we do not allow our
‘culture’ to soften, shift or steal from us the meaning and implementation of doctrine.
As to the possibility of having ‘rebellious people’ in the church, we are taught that the
heart of man is ‘deceitful above all things’. Therefore we cannot claim immunity from
a desire for self-styled Christian living that suits our culture rather than that we try to
measure up to God’s word.
Jewish myths Can other religions influence us today? The Lord made it quite clear in
John 8:44 that the devil ‘is a liar and the father of lies’. Other writers have confirmed
to us that Satan’s aim is to deceive us all. Myths and tales were at one point built
around a certain claim of truth, but increasingly they became either redundant or
twisted for gain and became lying fables with only a pretence of what was originally
intended. The Jews had many ceremonies and rites—‘commandments of men’—that
had been established under a divine principle presented by Moses; but with the
coming of Christ and the gospel of grace, they were no longer valid. Persistence in
cleaving to, and an embellishment of, such perverted teaching only sought to turn
people away from Christ back to the law of Moses. Many faiths and religions use the
basics of the Bible as foundation for practices, but go on to build heresies that deny the
core values and fundamental promises that are realized in the Lord Jesus. Just as some
Jews then struggled to let go of rituals, believers today who have experienced a
transition from, for example, a Muslim or Catholic background, can experience the
same tension. It was also discussed that we, too, should be aware of ‘traditions’ and
‘practices’ in the churches of God that could, over time, become myths and considered
instead as doctrine. They were originally based on a divine principle or good intent but
could eventually impede the growth or service of God’s house.
Kevin Jones

COMMENTS
1. (Cromer): The husband of one wife As we know, this statement in Titus 1:6, part
of the qualifications required before a man should be appointed to undertake oversight
responsibility, is also found in the corresponding passage of 1 Timothy 3:2, and is
mentioned again as a requirement of deacons in verse 12. A transposition of the words
‘husband and wife’ is found in 1 Tim. 5:9 in connection with the enrolment of those
widows deserving of church support, ‘having been the wife of one man (husband)’.
Let’s consider possible scenarios of interpretation of what these words may be
thought to cover:
1. The man has only been married once in his lifetime, and his wife is still alive and
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living with him;
2. The person may have been a widower, whose first wife has died, and he has
married again;
3. He is a widower, having been married once, but is not in a remarriage situation;
4. He is separated from his wife but has not divorced her;
5. He is a divorced person, but has not married again, and therefore has had only one
wife in his lifetime.
6. He is a divorced person and has married again.
Let’s be clear about some other points that should be borne in mind regarding
marriage. Firstly, marriage was always, in the mind of the Lord, to be the union of one
man and one woman; it was to be monogamous. The account of human creation and
the partnership and espousal of two people of different sex in Genesis 2:18-24,
confirmed by the Lord’s own words in Matthew 19:4-6, and beautifully illustrated in
the truth of Christ and His church in Ephesians 5:23-33, leaves us in no doubt about
this. Secondly, separation and divorce were never in the concept of God’s will for
those whom He has brought together: ‘What therefore God hath joined together, let
not man put asunder’ (Mat. 19:6 RV). Allowance has been made by Him for certain
conditions to apply where this has taken place, which we cannot go into in detail here.
Taking the above into account, the man who ‘fits the bill’ in the statement above
would be, in my mind, the persons covered in 1, 2 and 3 above; certainly not 4, 5 and
6.
R.B.F.
The interpretation Cromer support has been thought unlikely because (1) it seems so
basic, and common to all saints, that it is hardly a distinguishing feature; (2) the wording
is very specific for such a general meaning; (3) divorce and remarriage were common
in Greek and Roman circles and also possible among Jews, and this seems the most
probable exclusion. (References to scholars supporting this view can be supplied.)
M.A.
2. (Cromer): Surely ‘having children that believe’ (v.6) would be those of the man’s
own flesh and blood, over whom as a father he would have an exercise of authority and
control as far as their behaviour is concerned (see 1 Tim. 3:4-5). In addition to that, if
they were at an age of responsibility it would be required that, at the time of
consideration of such a spiritual appointment, they would be believers on the Lord
Jesus. Once away from the home and that direct sphere of parental control, the
exercise of such authority might be extremely difficult and limited.
R.B.F.
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3. (Derby): Who were the ‘empty talkers and deceivers’? One of the chief elements
of Titus’s commission was to reinforce sound doctrine (2:1) by resisting the false
teachings of those who were ‘insubordinate, empty talkers and deceivers’ (1:10 ESV).
Reference to the ‘insubordination’ of these men, and the fact that they were engaged
in ‘teaching … what they ought not to teach’ (v.11), suggests that they were within,
rather than without, the assemblies. The word ‘insubordinate’ (Gr. anupotaktos) is used
elsewhere to denote disobedience to the law (1 Tim. 1:9), to parents (Tit. 1:6) and to
Christ (Heb. 2:8), each a divinely-appointed authority. No doubt the spread of these
fables and false teachings was encouraged by men outside the churches, but they were
saints (‘… who turn away from the truth’ (v.14)) who brought them amongst God’s
people, men who refused the rule of the faith ordained by God, by whose authority it
was delivered by the apostles and maintained by the elderhood. It is possible that
there were unsaved men amongst the churches who were also to be silenced (cf. Jude
4), but my interpretation of Titus 1:10-16 is that Paul had in view men who were saved
and added to churches of God, but whose knowledge of God was denied by their
disobedience.
J.T.N.
4. (Paisley): As Paisley friends have pointed out from Acts 2, there were Cretans in
Jerusalem at Pentecost who could have returned to their own country filled with the
Holy Spirit to begin a work of evangelism. The first church of God in Jerusalem was
established on the authority of the apostles’ teaching as received from the Lord Himself.
Presumably further churches were planted as the apostles and others travelled about
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Paul on his missionary journeys would have
planted churches (1 Cor. 3:6). Some considerable time passed between Pentecost and
the visit of Paul with Titus to Crete (suggested circa AD 63). We are not given details
of what happened in this intervening time if anything, but it is possible though unlikely
that groups of believers were established on the grounds of obedience to the truth
which somehow was communicated to them or by some missionary journey of which
we have no record. It is more likely and accepted, however, going by the tones of
Paul’s letter to Titus (supposed circa AD 65) that when Paul and Titus landed in Crete
they evangelized the cities and planted churches there. These were young churches
with presumably no recognized elders at that stage in their development so Paul left
Titus with instructions on the appointment of elders. See also Comment 4, Did Paul
visit Crete? in BS January 2012.
5. (Paisley): The early churches were taught traditionally by word of mouth and by
letter when a written communication was judged to be more effective in the
circumstances (e.g. 2 Cor. 1:23-2:4). Often the written word was regarded as a
second-best substitute for the spoken word (e.g. Gal. 4:20). The apostles’ spoken
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words and written words were equally authoritative. The body of teaching on which
the present day churches of God are based could not be entrusted to oral transmission
but a more permanent written authority and so we come to have the New Testament
scriptures. The Hebrew scriptures were available to the early churches which together
with the apostles’ oral teaching would have served them well and enabled them to
understand Christ in the Old Testament. Wrong teaching and practices in the churches
would have been it is suggested in most circumstances put right traditionally by the
spoken word and example and where this was not always possible by the written word.
6. (Paisley): It is suggested that since these were most likely young churches recently
planted by Paul, Titus’ first task was to recognize and appoint elders who would care
for the flock. This shows Paul’s confidence in Titus’ judgement and spirituality.
G.K.S.
7. (Vancouver): Stewardship has to do with responsibility to administer the property
or possession of another (Luke 12:42; Mat. 20:8 where the steward was responsible
for his mater’s purse). In the context of Titus 1:7, ‘God’s steward’ relates to the
overseer’s administration of the church of God, which is God’s own possession having
acquired it with blood (Acts 20:28).
J.T.N.

Question …
The quotation from a Cretan prophet in Titus 1:12 seems surprising for a Cretan to
write, vilifying his own people. Not being part of the Word, is Paul citing it as entirely
true?

… & Answer
For this we are indebted to the 1982 study of Titus, a useful guide for this year's subject.
The point is that if a Cretan says that Cretans are liars, can we trust what he has just
said?
The reference is to the ‘Epimenides Paradox’. Epimenides was a Cretan who made the
statement ‘Cretans always lie’, producing an example of a statement that is neither true
nor false. Paul must have known of the saying, and have taken it up, rather tongue in
cheek, to reinforce his instructions.
P.L. Hickling
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Introducing
THE VALUE OF TEACHING IN DAILY SERVICE
‘My son, keep your father’s commands
and do not forsake your mother’s teaching.
Bind them upon your heart for ever;
fasten them around your neck.
When you walk, they will guide you;
when you sleep, they will watch over you;
when you awake, they will speak to you.’
So Solomon wrote for his son in Proverbs 6.
Yet many cry too late, as in 5:13-14 (NIV)—
‘”I would not obey my teachers
or listen to my instructors.
I have come to the brink of utter ruin
in the midst of the whole assembly.”’
That teaching was guidance for daily
living, not apparently, at first glance,
the structure of divine service and the
relationship of man to God. But
scriptural doctrine (including the latter)
is indeed designed to guide us in all of
life, whether in the holy place or in
everyday conduct. Paul worked with
new converts ‘like a mother caring for
her little children’ and ‘as a father
deals with his own children’ (1 Thes.
2:7,11). The saint of God downplays
doctrine in favour of ‘practical things’
and encouragement at his peril. How
could the Lord’s disciples shrink from
His teaching as they walked with Him,
or were gathered on the hillside to
hear Him? Light on our position in
God’s array of servants is vital to

practical guidance in Christian living,
for God is both light and love. When
we neglect the doctrine of the Lord,
we neglect Him.
Moses wished his teaching to
‘... fall like rain
and my words descend like dew,
like showers on new grass,
like abundant rain on tender plants’
(Deut. 32:2).
His view of his work was that it should
be part of the natural rhythm of daily
life, not regarded as an unaccustomed
effort by student and teacher.
Teaching was an essential part of the
Lord’s ministry, and far from it being
regarded as a drag, Matthew twice
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observes that the crowds of all sorts
not only gathered from afar to listen,
but were ‘amazed’ and ‘astonished’ by
it (7:28; 22:33). Take out the teaching
sessions (and talk by the wayside), and
they (and we) would have been very
much poorer.

the sound pattern in which he himself
had been trained, in his efforts to deal
with false teachers in Ephesus (2 Tim.
1:13). Four times wrong teaching is
condemned in the Lord’s messages of
warning to the churches in Revelation
2.

The leaders of the Jews were in no
doubt about the influence of the
apostles’ teaching, with which they
had ‘filled Jerusalem’ (Acts 5:28).

A final point is that the gifts of pastor
and teacher are specially linked in
Ephesians 4. Clearly someone who is
weaker in one of these attributes is out
of balance. The saints would respond
to the teaching of a man who showed
that he cared for them, and knew how
to help them through their problems.
They would also have more
confidence in a man who understood
at least the broad lines of God’s
direction of our service here.
M.A.

The content was of course very
important. Paul describes ‘... the form
(Gk. = ‘mould’) of teaching to which
you were entrusted’ as vital to the
Romans’ spiritual lives—a factor in
setting them free from sin and leading
to righteousness (Rom. 6:17-18).
Timothy was therefore charged to keep

From Study Groups
TEACHING THE CHRISTIAN WAY OF LIFE
(TITUS 2 AND 3:14)
From Buckhaven: Making the teaching attractive ‘… that they may adorn the
doctrine of God our Saviour in all things’ (Tit. 2:10 RV). The word ‘adorn’ comes
from the Greek word kosmos and carries the thought of putting something in its
proper order. Servants were to adorn the doctrine of God by conducting themselves
in such a way that their masters would be highly satisfied with their service. Even
though the conditions of service that applied to slaves in those days were somewhat
different from those of employees today, we believe that the principles outlined in
verses 9-10 offer sound guidance for present Christian employees.
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Servants/employees should be ‘in subjection’ to their own masters/employers, ‘well
pleasing … in all things; not gainsaying; not purloining, but shewing all good fidelity.’
Subjection carries the thought of submission and obedience. Contrary to the spirit
of the age, the Christian employee should not as a rule engage in militant actions,
bringing them into wilful conflict with their employer. The exception to this rule is
when the precepts of men run contrary to those of God. In that case we must align
ourselves with the word of God, as the apostle Peter did when the local authorities
insisted that he should not preach in the name of Jesus. Peter was justified in
refusing to obey because he believed, as we do, that ‘we must obey God rather than
men’ (Acts 5:29). On such occasions the Christian is mindful of the fact that he or
she is answerable to a higher authority; for each one of us must give account at the
judgment seat of Christ (2 Cor. 5:10). Normally Christian employees should
endeavour to be ‘well pleasing’ to their employer ‘in all things’. In order to
accomplish this, Christians should be diligent and conscientious in their work, doing
it with a willing spirit, being prepared to ‘go the second mile’ to ensure the job is
done well.
‘Not gainsaying’ is the opposite of being argumentative, always challenging
decisions or questioning what we are asked to do. Rather, we should be cooperative
and easy to work with, accepting our position in the divine order of things, just as
that wise and humble centurion did when he said, ‘I also am a man set under
authority … I say … to my servant, Do this, and he doeth it…’ (Luke 7:6-9). The
Lord Jesus commended him for his faith in the supreme authority of God, whose
power was so clearly manifest in the Son of God. ‘Not purloining’ means not stealing
from our masters. ‘Showing all good fidelity’ describes someone who is loyal and
trustworthy; not the kind of person who is unreliable or who cannot be trusted with
sensitive information.
We should cultivate ‘a manner of life worthy of the gospel of Christ’ (Phil. 1:27),
for the teachings of our Lord and Saviour will be made attractive to others in the
measure that they see Christ in us [Comment 1].
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Paul relied on his trusted deputy to work on his behalf. Delegation
of responsibility does not come easily to some brothers and sisters, yet if the work
of the Lord is to continue in churches of God it is vital that younger ones be trained
to do the work, and then allowed to get on with it. Paul was not afraid to delegate,
as we see in the case of Timothy and here with Titus.
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A word to the older men This word is first, Temperate. They should not be given to
extremes of behaviour, e.g. one minute elated with the joy of the Lord and then the
next in ‘the slough of despond’. The elderly should show moderation in behaviour,
in conversation, and in eating and drinking.
Worthy of respect This quality has to be earned. If the older ones in a church expect
others to look up to them, they themselves must set an example.
Self-controlled The elderly need to be patient and understanding with others.
Perhaps age brings a tendency to be a curmudgeon, bad tempered or surly.
Negative attitudes expressed in words or actions have a discouraging effect on others,
especially on younger ones.
Sound in faith, in love and endurance In a world that still says, ‘What is truth?’—as
did Pontius Pilate, when the Lord, who was ‘The Truth’, stood before him—the
elderly can present a clear lead in spiritual things, offering stability to the Christian
lives of others. The young in the faith will receive truth more easily if it is
administered in love, and will be built up in their spiritual lives (Eph. 4:15).
Endurance in serving the Lord is manifest, not least in regular attendance at assembly
meetings. The elderly should have developed this habit in their lives, and can be an
encouragement to others in the church to do the same (Heb. 10:25).
A word to the older women Slander was apparently a common vice amongst Cretan
women (NIV Commentary). Speaking untruths about other brothers and sisters is
very damaging to relationships in a church of God.
Not to be addicted to much wine Many addictions are wrong and make us unfit for
the Lord’s service.
Teach what is good and train the younger women Older sisters can teach and train
the younger women, but first of all they must be good examples themselves of
Christian behaviour. If words are not backed by actions, they will have little
credibility, and the word of God will be maligned (v.5). This message comes through
more than once in Paul’s instructions to Titus.
John Parker
From Derby: Adorning the doctrine For Paul’s word to Timothy see the following:
1 Tim. 2:10-15; 3:11; 5:1-16 and 6:1. These show how saints of different
age-groups should behave and get on with each other, not only in the house of God
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but with people generally. Older ones are to encourage younger ones by working
together. This makes for a happy assembly. Against all that was wrongly taught in
Crete, unity, love and godly example were much needed. It would help
considerably in dealing with matters that needed correction. Titus was to be an
example in his life. If the integrity of one’s life is in order, the teaching will be more
readily accepted and more attractive to others.
It should be seen that we are a caring people who love the Lord Jesus and adorn
the doctrine, rejoicing in God’s house. We noted Ruth declaring her love and faith
to Naomi: ‘Thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God’ (Ruth 1:16 RV).
There follows the loving care of Boaz for his relatives. Ruth wanted to be with the
people of God: she obviously had learned something of her mother-in-law’s God
and wanted that portion too.
Then we saw the attraction and love of David’s followers in 2 Samuel 15:21. Ittai’s
response was, ‘As the LORD liveth, and as my lord the king liveth, surely in what
place my lord the king shall be, whether for death or for life, even there also will thy
servant be.’ Again in 2 Samuel 18:3 the people expressed love and concern for
David and were attracted to him, saying ‘Thou art worth ten thousand of us.’ They
knew his zeal for the Lord’s things—he was an example to them in his life. We
thought, too, of David’s kindness towards Mephibosheth and that his men took note
of it, someone recording what the king said: ‘... that I may shew the kindness of God
unto him.’
Concerning the grace of God, 2 Corinthians 5:17 reads, ‘Wherefore if any man is
in Christ, he is a new creature: the old things are passed away; behold, they are
become new.’ We have the Holy Spirit, who teaches and convicts us and enables
us to resist the evil one. The victory we have through the Lord Jesus should have an
effect upon us.
G.W. Conway

From Halifax: Older men and women
It may be noted that when Paul attended
Stephen’s martyrdom, it is said of him, ‘... and the witnesses laid down their
garments at the feet of a young man named Saul’ (Acts 7:58 RV). In writing later to
Philemon, Paul refers to himself as ‘Paul the aged’ (v.9), or ‘an ambassador’ (RVM).
Responding to the angel’s news—the promise of a son—Zacharias said, ‘Whereby
shall I know this? for I am an old man, and my wife well stricken in years’ (Luke
1:18). The Greek word in these scriptures, presbutes, is the same word found in
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Titus 2:2, where it is translated as ‘aged men’. Although Paul was probably only in
his late 50s when described as ‘the aged’, Zacharias most definitely referred to his
advanced years [Comment 2]. Concerning the ‘aged men’ of Titus 2:2, Matthew
Henry explains that, ‘By aged men some understand elders by office, including
deacons, etc. But it is rather to be taken of the aged in point of years’ (Commentary
on the Whole Bible). This explanation is supported by the fact that Paul goes on to
mention ‘aged women’ (v.3), ‘young women’ (v.4), and ‘younger men’ (v.6). The
manner of life of older disciples of Christ, their demeanour, must in every way agree
to Christian doctrine. Also, despite the physical weaknesses of old age, there is to be
maintained soundness ‘in faith, in love, in patience’ (v.2).
Robert J. Butler

From Paisley: Titus was the conduit through whom Paul, by the Holy Spirit,
conveyed to the churches in Crete the whole counsel of God, the glorious gospel of
the grace of God, and the faith once for all delivered to the saints. Such was to be
for both collective and individual witness. First, Titus had to be an example,
practising what he preached to all the saints, with the saints imitating in their lives the
example which they saw in Titus, and had seen in Paul. (These were men who
reflected the character of Christ, and were the glory of Christ.) Everyone in the
churches had a part to play, from the greatest to the least, according to gift. The
challenge for all the saints was to adorn the doctrine that they had been taught,
showing by their manner of life that they belonged to Christ, and were living a pure
life in an evil world.
Grace Ungodliness and worldly passions, which are ‘earthly, sensual, devilish’, are
the antithesis of grace. If there is one word that exemplifies the delightful fruit of the
Spirit it is ‘grace’. The saints in the churches in Crete would see in the conduct of
Titus, in all his dealings with them, God’s grace with its outworking in all the fruit of
the Spirit.
The concept of grace (unmerited favour) is often considered absurd by
unregenerate people. They don’t understand the rationale of the Lord’s words,
‘Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse you,
pray for those who ill treat you. If someone strikes you on one cheek, turn to him
the other also. If someone takes your cloak, do not stop him from taking your tunic.
Give to everyone who asks you, and if anyone takes what belongs to you, do not
demand it back. Do to others as you would have them do to you’ (Luke 6:27-31
NIV). Christians exhibiting such traits would generally be considered weak and
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foolish by the world [Comment 3]. Jesus, in the way He dealt with sinners, the
destitute, the undeserving, was the personification of grace.
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: Teaching the Christian way of life Chapter 2 of Titus gives us
various instructions for Christian life and doctrine, qualities of a sound church and
right living in the assembly. Church teaching was to relate to various groups. Older
Christians were to teach and to be an example to both young men and women.
Every age and group has a lesson to learn and a role to play. Right living and right
relationship go along with right doctrine. In most churches there are people of all
ages. This makes the church strong, but it also brings potential for problems. So the
apostle Paul gives Titus counsel on how to help various types of people in verses 110; and to all—concerning grace, vv.11-12; concerning the rapture and the second
advent, v.13; concerning redemption, vv.14-15.
The exhortation of 2:2 applies to the older men in the church and not particularly
to the recognised elders. They are to exhibit special qualities of Christian living
consistent with their age and experience. Older women are to confirm the
responsibilities of their new position in the gospel. These include providing a proper
example for the young women, teaching them Christian character and domestic
responsibilities, lest they bring disgrace on the faith by abusing their new-found
salvation experience and freedom. Women who were new Christians were to learn
how to develop and maintain harmony in the home by observing older women who
had been Christians for some time. Younger wives and mothers were to learn to live
in a Christian manner—love their husbands and care for their children, through
observing exemplary women of God. The apostle Paul emphasizes the importance
of good works as the way of life of the Christian, telling Titus how to relate to the
various age groups within the church (2:2-6). He urges Titus to be a good example
of a mature believer (2:7-8).
The older members were to teach the younger by words and by example. All
believers were urged to live good lives, resisting the pagan influences of their culture
as well as any false teaching. We have the same need today. Christians must be
good citizens in society, not only in church. Believers must obey the government
and work honestly.
B.V. Prasadarao
From Southport: We need to know who our enemies are in order to get a full
understanding of this chapter and the warfare we face (1 Tim. 1:18).
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First, there are those who steadfastly reject the gospel. They will, given the chance,
speak out about every act or word which falls below the ‘high standard of our
calling’. To combat this we are exhorted to use sound speech, not foolish talking or
jesting (Eph. 5:4). Likewise our actions are to be above reproach—not just an
absence of evil but the maintenance of a testimony of good works.
Secondly, there are those who once believed, but now sadly can be described as
the ‘enemies of the cross of Christ’ (Phil. 3:18). These are those who have let the
base instincts of human nature deflect them in their Christian walk. To counter their
attack we should focus on the Lord Jesus, which will enable us to deny ungodliness
and worldly lusts. We should live soberly and righteously and godly in this present
world.
Thirdly, our greatest weakness is our old nature. We should not let sin have
dominion over us and we must be constantly on our guard. It is the little things that
we need to guard against (Eccles. 10:1). The desires of the mind are every bit as
sinful as the action (Mat. 5:28). The things we say can kindle fires of hatred, so
James commands us to guard our tongues (James 3:6).
Behind all these is the greatest enemy—the adversary. Physically, a single bite
could result in amputation of a limb and the consequent permanent handicap. The
devil seeks to devour, to wholly consume us, so nothing remains to testify to God’s
grace (1 Pet. 5:8). We are to resist with God’s grace (James 4:7).
In this chapter the progression in standards from young to old for both men and
women tells us that the increased exposure to the apostles’ teaching should have a
cumulative effect on our behaviour. The nature of the problems may vary but the
end result must always be the same—holiness. We speak of the promise ‘I am with
you always’, but so frequently let our standards fall. The print which many Christians
used to have on their walls was a great help to stay focussed: ‘Christ is the Head of
this house; the Unseen Guest at every meal; the Silent Listener to every
conversation.’ We should live as in His presence now so that there is no need for
a change in our behaviour at His coming.
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Making our Lord’s teaching attractive The Lord Jesus, in His time
on earth, made the law (or teaching) great and glorious (Is. 42:21). It is not so much
the fact that the teachings of the Lord, as contained in the faith or the apostles’
teaching, require embellishments in order to be attractive to men: it is rather a
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question of whether the lives of the professors of these teachings exude such
sweetness and beauty as would make the teachings appealing to men. It was said of
the Lord Jesus that He ‘... began to do and to teach’ (Acts 1:1 NIV), and His deeds
lent credence and attractiveness to His teaching for He ‘went around doing good and
healing all who were under the power of the devil; because God was with him’ (Acts
10:38). He was also able on several occasions to appeal to His good works as
validation of His teachings (John 5:36).
The bane of the Christian message—and often of the testimony of God’s people
—is the lack of consistency in our professions and actions. The servants, as well as
all others, were to be specifically enjoined by Titus to ensure that their relationships
with their masters—to whom they might never have the opportunity to preach—
communicate the teaching and make it attractive (2:10). Our Lord Jesus was utterly
justified when He warned about the Pharisees not doing what they preached, and
so they were not to be imitated (Mat. 23:3). A vital point, as also mentioned by
Peter, is for those who do not believe the teachings to be won over by our good
conduct (1 Pet. 3.1-2).
Frederick F. Ntido

From Vancouver: Titus was an exemplary teacher who modelled himself on Paul,
who modelled himself on Christ: ‘Be ye imitators of me, even as I also am of Christ’
(1 Cor. 11:1 RV). Titus’s teaching was needed when people of other cultures were
added to the church. That wholesome teaching which Titus engaged in demanded
attention to and understanding of those with varying degrees of faith, and in this
chapter it was directed to older men and women, particularly but not exclusively.
Even the elderly required teaching, and still do. In this case it was probably due to
the fact that the older saints had more recently been received into the Fellowship,
and also that some were engaged in distasteful habits brought from their Cretan
culture [Comment 4]. They were required to change their lifestyle drastically from
gluttony and lying to temperance and truthfulness.
What the sound doctrine is—and what the Cretans had to learn—is made clear
here. It consists of: (1) doctrine (Acts 2:41-42)/the Faith/ basic truth which is not
tainted with ‘gloss’, i.e. rules and regulations which might risk offending those who
resist restrictions [Comment 5]; and (2) upright behaviour/a conscientious attitude/a
sound practical life, such as good deeds (Titus 3:14). The latter has often been
repressed in a desire to adhere to the former, and we would do well to pay heed to
our walk as well as to our word. We can also learn from this chapter that the
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teaching of sound doctrine is not just the responsibility of overseers, but falls to all
—men and women—as they seek to mentor others.
It was noted that for older women the list of responsibilities that were to be taught
to the younger women was almost twice as long as the list for older men. Women
teachers are indeed vital and have great responsibility.
Attractive teaching We agreed that it is attractive because it reflects Christ, and the
learner puts on or wears Christ. Such teaching cannot be condemned, but is genuine
and honest, based on the life of Christ and on Scripture. The teachings of Christ
were verbally passed on, no doubt by those who had heard Him; and then the
gospels and epistles were written for later generations: so the sound doctrine has not
changed.
Slaves It was also interesting to note the reference to slaves needing to be taught.
Slaves are accustomed to being taught, but in this case the teaching was foreign to
that which they had to learn in their roles as slaves. Ironically they learned that being
enslaved to Christ meant freedom: no doubt they would appreciate that!
Grace Paul then tells Titus that it is God’s grace which instructs. That grace is
personified in Christ, and still appears in the work of the Holy Spirit, whose role is
to teach—both Persons allowing us to resist ungodliness. The usual definition of
‘grace’ can also apply here since it teaches us that we do not deserve salvation.
However, we can do something, i.e. we can look forward to our eternal salvation.
Would it not be good to have a mentor like Titus with us today, who is not afraid to
speak the truth in love?
Jim Bell

COMMENTS
1. (Buckhaven): It is remarkable that we, by righteous conduct, should adorn the
doctrine of God. Yet the fearful alternative must also be remembered, that failing
conduct may cause evil things to be said of us (v.8) and even the word of God to be
blasphemed (v.5). As those who are to be ‘seen as lights in the world’ (Phil. 2:15),
we have a heavy responsibility, for men may judge the word of God on our conduct.
J.T.N.
2. (Halifax): Paul the aged Authorities generally agree that Paul was executed in
his late 50s, so his own use of the term ‘aged’, normally describing someone much
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older, is doubtless a humorous allusion to how he knows some others had labelled
him.
M.A.
3. (Paisley): It is true that the great message of divine grace ‘is folly to those who are
perishing’ (1 Cor. 1:18,23 ESV), grace in its loftiest form alien to a fallen world. But
the Scriptures also teach that men shall be touched by acts of grace they receive.
Not only will righteous conduct prevent men from speaking ill of the gospel (Tit.
2:7-8), but it may also cause those who see ‘your good works … give glory to your
Father who is in heaven’ (Mat. 5:16).
4. (Vancouver): Perhaps so, but Paul’s instructions in Titus 2:2-6 surely have a wider
application than to first-century Crete alone. Applying these verses to our own day,
we can see that older saints have a vital role to play in their own assemblies, even
when physical frailty may prevent their active service in some areas. They can
provide an example to others, their manner of life endorsing their care and wisdom
as they draw alongside the younger with a needed word of encouragement or help.
Bearing that weighty responsibility, the apostle expected more of older ones
(compare the expectations for older men and younger in verses 2 and 6)—that
through lengthy service (for some) and the experiences of life, they should have
discerned how the purposes of God had worked in them to shape their lives.
J.T.N.
5. (Vancouver): We presume what is meant here is adding to what is written rules
of practice that are out of character with the original. We trust friends would not
expect ‘basic truth’ to be made more palatable so as to avoid offending those who
resist restrictions.
M.A.

Feature
‘SIGN’ GIFTS
‘Tongue’
The origin of the word takes us back
to Genesis 10:1 where we have the
generations of the sons of Noah,

Shem, Ham and Japheth. In verse 5
we read of the divisions of the nations
and ‘every one after his tongue’
(Hebrew leshona) which obviously
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refers to their different native
languages. Before this the earth was
‘one language’ (meaning ‘lip’) and ‘one
speech’ (‘words’)—see Genesis 11:1.

the gospel was also for Gentiles as well
as Jews, and the Spirit was also poured
out upon them, caused rejoicing and
amazement among the Jews. The
Holy Spirit came upon all who
believed (see v.44). Acts 19:1-6, and
in particular verse 4, shows that the
criterion for the receiving of the gift of
the Spirit in His fullness was ‘believing
on Jesus’; nothing more and nothing
else was required.

The Gospels and the Acts
Coming to the New Testament, in
Mark 16:17-18 we have the mention
of ‘signs’ that shall accompany those
who believe the gospel (see v.15).
They will have the power to expel
demons, speak with tongues, handle
dangerous snakes, drink poison
without ill effect, and heal the sick.
These signs were evidence in those
days of the working of the Lord among
the people of Israel (v.20) for the
simple reason that the Jews required
signs in the early stages of the
development of God’s work of that
time to prove the truth of the message
of the gospel of Christ that was being
proclaimed to them (see 1 Cor. 1:22).
A clear instance of this is seen in Acts 2
in the preaching of the Pentecost
message by Peter to Jews who came to
Jerusalem from so many different
countries. The speakers, being filled
with the Holy Spirit, spoke in
languages known to the
hearers—‘every man heard them
speaking in his own language’, and ‘we
do hear them speaking in our tongues’
(see vv.4-6, 11). Through repentance
and belief, on hearing the message of
Christ, they would and did receive the
Holy Spirit; in effect being ‘sealed’ by
and in the same Person (Eph. 1:13).
Likewise in Acts 10:46, the fact that

The Epistles
Only in the first letter of Paul to the
Church of God in Corinth do we come
across the mention of ‘tongues’, along
with other gifts and manifestations of
the Spirit. It is not in any sense
‘highlighted’ as the most important gift,
indeed it comes at the end of the list in
1 Corinthians 12:4-11, and well down
the list in the same way in verses
28-30. See also its ‘placing’ in chapter
14:26. When it did take place there
was to be a limit on those who so
spoke, and if there was no interpreter
present it had not to take place
publicly at all (v.27). Moreover, it is
clear from 1 Corinthians 12:30 that
not all in the church had the gift: so
why should there be such an emphasis
today given on believers ‘acquiring’ it?
Furthermore, the benefit of speaking
in a tongue was ‘personal’,
self-edifying to the individual (1 Cor.
14:4), as opposed to the benefit that
others in the church would receive
when there was the teaching and
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telling forth (the meaning of
‘prophesying’) of God’s word (see
vv.3-5 of the same chapter). There is
no profit at all in the tongue unless
there is an interpretation, otherwise it
is simply ‘a sound’ (vv.6-9). Those in
Corinth were instructed by the apostle
to seek gifts that would edify the
church (v.12). Paul taught that a few
spoken words of understanding would
be more profitable than ten thousand
in a tongue (v.19).

by the arrival of what was full and
mature as opposed to that which was
partial and incomplete.
Conclusions
So what are we to learn from an
examination of the above Scriptures
concerning the sign gifts and reception
of the Holy Spirit?
1. The Holy Spirit was given to all
who believe.
2. There was no requirement for all
believers to speak with tongues.
3. The gift of speaking in tongues was
more for personal edification.
4. The gift itself by no means assumes
an importance above any other; in
fact, if anything it is downplayed.
5. Like other gifts in the early New
Testament days of the apostles and
prophets, healings, workings of
powers, and discerning of spirits were
for a period of time ‘until that which is
perfect is come’.

Tongues were a sign to and for
unbelievers, not believers (1 Cor.
14:22), underscoring what is stated in
the second paragraph above under
‘The Gospels and the Acts’ regarding
their introduction as evidence of God’s
working in confirmation of His word.
What caps it all is the fact that the
time was coming when tongues would
cease (1 Cor. 13:8). Prophecies, such
as illustrated in the case of Agabus in
Acts 11:28, would no longer be
required, and the partial knowledge of
God’s workings at that time would
disappear to be replaced by the full
knowledge of His will as revealed in
the complete canon of Scripture. The
whole thrust of 1 Corinthians 13:8-13
is that of ‘development’—a time of
growth and transition being replaced

P.S. The Fellowship has produced
booklets such as G. Prasher Jnr’s The
Holy Spirit and the Believer which
investigates the matter of tongues more
fully; also, Mr. John Miller has an
article on the subject in Needed Truth,
Volume 52, 1945.
R.B.F.
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From the Mail-box
THE BLOOD OF JESUS AND THE BLOOD OF CHRIST
What is blood?
It is the most important component in
our bodies. The five or so litres of the
substance that our bodies contain
circulates by means of arteries and
veins throughout the whole of our
human physical structure and without
it we would be unable to live—‘For
the life of the flesh is in the blood…’
(Lev. 17:11 RV). Our blood is given to
us by our mothers when the foetus is
being formed in the womb. The blood
that was in the Lord Jesus is no
different in that way; it came to Him
from Mary His dear mother. What
then makes the blood of Jesus Christ
particularly precious and different from
our own blood? It was in the fact that
it had to be shed for our salvation and
subsequent service for God. An early
illustration of the importance of blood
to secure deliverance is seen in the
application of the blood of the
passover lamb in Exodus 12. The lamb
that had been kept in the Israelite
homes for four days had to be killed
and its blood caught in a basin and
applied with hyssop to the doorposts
and lintel of their houses in which the
passover had to be eaten. It would
have been of no value to the children
of Israel if they had slain their lambs
and simply left them somewhere. It

would have been equally ineffective if
they had collected the blood and left it
in the basin. The efficacy of the blood
was in its application—and so it is with
us. By faith the blood of Christ is
applied to our hearts for cleansing, thus
fitting us for being able to serve
God—‘How much more shall the
blood of Christ … cleanse your
conscience … to serve the living God’
(Heb. 9:14).
The Blood of Christ
As an overview, we could say that
the blood of Christ was for our
salvation, redemption, and atonement:
‘For our passover also hath been
sacrificed, even Christ’ (1 Cor. 5:7).
We often sing those poignant words of
Dr. Bonar:
‘We thank Thee for the blood—
The blood of Christ, Thy Son;
The blood by which our peace was
made,
Our victory was won;
Great victory o’er hell, and sin,
and woe,
That needs no second fight, and leaves
no second foe.’
K.M.H. Robertson, Ayr
(To be continued)
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Introducing
THE WASHING OF REGENERATION
Set amidst Paul’s teachings about the
standards of behaviour required of
those gathered in churches of God sits
a precious jewel of divine revelation
shedding its joyful rays to the glad
reader. As Titus 3:3 unveils the
degradation of the human condition,
we recognise ourselves in the Word as
clearly as Aaron once would have seen
his reflection in the laver made from
the mirrors of the serving-women (Ex.
38:8). Yet the shame of 3:3 is quickly
overcome by the glory of 3:4-7, in
which the bright appearance (lit.
‘shining upon’) of God’s goodness and
loving kindness is declared. It is the
dazzling light of His intervention in our
lives which has transformed us from
bearing the indelible imprint of sin and
motivates us now, under His graceful
training, ‘to renounce ungodliness and
worldly passions, and to live … godly
lives in the present age’ (2:12 ESV).

God’ (John 3:5). The word ‘washing’
(Gr. loutron) is used elsewhere by Paul
in Ephesians 5:26, in which the
‘washing of water with the word’ is
described in connection with the
sanctification of the Church which is
His body, that it might be made holy
and without blemish. So there is
presented the application of the word
of God to the soul of the sinner, by
which we have been ‘born again, not
of perishable seed but of imperishable,
through the living and abiding word of
God’ (1 Pet. 1:23).
The washing of the disciples’ feet
provides further teaching concerning
this matter. Gathered in the upper
room, the Eleven had long undergone
the once-for-all bathing effected
through saving faith in the Son of God
(John 13:10).
But to share in
communion with the Lord and with
each other in the breaking of bread
required the subsequent cleansing of
their feet, defiled by daily contact with
the world. We are reminded of early
days in Israel’s history, in which Aaron
and his sons were washed all over at
the entrance to the tent of meeting in
answer to the command of God (Ex.
29:4; 40:12; Lev. 8:5-6).
Their
washing by Moses was done once, but

Titus 3:5 provides an insight into the
means by which God saved us: ‘the
washing of regeneration and renewal
of the Holy Spirit’. This connection
between the activities of water and of
the Holy Spirit in the new birth reflects
the Lord’s words to Nicodemus:
‘unless one is born of water and the
Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of
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was to be followed by the regular,
self-administrating of water from the
laver to wash their hands and feet that
they might be fit for daily service in the
Tabernacle (Ex. 30:17-21).

one of our own making, for the very
work of Calvary was accomplished not
only to redeem us, but also ‘to purify
for himself a people for his own
possession’ (Tit. 2:14).

Seen against this backdrop, the
washing of regeneration reminds us
that our salvation, though springing
from the grace and loving-kindness of
God our Saviour, has as its purpose
that we might be made fit to serve
Him in priestly service. The severance
we are inclined to make between
‘salvation truth’ and ‘positional truth’ is

As His people, His treasured
possession, we do well to rejoice in
that once-for-all bathing which has
cleansed us from the defilement of sin,
and, as Aaron did, give all the more
diligence to the regular washing of our
hands and feet—our ways and
walk—at the laver of the Scriptures.
J.T.N.

From Study Groups
REBIRTH AND SUSTAINING NEW LIFE (TITUS 3)
From Buckhaven: Reconciling Titus 3:1 with the last sentence of Chapter 2 There
is no dichotomy between Titus 3:1 and the last sentence of 2:15. Putting the saints
in mind to be in subjection is quite in keeping with the exhortation that Titus should
not let anyone despise him. On the other hand, a superficial reading of 3:2 might
lead us to think that not being contentious, being gentle and showing meekness to
all, introduces some dislocation between these softer qualities and the strength of
character required to stand up to those who would treat Titus with contempt.
However, the comparison simply reminds us that ‘meekness is not weakness’.
Both the assertiveness required to ‘speak and exhort and reprove with all authority’
(Tit. 2:15 RV), and the gentle and meek spirit advocated in 3:2, are, in fact,
compatible with each other and are consistent with the character of Christ that
should be reflected in His disciples.
For example, the Lord showed great meekness when His teaching in the synagogue
in Nazareth so enraged His audience that they wanted to throw Him off the hilltop.
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‘But he passing through the midst of them went his way’ (Luke 4:30). He did not
avoid speaking the truth even though it hurt; nor did He react to the savage response
which followed. On the contrary, He, who as Son of God, who could have
terminated their lives with a word just as easily as He raised the dead, showed great
meekness by taking His leave with such dignity.
Again, when led like a gentle lamb before His accusers and one of the temple
officers struck Him, the Lord put the man on the spot with the arresting words: ‘If I
have spoken evil, bear witness of the evil: but if well, why smitest thou me?’ (John
18:23).
The apostle Paul showed both meekness and authority at Philippi. With bleeding
backs, he and Silas were strikingly uncontentious as they sang hymns in the prison.
Following his release, however, he asserted his right as a Roman citizen to fair
treatment, insisting that the magistrates themselves, and not the sergeants, must come
and bring them out of jail. This enabled him to spend time comforting the saints
before he left, instead of being hurried away, as it were ‘by the back door’ (Acts
16:37-40). Again, writing to the Thessalonians, Paul exhorted their leaders to
‘admonish the disorderly … be longsuffering toward all’ (1 Thes. 5:14). Here again
are the dual characteristics of assertiveness and gentleness, in this case enjoined upon
overseeing brethren.
These references illustrate the interface between Christ-like meekness and Christlike assertiveness, neither of which is attainable apart from the grace supplied by the
Spirit of God.
‘I want that grace that springs from Thee,
That quickens all things where it flows…’
Cowper, P.H.S.S. 277
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Titus 2:15 and 3:1 These two verses are complementary, rather
than contradictory. They relate to two different sources of authority: the former to
that of the apostle delegated by Paul; the latter to that of the civil authorities, to
which the Cretans were to be subject (see Romans 13:1).
Washing of regeneration and renewal of the Holy Spirit It would be a redundancy
if these two phases were coterminous; they relate to consecutive rather than
coincident events. The Greek word loutron is a noun, not a verbal participle; it
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refers to a bath, in which the whole body is washed. It is, however, legitimate to
translate it as a verb, for the act of bathing is what is signified. The actions are what
the Lord referred to in John 3:5: ‘... unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he
cannot enter the kingdom of God’ (ESV). It does appear that although the acts are
not coincident they are contiguous; a person is regenerated by the action of the
Word mediated by the Spirit, who then invigorates the Christian life. It is not
necessary to think of the ‘re-’ part of the word as restoring something that was there
previously, but rather as energizing the new life to be what it ought to be. W.E. Vine
comments on the word anakainosis: ‘“the renewing of the Holy Spirit” is not a fresh
bestowment of the Spirit but a revival of His power, developing the Christian life’
[Comment 1].
The hope of eternal life The meanings of words can diverge over time, even to the
extent that what was once subsidiary may become the principal meaning. An
example of this is seen in the AV text of 1 Thessalonians 4:15: ‘... we which are alive
... shall not prevent them which are asleep’. We now use ‘precede’ in this context,
and ‘prevent’ means ‘to keep something from happening’. Similarly with ‘hope’: its
first meaning is now ‘a feeling of expectation and desire for something to happen’
(O.E.D.). However, a frequent meaning in Scripture is ‘a firm and confident
expectation, based on the promises of God’, e.g. Acts 26:6; Eph. 1:18. The ‘hope’
of verse 7 is that firm trust—a meaning now described in the O.E.D. as ‘archaic’. Of
course, the other meaning also appears in Scripture, e.g. Romans 4:18, ‘... in hope
he believed against hope...’
‘Having nothing to do with’ someone The word hairetikos in 3:10 means ‘divisive’;
this gives a more accurate understanding of the meaning than the virtual
transliteration ‘heretical’ of the RV. The pursuit of ‘heretics’ through the centuries by
various parties, to the extent of torture and death, has brought vast opprobrium on
Christendom and provided ammunition for enemies of Christ. The people
concerned are like those described by Paul to the Ephesian elders, ‘... from among
your own selves will arise men speaking twisted things, to draw away the disciples
after them’ (Acts 20:30), or those in Corinth who had split into parties (1 Cor. 1:12).
Such troublemakers would divide the church, and could not be tolerated; hence
after two warnings they would have to be regarded as no longer part of it. This was
not simply having heterodox views but their promulgation of those views, so that
people took sides about them.
Peter Hickling
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From Derby: Titus 3:1 deals with our responsibility to those who rule or hold
positions of authority in this present world. Acts 5:28-29 shows that if it is against the
teaching of the Lord then we are to obey God rather than men. This has been done
in the matter of taking up arms against men. Reference was made to Daniel,
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego in Daniel 1, 3 and 6 who sought to obey God in
their lives instead of obeying men. Unless it is against the teaching, then we are to
obey and do good works to all, that they might glorify God through our good works.
This a commendable way of being able to speak to people of our Saviour and Lord
[Comment 2].
Titus 2:15 deals with upholding the doctrine of the Lord, as practised in the churches
of God—the things concerning the kingdom of God, maintaining unity and the order
of God’s house, in all dealings to show consideration to all and to reprove only if
necessary.
Verse 5 may apply to being convicted by the word of God, the washing of the water
of the word, the cleansing of our sins and renewing by the Holy Spirit, being saved
and brought back to communion with God. It can also apply to day-by-day reading
of the word and being cleansed and renewed by it (John 3:5; 1 John 1:7-9) [see
Comment 1].
Hope of eternal life We have eternal life today as our present possession (1 John
5:11). There is also the glorious hope of living with our exalted Lord: though we
might pass through death, we shall live because of Christ who has defeated death (1
Cor. 15:50-57).
‘Having nothing to do with ... ’ In verses 10 and 11 Paul is speaking of a factious
person—one who chooses his own will, full of self and who may be teaching wrong
things, thereby causing division. Such a person needs to be rebuked, and after it
being done twice, removed from the assembly of God. Some things would not
require a rebuke, but the nature of this sin would demand being removed from a
church of God (1 Tim. 1:4; 6:3-5,20; 2 Tim. 2:23).
G.W. Conway
From Halifax: By the washing of regeneration God has saved us ‘according to his
mercy’ (Tit. 3:5 AV). Works of righteousness could never save, for as Isaiah reminds
us, ‘all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags’ (64:6). The apostle Paul wrote to the
Galatians: ‘for by the works of the law shall no flesh be justified’ (2:16). We are
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saved, says Paul, ‘by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost’
(Tit. 3:5b). Some contend that this ‘washing’ means baptism. Adam Clarke, for
instance, wrote, ‘Undoubtedly the apostle here means baptism ...’ (Commentary on
the Bible). However, as salvation is by the ‘washing of regeneration’, it is required
that it is not man’s work of righteousness; otherwise it would be contrary to the text
itself. When Jesus came to John to be baptized, He said, ‘Suffer it to be so now: for
thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteousness’ (Mat. 3:15). The Greek word rendered
‘washing’ in Titus 3:5 is loutron, which occurs elsewhere in the New Testament only
in Ephesians 5:26. The text in Ephesians speaks of Christ who gave Himself for the
church, ‘that he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing [loutr] of water by
the word’. Cleansing both of an individual and of the whole Church is effected by
the regenerating power of the divine utterance or message—‘the word’ [Comment
3]. It is by the washing of ‘regeneration’ and through ‘renewing’ of the Holy Spirit
that God has saved us. John Miller says that these two statements ‘are
complementary, and describe the operation of the word and Spirit of God on the
soul, as spoken of by the Lord to Nicodemus, when He said, “Except a man be born
of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God” (John 3.5)’ (Notes
on the New Testament Scriptures, pp.435-436).
Robert J. Butler
From Paisley: The hope of eternal life Salvation and sanctification are both
once-in-a-lifetime experiences which begin at conversion, being also a lifelong work
in progress. We were washed completely when we were saved, made ‘clean every
whit’ (John 13:10 RV), and were sealed with the Holy Spirit (Eph. 1:13). As with our
salvation, so also with our sanctification: we were sanctified, made holy, consecrated,
set apart, once-for-all, when we were saved through faith in the finished work of
Christ. However, sanctification, too, is a work in progress which is ongoing while we
live on earth. We are extorted to ‘follow after peace … and the sanctification
without which no man shall see the Lord’ (Heb. 12:14). Similarly, we were forgiven
and cleansed from all our sins when we were saved, but we need to be saved
continually from the power of sin, and we need daily forgiveness and cleansing by
the blood of Christ (1 John 1:9).
‘Eternal’ and ‘everlasting’ are similar words with different meanings. The word
‘eternal’ means no beginning and no end. ‘Everlasting’ means having a beginning but
no end. God Elohim (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) conceived the plan of salvation
in eternity long before He created the universe, or created man to live on the earth.
Believers were chosen in Christ before the foundation of the world (Eph. 1:4). In
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that sense our salvation can be said to be eternal, but in each believer’s case it had
a beginning when they were saved; so the word ‘everlasting’—a beginning with no
end, would be more correct than ‘eternal’. Therefore it may be more true to say that
the believer has everlasting life rather than eternal life [Comment 4].
Truths difficult to understand, such as election, can be better understood by
approach from the glorious truth that believers were ‘chosen in Christ before the
foundation of the world’ (Eph. 1:4).
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: Difference between washing and renewal Through the verses
of Titus 3:3-8 Paul summarizes what Christ did for us when He saved us. Christ is
our Saviour. He is the one by whom salvation was wrought. God’s kindness is born
of His love toward people. It is according to His mercy He saved us. We move from
a life full of sin to one led by the Holy Spirit. All our sins—not merely some—are
washed away. We have been saved through, or by means of, the washing or laver
of regeneration. We gain eternal life with all its treasures. We have the fullness of
the Holy Spirit and He continually renews our hearts [see Comment 1]. None of this
occurs because we earned or deserved it: it is all a gift of God’s grace. All persons
of the Trinity participate in the work of salvation. Based on the redemptive work of
His Son, the Father sends the Holy Spirit to wash away our sins and continually to
renew us.
Verse 5 explains ‘… but according to his mercy he saved us, through the washing of
regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit’ (RVM). Regeneration is being born
again, about which the Lord spoke to Nicodemus in John 3:3-7. We understand that
the laver of regeneration represents the word of God, for the Scriptures consistently
teach of the necessary effect which the word of God has, received by faith through
the gospel message, in the regeneration of the sinner (John 1:12-13; 3:3-7; 1 Peter
1:23; 1 John 5:11).
The hope of eternal life The hope of eternal life which we have through the saving
work of Christ is not a hope of receiving eternal life in the future. We have eternal
life now as our present possession, and the hope which we have belongs to that
eternal life. It is this hope which causes us to rejoice that one day we shall enter
upon ‘the inheritance of the saints in light’ (Col. 1:12-13), for which God has
prepared us [Comment 5].
B.V. Prasada Rao
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From Southport: The whole of chapter 2 is focused on how the believer is to
behave. Old or young, male or female, the pattern is the same. The conduct within
the family, the assembly and before unbelievers is to bring glory to God and not
disgrace. That none should despise Titus required consistency in his conduct. The
teaching may well be denigrated by unbelievers but the integrity of the saint must be
above reproach.
The start of chapter 3 deals with the conflict between the standards of the world and
those the disciple is called to uphold. These standards are exemplified by the Lord
Jesus in His arrest in the garden and the subsequent appearance before the
Sanhedrin. His comment on the timing of His arrest was not quarrelsome but spoken
quietly. He then performs His final healing miracle touching the man whose ear had
been severed by a sword (Luke 22:48-53). He was ready to do that good work. In
the face of wild accusations from false witnesses He said nothing—what great
meekness. When He was solemnly adjured to speak He simply states—in a form of
words which the High Priest recognises—yes, He is the Son of God and has equality
with God.
Paul tried to imitate Christ’s behaviour and he urged others to do likewise (1 Cor.
11:1). Paul also exhorted the Philippians to do this (Phil. 3:12-14). We in our turn
must do likewise. What a challenge for us but one we should all strive towards.
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Reconcile Titus 3:1 with 2:15 The almighty God at rebirth delivered
us from the kingdom of darkness and translated us into the kingdom of His dear Son
(Col. 1:13). Those privileged to be part of the Fellowship of His Son (1 Cor. 1:9),
have a further obligation to learn how ‘to conduct themselves in God’s household,
which is the church of the living God, the pillar and foundation of the truth’ (1 Tim.
3:15 NIV). Titus, as a leader in the house of God, was left in Crete by Paul to ‘set
in order the things that are wanting, and ordain elders in every city’ (Tit. 1:5 AV).
The book of Titus primarily details instructions for those who are gathered in the
house of God, and the leaders there must be able to ‘speak, and exhort, and rebuke
with all authority’ (Tit. 2:15). The age of the leader notwithstanding, no saint is at
liberty to despise him or his youth (Tit. 2:15; 1 Tim. 4:12), and he must be able to
‘command and teach’ (1 Tim. 4:11).
The authority of the leaders in the house of God is restricted and does not extend
beyond the sphere of the kingdom of God. The Lord Jesus declared that His
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‘kingdom is not of this world’ (John 18:36), and His followers are to consider
themselves as pilgrims and sojourners in this world, in which they have no enduring
city (1 Pet. 2:11-12; Heb. 13:14). The primary secular obligation of all Christians
then is subjection to all civil authority. Specifically the Cretans, known for their
rebelliousness and insubordination, must be taught the Christian way of obedience
to all constituted authority in all matters, except where their injunctions or
expectations cross the line—where the appropriate response now becomes ‘we must
obey God rather than men!’ (Acts 5:29-30).
Frederick F. Ntido
From Vancouver: How can we reconcile 3:1 with the last sentence of chapter 2?
What is subjection anyway? ‘Subjection’ = proactively placing oneself under;
‘submission’ = a humbling act of placing oneself under; ‘obedience’ = following the
commands or guidance of. That said, chapter 2:15 finishes with the words, ‘let no
one disregard you’, and this we can confidently link to an earlier history of the
church when some insisted that a Gentile, like Titus, be circumcised. Paul was not
willing to comply with these requests, as it would probably have led to Gentile
Christians being viewed as second class. Titus was not to let such matters raise their
heads and dilute his authority as a minister of God’s word, but he was to remind the
church of the right of overseers to exercise authority in church government. With
authority comes responsibility, and those ordained with such authority will answer
to Him who appointed them. The church should understand that self-rule has no
standing, whereas submission to those appointed is submission to Him who appoints.
Submission and obedience are made easier when leaders provide both instruction
and example. Chapter 3 then goes on to speak of what we believe are secular rulers
and authority to whom we should show subjection, ‘placing ourselves under’. There
is not the same suggestion of submission here, but obedience is still required
[Comment 6]. In some cases, we might not like the politics of those who govern our
daily lives, yet we must still send our children to be educated, pay our taxes and
abide by common laws. The matter of subjecting to secular rule is spoken of on
many occasions: Romans 13:1; 1 Timothy 2:1-2; and 1 Peter 2:17. How much
more then should the church be willing to submit to the ministers of God’s word!
The washing of rebirth and the renewal by the Holy Spirit There were two thoughts
presented by the study group which were as follows. The ‘washing of rebirth’ and
the ‘renewing’ by the Holy Spirit were one and the same thing that take place at the
point of salvation [see Comment 1]. The process of rebirth, being born again, and
the renewing by the Holy Spirit need not be split up if read in context. The New
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Living Translation Bible supports such a view when we read, ‘He washed away our
sins, giving us a new birth and new life through the Holy Spirit’. The other viewpoint
was that this is definitely a two-fold experience. The ‘washing of rebirth’ being the
inner work of the Spirit defining our salvation and possibly expressed in the believer’s
baptism [Comment 7]. A scripture such as Acts 22:16 might support that view,
unless a dispensational hiatus is considered: ‘arise and be baptized, and wash away
your sins, calling on His name’, as it contains all the elements of rebirth and the
expression of it in baptism [Comment 8]. Following on from this, the renewing by
the Holy Spirit is the constant renewing of our minds and a process by which we
make progress in conforming to the likeness of Christ. Romans 12:1-2; 2 Corinthians
4:16 and Colossians 3:10 support this viewpoint [see Comment 1]. The renewing
can also be seen in Romans 6:14 where we see the grace that cleanses us, in Isaiah
40:31 where justice makes progress in the new strength, and in Colossians 3:10
where wisdom illuminates. We would make it known that saints did not fall out over
the viewpoints and were patient with one another!
The hope of eternal life What is the ‘the hope of eternal life’ (v.7) if we receive that
same life from the point of the new birth? The Biblical use of the word ‘hope’ should
be made clear and not confused in any way with its general secular use of ‘wishful
tendencies’. When coupled with faith, Hebrews 11:1 gives us clarity when it says,
‘Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen’
(NAS). Understanding the make-up of eternal life helps us to grasp that what we
have is not all we shall be. Eternal life is very long, has no limits and ultimately we
will abide in sin-free bodies. There will be a new heaven and earth in which we will
dwell and a new city in which we will serve. The hope is the assurance that these
other components will in due course and at a time that is set by the Father, be
brought to fruition (Rom. 8:22). This hope is based not on our highest ideas of good
but upon the promises of God and His Son, our Lord Jesus Christ. Our justification
has its anchor in Christ’s own work on our behalf; therefore, our hope and
confidence is not as vain as the unbeliever would suppose. Eternal life we have, and
of its fullness we shall receive [Comment 9].
What are the implications of ‘having nothing to do with’ a person twice warned? A
divisive person is one who purposely causes disagreements and would have people
turn one against the other. This does not mean that we will have a church fellowship
that agree on all things at all times, but in times of discussion, we ought to look for
the mind of Christ to overrule, and for tension not to have its natural way and
fracture any unity. We are brothers and sisters in Christ and therefore family, and
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we should look out for each other. John 15:12 says, ‘This is My commandment, that
you love one another, just as I have loved you’. The person who repeatedly shows
divisive tendencies should not be engaged by the saints but rather be spoken to
quickly and privately by the appropriate personnel, for the sake of the church and
the Lord’s honour in His church (the person so involved would have their name
brought before the church, censored once, and if there was yet no change, be
censored again. A further non-response to the second admonition would result in
excommunication—Eds.)
Kevin Jones

COMMENTS
1. (Cromer and others): Undoubtedly, the work of renewal which the Holy Spirit
undertakes is an ongoing one in the life of the believer (Rom. 12:2). But it does not
seem to me that Titus 3:5 has this ongoing work in view. ‘He saved us’, Paul
declares—a complete and accomplished work, and He did so by means of ‘the
washing of regeneration and renewal of the Holy Spirit’ (ESV). It is not redundant
that both phrases should be used to describe a coterminous work, for they explain
the application of two distinct (though connected) means upon the human heart.
The first describes the cleansing effect of the word of God (Eph. 5:26; James 1:18)
and the second the glorious work of the Spirit in making ‘a new creation’ in which
‘the old has passed away … the new has come’ (2 Cor. 5:17).
J.T.N.
I would agree completely with the interpretation above. Regeneration is all the
work of the Spirit of God with the word of God happening coincidentally and
interactively with the operation of faith through the grace of God (see Rom.
3:22,24,26).
R.B.F.
2. (Derby): There may indeed be times in which the believer finds that his
obedience to God causes him, however unwillingly, to be disobedient to laws put
in place by men in authority. It may, however, be helpful to clarify to some (not
Derby friends) that the words of Peter in Acts 4:19 and 5:29 give no licence to the
believer to decry the statutes of those ordained of God. Neither the examples of
Peter nor of Daniel and his friends support any notion that the believer is to act in
protest or militancy against his rulers, however much he may feel aggrieved at their
exercise of power. The example of the Lord was not to cry aloud or lift up His voice
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to be heard in the street (Is. 42:2). So the believer patiently submits, until the earthly
law fails the essential test by preventing his quiet and faithful service to God. Only
then, I suggest, does he have licence to break the law in adherence to the higher
authority of God.
J.T.N.
The matter of subjection to appointed earthly authority and respect for people
generally is clearly outlined in Romans 13:1 and 1 Peter 2:13-17. Where there is an
unreasonable imposition of silence upon the testimony of Christ, that is the time and
place when there should be prayerful opportunity sought for divine help to stand in
marked resistance and opposition to such worldly dictates as seen in Acts 4:19-20.
3. (Halifax): Of course, the meaning of the spiritual cleansing of the church which
is His body by Christ (Eph. 5:25-26) is the cleansing of every individual who through
conversion becomes part of it: this does not imply that different and separate
cleansings take place.
R.B.F.
4. (Paisley): Eternal or everlasting One difficulty with this analysis is that the word
used to describe ‘the eternal God’ (Rom. 16:26) and His glory (1 Pet. 5:10), and ‘the
eternal Spirit’ (Heb. 9:14) (Gr. aionios)—none of which we would acknowledge as
having a beginning—is the same word used invariably to describe eternal life (e.g.
John 3:16). Of the two Greek words used (aionios—eternal; aidios—everlasting),
‘everlasting’ is used only twice in the New Testament (Rom. 1:20; Jude v.6). Both
imply timeless duration (whether or not having had a beginning, which presumably
the ‘everlasting chains’ of Jude v.6 did), but ‘eternal’ seems to carry an additional
emphasis on the origin of the thing being heavenly (e.g. Luke 16:9; 2 Cor. 4:18;
5:1-2).
J.T.N.
5. (Podagatlapalli): We really are beneficiaries and partakers of the inheritance of
the saints in light now, having been enlightened by the Spirit of God through the
word of God; having tasted of the heavenly gift of God’s love; and having been
brought into union and fellowship with Christ through the work of the Holy Spirit
within our mortal bodies (see Heb. 6:4-5; Acts 20:32).
R.B.F.
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6. (Vancouver): The Greek words translated in the New Testament as subjection
(hupotasso), submit (hupeiko) and obey (hupakouo) respectively mean ‘to rank
under’, ‘to withdraw’ and ‘to hear under’. The word used in Titus 3:1 is hupotasso,
indicating our position as subordinate to earthly rulers in divinely-appointed order.
Submission may be seen as the proper inward response to subjection, outwardly
displayed in obedience. So whilst Titus 3:1 refers to our subjection, that in itself
necessitates submission demonstrated in obedience.
7. (Vancouver): ‘Regeneration’ means being born again, so the washing referred to
in Titus 3:5 must be something unseen which gives rise to the new birth. Whilst we
are sure that friends do not intend to mean that the ‘laver of regeneration’ (RVM) has
any connection with the water of baptism (still less the ‘baptismal font’, a false
teaching which many commentaries nevertheless put forward), we reiterate that the
‘washing’ has to do with the cleansing application of the word of God on the soul of
the sinner (see Eph. 5:26 and Comment 1). For commentators to suggest that the
washing of regeneration has any connection with baptism has no basis whatsoever
in Scripture.
J.T.N
8. (Vancouver): Paul’s testimony on the castle steps before a crowd baying for his
blood, as related by Luke in Acts 21:34-40 and chapter 23, is indeed riveting. The
apostle, recalling the power of Ananias’ instruction to him to rise up, be baptised,
and wash away his sins, was not in any shape or form implying that Paul’s heart and
life had not already been cleansed from sin. He was already engaged in Spirit-led
prayer before Ananias approached him (see Acts 9:11). What these words do mean
is that, in following through his experience of meeting and coming to know Christ by
being baptised according to his Lord’s command, the joyful assurance of his cleansing
from his old and sinful way of life would be even more appreciated by him.
R.B.F.
9. (Vancouver): The full unveiling of all that we hope for in Christ is indeed
something stored up for us in eternity (1 Cor. 2:9). Yet coupled with this is the truth
that our hope springs from the eternal life which is our present possession in Christ.
This is a hope which results from our reception of eternal life.
J.T.N.
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From the Mail-box
THE BLOOD OF JESUS AND THE BLOOD OF CHRIST
(continued from page 42)
Four times in Scripture (RV) this term is
used:
(1) 1 Peter 1:18-19: ‘… redeemed …
with precious blood, as of a lamb
without blemish and without spot,
even the blood of Christ’, signifying the
tremendous cost of our redemption;
(2) Ephesians 2:13: ‘… ye that were
once far off are made nigh in the
blood of Christ’, underlining the
wonderful spiritual change in our lives
in now ‘having Christ’ whereas in sin
we were ‘without Him’;
(3) 1 Corinthians 10:16: ‘The cup …
which we bless … a communion of the
blood of Christ’: the possibility of
being brought into the closest of
fellowship with Him and others
through His death, in the breaking of
the bread;
(4) Hebrews 9:14: already referred to
above, stressing the absolute perfection
and completeness of His sacrificial
death for us.

lead us more into the thought of
collective responsibility in the service
of God by a gathered-together people,
and also individual preparation and
exercise in Christian life.
(1) Hebrew 10:19-25: ‘Having
therefore, brethren, boldness to enter
into the holy place by the blood of
Jesus … a great priest over the house
of God; Let us draw near … Let us
hold fast … let us consider one
another … Not forsaking the
assembling of ourselves together …’
Here the emphasis is on the privilege
of collective approach in worship and
the need for consistency in God’s
service and work in view of the
sacrificial, shed blood of Jesus;
(2) 1 John 1:7: ‘… the blood of Jesus
… cleanseth us from all sin’, declaring
that His blood shedding is sufficient to
bring forgiveness and restoration to the
believer when sin occurs in his life, no
matter how grievous or how often that
might be, as long as confession of it is
made to God (v.9).
K.M.H. Robertson, Ayr

The Blood of Jesus
There are two references to this term
in the word of God, and they would
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Introducing
THE IMPORTANCE OF PERSEVERANCE
To have the quality of perseverance is
not only desirable, it is a requirement
that enables us as Christians to stay the
course despite the problems that we
face (2 Pet. 1:6; Jas. 1:12; 1 Cor.
13:7; Heb. 10:36; 12:1). We need to
encourage one another to keep going.
Paul had Barnabas as a co-worker
whose name means ‘Son of
Encouragement’ (Acts 4:36 NIV). A
long-distance race is not won on
strength but on endurance. Often we
feel as though little spiritual progress is
made even with much effort;
perseverance is required. Peter writes
to encourage Christians who were
suffering to stand firm in the true grace
of God (1 Pet. 4:16, 5:12). This is an
epistle of encouragement in the face of
discouragement as several contributors
have pointed out. Studies have shown
there are four main reasons for giving
up on the spiritual race, namely (1)
troubles, (2) being unable to deal with
doubts, (3) persecution, and (4) not
knowing how to rise again after falling
into sin. 1 Peter 1 gives instruction on
these.
(1) O n how to overcome
discouragement The prospect of the
revelation of Jesus Christ was what
filled these Christians with hope and
joy, despite their trials (1:6-7). There
was a purpose in their suffering—the

genuineness of their faith was being
scrutinised—only what is true will
receive God’s approval. We do not
lose heart for we know Christ will
return, a blessed and purifying hope
for all Christians. ‘For our light and
momentary troubles are achieving for
us an eternal glory that far outweighs
them all’ (2 Cor. 4:17).
(2) On how to overcome doubts To
have doubts is not wrong and we all
get them. It means to waver between
belief and disbelief. So Peter gives us
plenty of evidence to strengthen our
faith. He talks about the resurrection
of Jesus Christ (1:3,21), the prophets
who foretold the sufferings of Christ
(1:10,11), the Holy Spirit sent from
heaven (1:12) and how this has come
to us through the living, enduring word
of God (1:23). We have the holy,
infallible word of God to increase our
faith and knowledge in Him. We need
to listen to it! ‘Stop listening to
instruction, my son, and you will stray
from the words of knowledge’ (Prov.
19:27).
(3) On how to overcome persecution
Being Christians we have to make
choices in life often contrary to
popular opinion. There are pressures
to conform in this age in which we
live. But we are non-conformists and
consequently face persecution and
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marginalisation in a God-less society
when we show our colours. Peter
speaks about the gospel (1:12,23) in
which there is reproach. Unbelievers
may sneer or even just ignore us when
we approach them with the gospel;
both are forms of persecution. Peter
encourages us to win the battle of our
mind and will (1:13) as does Paul, ‘...
by the renewing of your mind, that
you may prove what the will of God is
...’ (Rom.12:2 NAS).
(4) On how to overcome sin Peter
uses the imagery of an obedient child
in verse 14. Our relationship with
God must be maintained through
fellowship with Him and the daily
discipline of confession (1 John 1:8-9).
The answer to sin is holiness. Just as
some sin is a habit, holiness should
become a habit, a discipline to be

learned as we go about our lives
motivated to please our heavenly
Father in all our behaviour. Peter says
‘be holy in all your conduct’ (v.15). In
short, holiness is to be like God, to be
in agreement with Him, to love what
He loves. A reverential fear (v.17) of
displeasing Him will ensure that in our
conduct with others we do the right
thing.
So with discipline, encouragement
and God’s enabling power to
overcome we can run with
perseverance the race set before us.
‘Behold, I am coming soon. My
reward is with me, and I will give to
everyone according to what he has
done’ (Rev. 22:12).
G.K.S.

From Study Groups
THE PURPOSES OF PETER’S FIRST LETTER (1 PETER 1)
From Buckhaven: What is ‘the salvation that is ready to be revealed in the last time’
(v.5)? The salvation that is ‘ready to be revealed in the last time’ refers to the return
of the Lord to earth, which, as we know from Scripture, will be fulfilled in two
phases.
(1) First He will come to the air for those who compose the Church which is the
body of Christ, i.e. the dead in Christ (Gk. nekros en Christõ) and believers in Christ
who are alive at His coming. The Greek word parousia translated ‘coming’ in 1
Thessalonians 4:15 denotes the instantaneous presence in the sky of the one whose
overwhelming brilliance (cp. the epiphaneia of his parousia, 2 Thes. 2:8) left an
indelible impression on Peter’s mind on the mount of transfiguration (2 Pet. 1:1618). The instantaneous nature of His appearing will happen again when the King of
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kings descends on the white horse to destroy the antichrist and his armies at the end
of the great tribulation period (Rev. 19).
(2) Later He will come to earth to set up His kingdom, populated by those who have
been saved out of the great tribulation but including others who are granted the
honour of sitting down with Him in His kingdom, e.g. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
(Mat. 8:11). See Errata in July issue, pp. 97-98 - Eds.
For the myriads saved out of the great tribulation, the return of the Lord Jesus to
the Mount of Olives and to Jerusalem, will bring into being such tremendous
changes, that it will be a revelation to the whole world when they see the salvation
that God has in store for this earth. A redeemed Israel will be at the centre of God’s
purposes (Deut. 28:13) for the spiritual and material blessing of this world. Peter
reminds us that the Old Testament prophets foretold ‘the glories that should follow’
the Lord’s sufferings (v.11 RV), ‘... and their soul shall be as a watered garden; and
they shall not sorrow any more at all’ (Jer. 31:12). ‘And the LORD shall be king over
all the earth: in that day shall the LORD be one, and his name one’ (Zech. 14:9).
‘Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection: over these the second
death hath no power; but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign
with him a thousand years’ (Rev. 20:6).
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Ever since Peter was introduced to Jesus by his brother Andrew he
had taken a leadership role among the disciples. The Lord emphasized the
responsibility placed on Peter for His church (Mat. 16:13-20) and this must have
weighed heavily on his conscience when he uttered his denial at the time of the
crucifixion.
After his first gospel message (Acts 2) Christians were scattered abroad, and so in
his later life Peter wrote this open letter to ‘God’s elect’ to give comfort, hope and
encouragement to Christians encountering suffering and persecution [Comment 1].
Its aim was to strengthen their faith and the knowledge of the will of God for them,
and also to increase their joy in the hope for the future. It is thought that, as he was
only a fisherman, he might have enlisted the help of Silas as a scribe to write this
letter (see 1 Pet. 5:12), and it was possibly also Silas who took the letter around to
the scattered Christians [Comment 2].
Peter implies in 5:13, that he is in ‘Babylon’. There are three possible locations
to which Peter might be referring. It seems unlikely that it was the Babylon in Egypt
(roughly where Cairo is today). Babylon on the river Euphrates is a possibility. This
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was one of the chief seats of Jewish learning. From here, if Silas was taking the letter,
he would naturally come to the districts mentioned in chapter 1. It was an area
where there were many Christians, but there is no other record that Peter travelled
to that district. In later life Peter did go to Rome, and so the third possibility is that
the word ‘Babylon’ was a symbolic reference to Rome with its wealth, opulence and
immorality. While there he would still feel a responsibility for the Christians in Asia
and so may have dispatched Silas to visit them [Comments 3, 7, and 14].
David Hickling
From Derby: Peter’s first letter There are various opinions as to when this was
written; some sources suggest it was 111 AD, 90-100 AD or 62-64 AD. It is more
likely to have been written between 62 and 64 as there are hints indicating Paul’s
martyrdom in 2 Peter 3:15 which speaks of Paul in the past tense [Comment 4].
In 1 Peter 1:3 we have the highest honour that is given to God, and is expressed
on the Lord’s Day at the Remembrance. Verses 3-5 speaks of salvation in the past,
present and future tenses. The ‘last time’ is believed to be when Christ returns.
Romans 8:23 states that we have the firstfruits of the Spirit and so groan within
ourselves until the redemption of our body [Comment 5]. Therefore on Christ’s
return we shall see how great our salvation is, and then we shall be of one mind and
body. We have faith and hope in something we cannot see (2 Cor. 5:7); additionally,
the faith we have is the gift of God (see Eph. 2:8) [see Comment 6].
There are times when we experience persecution, and everybody seems to be
against us. But it is how we cope with trials that makes us strong. The pain of
persecution is the ultimate test of strength. A suffering people give glory to God by
the manner in which they cope with persecution.
Sometimes there are stages in our lives when we need to cut away something of
our nature so that we can grow spiritually. We need to be aware of where we stand
in the light of the salvation that has been wrought for us. The way has been shown
to us; may we be given the faith to walk in it.
Robert Foster
From Halifax: The salvation ready to be revealed in the last time Peter opens his
first epistle with a section on the subject of salvation. He says we are ‘kept
(‘guarded’, RV) by the power of God through faith unto salvation ready to be
revealed in the last time’ (1 Pet. 1:5 KJV). The Greek word here rendered ‘kept’
(phroureo) means ‘to keep, as in a garrison or fortress, or as with a military watch’
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(’Notes on the Bible, A. Barnes). Nothing less is required than the mighty power of
God to keep or preserve the soul in this condition of continual trial. However, God
does not just guard us by exerting His power, but encourages faith to be exercised
in our hearts, making that faith the means of keeping us: ‘For by grace are ye saved
through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God’ (Eph. 2:8) [Comment
6]. Our salvation from sin in this world is ‘ready to be revealed in the last time’,
which ‘time’ is the coming again of our Lord. Paul stirred up the saints in Rome
writing, ‘now it is high time for you to awake out of sleep: for now is salvation nearer
to us than when we first believed’ (Rom. 13:11 RV).
Robert J. Butler

From Paisley: Letter background and appropriate date The 60s, when it is
suggested Peter (60-66), and Paul (64-66) were in Rome, was a period of intense
persecution for Christians, while the capricious, self-styled god-Emporer, Nero, ruled
over his vast empire. If they did not live in the city they lived beneath it, in
subterranean catacombs as some of the faithful in Hebrews 11 did, ‘wandering in
deserts and mountains, and caves, and holes in the ground’ (Heb. 11:38 NIV).
Peter’s first epistle was written from Rome in c. 60 AD, and his second epistle
likewise in 66 [see Comment 14]. Paul, too, was in Rome in 64. In that year the city
was in a ferment with Nero (54-68) setting the city on fire and using Christians as
human torches to light up his nocturnal pagan festivities. There is no evidence of
Peter being in prison during his time in Rome. He would want to be in the
catacombs where the Christians were in hiding, giving them succour and shepherd
care.
Where Peter had been serving the Lord from the time of the Council in Jerusalem
(46) is not known, but until he went to Rome he must have filled those years with
whole-hearted service to the Lord and to the saints in the churches. His second
epistle dated 66 AD gives an indication as to when he was martyred. Peter’s epistles
were his last words to the churches in Asia Minor (modern Turkey). The only real
indication as to when Peter and Paul were martyred are the dates of their last
epistles, which was 66 AD.
In Nero’s Rome, amidst all the licentiousness good came out of evil and light
shone out of darkness, because ten epistles—one third of the books of the New
Testament—were written by Peter and Paul from Rome. The apostles, being moved
by the Holy Spirit, illuminated the world with their writings for this dispensation, and
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for eternity. Nero’s intense persecution of Christians worked out to the spread of the
gospel and of the apostles’ teaching [See Acts 8:4—Eds.].
That Peter and Paul were in Rome during the same period can be seen from the
given dates of their epistles, which should be viewed together in the context of the
period [Comment 7]. The dates in which their epistles were written (according to the
Scofield Reference Bible and the AV) are as follows: Galatians 58 AD, 1 Peter 60,
Ephesians 64, Philippians 64, Colossians 64, Philemon 64, Hebrews 64, Titus 65, 2
Peter 66, 2 Timothy 66.
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: The main purpose of Peter’s first letter is to offer
encouragement to Christians suffering. Many first century Christians suffered because
they believed in Jesus Christ. Christians were beaten (Acts 16:16-40); stoned to
death (Acts 7:54-58); put in jail and executed (Acts 12:1-5), and many were fed to
the lions. Apostles were not immune to such suffering: Peter was jailed and beaten
several times (Acts 4:1-22). He wrote this epistle to the Jewish Christians scattered
throughout Asia Minor. Peter comforts them and encourages them to remain faithful
to Christ.
This letter was written approximately 64 AD. There had been a great fire at Rome
which the Emperor Nero was suspected of having caused. Afterwards he directly put
to death a large number of Christians in order to quieten the people. Peter was
probably in Rome when the great persecution under Nero began, and was eventually
executed [see Comments 7 and 14]. Throughout the Roman Empire Christians were
being tortured and killed for their faith and the church of God in Jerusalem was
being scattered throughout the Mediterranean world. In this letter Peter mentions
sufferings several times (1:6-7; 3:13-17; 4:12-19; 5:9).
Trials When Peter speaks of trials he is not talking about God’s punishment through
natural disasters but the response of an unbelieving world to people of faith. Those
Christians refused to worship the Emperor as a god and thus were viewed as atheists
and traitors. They refused to worship at pagan temples, so business for
money-making enterprises dropped whenever Christianity took hold. In an era when
immorality and luxury were stylish, Christians refused to be absorbed into the godless
society of Rome. They had not heard of the rule that we hear today: ‘When in
Rome, do as the Romans do.’
All believers face such trials when they let their light shine into the darkness. Paul
wrote a word for Christians of all times: ‘Do not be conformed to this world, but be
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transformed by the renewing of your mind that you may prove what is the good and
acceptable and perfect will of God’ (Rom. 12:2 NKJV). We must accept trials as part
of the refining process that burns away impurities, preparing us to meet Christ. Trials
teach us patience (Rom. 5:3-4; James 1:2-3).
We now live in the hope of eternal life because Christ rose again from the dead.
God has reserved for His children the precious gift of eternal life; and their final
inheritance is kept in heaven for them [Comment 8]. According to verses 3-5, Peter
says, we were ‘begotten ... again to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus
Christ from the dead, to an inheritance incorruptible and undefiled and that does not
fade away, reserved in heaven for you, who are kept by the power of God through
faith for salvation ready to be revealed in the last time.’ This speaks of absolute and
final deliverance from sin’s presence at the coming of Christ.
God will help us to remain true to our faith, whatever difficult times we must face.
‘The coming last day’ is the judgement day of Christ, described in Romans 14:10 and
Revelation 20:11-15 [Comment 9]. We may have to endure trials, persecution or
even violent death, but our souls cannot be harmed if we have accepted Christ’s gift
of salvation. We know we will receive the promised reward.
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: The background to 1 Peter—Who? This epistle was written by
Peter the fisherman with the help of Silvanus (1 Pet. 5:12). He was an apostle
appointed by Jesus Christ and was by now an elder. The arguments about the
standard of the Greek used in the epistle suggesting that it could not have been
written by a semi-literate Aramaic-speaking fisherman, are easily dealt with. Since
Silvanus was the amanuensis in a language which was not Peter’s native tongue, the
ideas expressed are Peter’s but the phrases used are from Silvanus. This is supported
by Peter’s description of Silvanus as a faithful brother—someone he could trust to
translate his thoughts faithfully. Silvanus was well known in the Christian community,
having worked with Paul and Timothy (2 Cor. 1:19; 1 Thes. 1:1; 2 Thes. 1:1).
Where? Peter’s ministry was to the Jewish dispersion (Gal. 2:7-8) of which there was
a sizable community in territories listed. There was a Christian community in
Damascus when Paul went there (Acts 9:1-2). The thought that ‘Babylon’ was a code
word for Rome would suggest a date in line with Revelation—well after Peter’s
death. There are very serious objections to this interpretation. It is totally out of
keeping with Peter’s nature—outspoken and direct, with a matter-of-fact style in his
writing [cp. Comment 7 and 14].
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When? Peter is told that when old he will die (John 21:18-19). We can infer from
the tribute money that Peter was old enough to be taxable, but not so the other
disciples following Jesus (Mat. 17:25-27; Ex. 30:12-14). This would suggest an upper
limit of around 70 AD (with Peter aged around 60). The references to the spiritual
house in chapter 2, without comment on the destruction of Herod’s temple, may
also suggest a date prior to 70 AD [Comment 10].
Why? The Judeo-Christian community was persecuted. These were the elect who
had been dispersed, firstly by the Babylonian conquest in 587 BC. Under Cyrus a
small number returned to their homeland 43 years later, with the remainder staying
in Mesopotamia where they had become established. The news of the descent of the
Holy Spirit (Acts 2:9) was carried back to Mesopotamia with the establishment of a
Christian community. The letter Peter writes is to encourage the exiles throughout
the region to focus on the eternal blessings of faith in Jesus Christ and not to look to
the short-term persecution.
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Salvation to be revealed The apostle Peter had the privilege of
heralding the gospel to a large audience of Jews who had gathered from distant parts
to keep the Passover in Jerusalem (Acts 2). In his first epistle he had the honour to
write to believing Jews—saints—who were scattered abroad (1 Pet. 1:1). There was
the urgent need to focus their minds on their true inheritance and ultimate
destination, which should have a continuing impact on their earthly sojourn which
must be lived in the constant light of eternity.
God is a God of salvation: ‘The LORD is my light and my salvation—whom shall
I fear? The LORD is the stronghold of my life—of whom shall I be afraid?’ (Ps. 27:1
NIV). Furthermore, He saves His pilgrim people in this world in several ways:
primarily, He saved them at the new birth from the penalty of sin: ‘For the wages of
sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life’ (Rom. 6:23). He also saves them from
the power of sin on a daily basis and requires their co-operation in this regard in
‘working out your salvation with fear and trembling’ (Phil. 2:12). There is also that
salvation which is yet to be revealed, which is the culmination of the work of grace
for those still alive when the Lord returns to the air—salvation from the presence of
sin. This salvation, in Peter’s day, was nearer than when we first believed (Rom.
13:11), and, doubtless, in this present time is almost upon us who believe [see
Comment 5].
Frederick F. Ntido
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From Vancouver: If Peter was just an unlearned and uneducated fisherman
(assumed), how could he have written these letters? It is true that Peter and others
were fishermen and accustomed to manual work, but why should this view presume
that they were illiterate, ignorant, and unfamiliar with the law of Moses? It would
not be out of place to suggest that these were small businessmen when we see those
who were called with Peter and Andrew. Mark 1:20 says that James and John left
their father with the hired servants; they had servants, which suggests they were
middle class or above [Comment 11]. We are also told in John 18:15-18 that John
knew the high priest and was able to get Peter into the courtyard. It seems very
unlikely that a commoner, from a village whose only occupation was fishing, would
have such a connection [Comment 12]. This fact does not override the assumption
that they were most certainly not well-educated, skilled in the Law, or recognized
by the Jewish ‘illuminati’. Furthermore, we are convinced of this by such a scripture
as Acts 4:13 (NAS)—‘Now as they observed the confidence of Peter and John, and
understood that they were uneducated and untrained men ...’ We should fully
credit the Holy Spirit for His intervention in such lives of ‘ordinary’ people for the
service of our Lord Jesus and for God’s glory. 1 Corinthians 1:26-27 teaches us to
‘consider [our] calling, brethren, that there were not many wise according to the
flesh, not many mighty, not many noble; but God has chosen the foolish things of
the world to shame the wise, and God has chosen the weak things of the world to
shame the things which are strong.’ We can also cite Peter’s own words in 2 Peter
1:20-21 as to the working of the Holy Spirit in the ‘ordinary’ person’s life. We
discussed the possibility that Silvanus, who was highly esteemed among the brethren
and a scribe, may well have smoothed out Peter’s letters before dispatch. All said and
done, it is not difficult to see how Peter could have written these letters! [Comment
13]
Achieving the aims set out in verses 13-15, 22—Gird your minds—This physical
action is an unusual concept today but if we can return to the days of the messenger
who ran from place to place, or the rider who galloped from city to city with the
utmost urgency, we gain a sense of the phrase. These servants did not have long
flowing gowns, flapping garments or untied sandals, for any of these items would
have hindered. So, too, we are encouraged to be tidy in our minds and not given
to trivial or vain thinking that would trip us up or slow us down. In modern terms,
we can give attention to ‘goal-setting’ and ‘exercising our minds’ through daily Bible
reading and prayer.
Keep sober—Sobriety is most commonly associated with self-control in the
consumption of alcohol; but if we translate it as ‘not under the influence of’, then we
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have a much broader application. It brings with it a sense of modesty, not only in
respect to drinking but also to eating, clothes, recreation, business, and so on.
Fix your hope completely—The Christian has only just begun when he or she receives
Christ as Saviour. The newly-saved one has entered the narrow gate, but the
Christian must set a straight path to follow. This needs to be pursued in confidence
and without doubt. The act of offering ourselves daily and fixing our eyes upon the
Lord were brought forward in achieving an understanding of this glorious truth (Rom.
12:1; Heb. 12:2).
Not conforming—We should be careful not to misappropriate this idea by refusing
what is normal and inoffensive in our day and confuse it with the desire to be like
the godless society that surrounds us. Not conforming is more to do with not falling
into or fashioning our habits and lifestyle to the extravagances and general behaviour
of an ignorant and disobedient world. Not conforming is countered by being
transformed to the likeness of Christ (see Romans 8:5-6). As well, we set our minds,
and Romans 12:2 shows how this is done in the renewing of our minds.
Still winning a hearing for the Gospel Being separated or ‘strangers’ does not mean
we become disconnected from issues around us, but rather that we still know what
is going on without having participated. We should be approachable, giving evidence
of our faith through good works (James 2:14-26) and exhibiting a behaviour that
arouses curiosity. The life fixed on Christ will be reflected in our reaction to
situations, and we then project a positive distinction from others, which has been
shaped by love and obedience.
Kevin Jones

COMMENTS
1. (Cromer): After Peter’s first sermon in Acts 2 the church in Jerusalem grew (Acts
2:41-42) and continued to grow even up to Acts 6:7. Side by side with this
expansion of the church in Jerusalem there was opposition and some persecution.
But not until after Stephen’s death in Acts 7 do we have the announcement of the
great persecution and dispersion of Christians throughout Judea and Samaria (Acts
8:1).
G.K.S.
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2. (Cromer): It cannot be definitely concluded that Silvanus and Silas are one and
the same person, although it is generally accepted that Silas is the Greek equivalent
of the Latin name Silvanus. Additionally, we cannot be certain that 'by Silvanus'
implies the letter was written by him as an amanuensis; it could be equally the case
that he was the carrier of the letter to the various churches. On the other hand, being
a fisherman in no way indicated that such an occupation signified any lack of
educational training in younger years. Learning to read and write was in vogue for
many years for Jewish children before the Lord came, both in established centres of
learning like schools of our day and in the synagogues. Education in the the very
early growing years of a youngster's life was generally carried out by the parents, in
most cases the mother, in the home location. See also Comment 10.
3. (Cromer): It can only be conjectural, of course, as to the exact Babylon that is
referred to, but the fact that the Babylon in Iraq was more within striking distance of
the churches in the districts mentioned in the first chapter, and also the mention of
the pilgrims from Mesopotamia comprising a part of the multitude who heard Peter's
Pentecostal address (Acts 2:9) would perhaps give more of a leaning to one of Iraq's
cities. See also Comment 7 and 14.
4. (Derby): The matter of Peter referring to Paul's writing as being in the past / aorist
tense in 2 Peter 3:15 of his second letter would not in itself constitute a reasonable
argument for an earlier date of writing; in fact the first verb in the following verse
('speaking') is in the present tense! While it is very difficult to pinpoint actual, or even
accurate, dates for a substantial number of the New Testament writings, it is generally
agreed that your 62-64 AD would be the more appealing time as the most intense
persecution of Christian believers took place near the close of the first century and
well into the start of the second century. Peter's letter, while acknowledging the 'fiery
trial' already being experienced (1 Pet. 4:12), had the purpose preparing them for a
far worsening situation to come (2 Pet. 2:1-3).
R.B.F.
5. (Derby): ‘A salvation ready to be revealed’ The readiness of this salvation
indicates something already complete, to be manifested in God's good time. The
word translated 'revealed' is apokalupto which has to do with unveiling. It is used
elsewhere to refer to things unveiled to the world, namely the man of sin (2 Thes.
2:3,6), the Son of Man (Mat. 10:23,26; Luke 17:30) and the sons of God to be
revealed before all creation (Rom. 8:18-19). It is undoubtedly true that the fullness
of our salvation shall be revealed to us when we meet the Lord in the clouds, but I
believe that Peter has a wider revealing in view here-that in us God might make
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known to all creation 'the immeasurable riches of his grace in kindness towards us
in Christ Jesus' (Eph. 2:7 ESV). Certainly the Lord's return is anticipated, but this is
an occasion in which the division between His coming to the air and His coming to
the earth is unnecessary.
J.T.N.
6. (Halifax and Derby): 'The gift of God' in Ephesians 2:8 In the grammar of this
verse, '...and this is not your own doing; it is the gift of God', 'this' (Gk. touto ) is
carefully worded to refer not to 'faith' but to salvation. Although the apostles said to
the Lord, "Increase our faith!" (Luke 17:5 ESV), trust by its nature must come from
us. Otherwise our will would be taken over and it would become purely obedience,
not the act of believing.
M.A.
See B.S. vol. 52 (1984), pp.70-72, Comments 4 and 7, and John Miller's Notes
on the Epistles, p.264.
J.T.N.
7. (Paisley and others): Rome and ‘Babylon’ That letters may be written in the
same year does not itself decide the location! The view that Peter was writing his first
Letter from Rome rests only on the fact that Paul sent for John Mark to come to him
in Rome (2 Tim. 4:11), Peter being traditionally associated with Mark; that
Silvanus/Silas (1 Pet. 5:12) could have been there with his fellow-traveller Paul; and
that 'Babylon' was a coded reference to Rome, the literal city being at that time
mostly in ruins, with few inhabitants. It is possible, however, that Peter wrote from
imprisonment in Rome, rather than while working there. Eusebius and Tertullian also
support the location as being Rome. Alford's view (see below) that a cryptic reference
would not accompany an actual name (Mark) hardly holds water. Peter's
forthrightness (see Southport paper) may have been tempered by prudence to help
ensure the letter(s) and messenger safely reached the goal. See also Comment 14.
8. (Podagatlapali): We trust friends would agree that eternal life begins for the
believer from the point of trusting in Jesus, receiving the Holy Spirit, and being
placed in the body of Christ. See the present tenses in John 5:24 and 10:28. Of
course we also receive the sure hope of the future fulness of that same life.
M.A.
9. (Podagatlapalli): Romans 14:10 describes the judgement-seat of Christ before
which the believer must give an account of his service (cf. 1 Cor. 3:11-15; 2 Cor.
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5:10). Only saved people appear at this judgement and it is their record in service,
not their eternal salvation, which is under review. It is not thought that the believer
must also stand before the great white throne judgement of Revelation 20:11-15.
This shall take place at the end of the Lord's 1,000-year reign—long after the believer
has gone to be with the Lord and received his new body—to judge many of the
dead from throughout the earth's ages. A lost eternity awaits those whose names are
not found written in the book of life (v.15).
J.T.N.
10. (Southport): The incident which you quote from Matthew 17 and the
deduction made from it regarding Peter's eligibility for tax, and the other disciples'
ineligibility through age disqualification, would be difficult, in my mind, to
substantiate; also the citation of Exodus 30:12. We really have no idea of the age
range of the disciples although the fact of Peter being perhaps the primus inter pares
among the group could well be an indication of a greater maturity and seniority in
years than the others.
11. (Vancouver): Terms that we might apply, drawn from society's perception of
strata of living standards, are so often subject to varying degrees of interpretation and
it is by no means an easy task to apply that to New Testament times, and even more
difficult to assess a class system nowadays, other than those at the top of the tree, it
would seem, in high-flying financial circles!
R.B.F.
12. (Vancouver): A case has been suggested for John the apostle being related to
the high priest's family through Elizabeth (Luke 1). But there was also the possibility
that fish from Galilee was supplied to the Temple authorities.
13. (Vancouver): We are not sure where friends found this question with its
extreme language, but agree that Peter and his companions had outstanding abilities
that the Spirit was to use, and add to, in the service of the kingdom of God. But we
do not see in the Scriptures, or in experience since their writing, that the Spirit's gifts
change the natural endowments of an individual, but rather work in harmony with
them. Thus the element in Peter's Letters that suggests another penman is the
sophisticated Greek style, most probably from Silas' hand. In reply to Comment 2,
we need to explain why the style of the Letters is very different from records of
Peter's oral addresses.
M.A.
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14. (General): Did Peter ever visit Rome? The Scriptures contain no evidence that
Peter visited Rome as part of his apostolic work. Indeed, the implication of Galatians
2:7-8 is that Peter was entrusted to lead outreach towards the Jews. Acts does not
suggest that Peter's service extended beyond Israel and its surroundings, in Jerusalem
(Acts 2-7), Samaria (8:14-25), Lydda and Joppa (9:32,38-39,43), Caesarea
(10:23-24) and Antioch (Gal. 2:11), regularly returning to Jerusalem (8:25; 11:2;
15:4,7; Gal. 1:18). Although Peter's letters enjoyed wider audience than only Jews
scattered abroad (1 Pet. 1:14 and 2:10), the fact that both of Peter's epistles were
addressed to the 'elect exiles of the dispersion' (1 Pet. 1:1; cf. 2 Pet. 3:1) indicates
that Jews formed the most significant proportion of the recipients.
1 Peter 5:13, with Acts 12:17, provides the only scripture on which to base the
theory that Peter worked in Rome. Friends in Southport suggest that the reference
to 'Babylon' to describe Rome would be out of character with the rest of Peter's
letter, and with the author himself. Alford goes further: '... it seems hardly probable,
that there should be joined together in the same sending of salutation, an abstraction,
spoken of thus enigmatically, and a man, [Mark my son], by name' (The Greek
Testament, vol.4, p.387). Alford suggests that 'she who is at Babylon, who is likewise
chosen' was Peter's wife (cf. 1 Cor. 9:5), although he acknowledges that this
interpretation runs upon the rocks of her specific identification with Babylon. This
trouble is easily remedied-'she who is at Babylon' was as literal as Mark himself, for
'she' was the church of God there (elect in just the same way as were the recipient
churches mentioned in their districts in 1:1), a pure virgin which perhaps Peter
himself had presented to Christ (cf. 2 Cor. 11:2). The objection that Babylon was
only ruins by the date of this letter is met by the fact that the district round about was
still known by its once capital, so the church may have been in a nearby settlement.
There is however a strong early tradition that Peter died in Rome in approximately
67 AD as part of the Neronian persecution. This is no basis for the suggestion that
Peter led, still less established, the church of God in Rome, which would contradict
Paul's own statement that he did not build on other men's foundations (Rom. 15:20).
There seems no reason not to accept this tradition, acknowledging that Peter's
presence in Rome may have been on account of his execution as a man respected
throughout the Fellowship he did so much to establish (1 Cor. 1:12).
J.T.N.
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Introducing
SINNERS—STONES—SERVANTS
THE SAVIOUR, THE STONE AND THE SHEPHERD
Ourselves What remarkable changes
in human life and lifestyle have been
brought about by the Calvary work of
the Son of God! We had nothing,
were nothing, and knew nothing of
God’s wondrous plans for eternal
salvation and His calling to a life of
service for Him in this world, until He
chose that it be revealed to us by the
Holy Spirit. Our state as sinners was
characterized by such unsavoury
practices as depicted in verse one of
the chapter under study. All that
manner of life should be quickly and
fully discarded, and the way to do it is
by consulting the word of God for
direction as to what His will is for us,
both as to what we should do and
where we should be to serve Him.

stones collectively forming a house for
God to dwell in, and a constituted
priesthood with its dual functions Godward and man-ward. Our whole life is
now one of spiritual activity and
energy that will bring praise to Christ.
Himself What more does God want
than His own to be so closely
associated with His Son? Those who
have come to Him, as sinners to the
S aviour, and have thereby
automatically become part of Him as
members of His body, of which He is
the Head, are now encouraged to
draw near to Him as stones
constructed together to serve and
honour the Chief Corner Stone in
spiritual Zion. There can be no higher
privilege or greater service for anyone
here on earth. Let’s value it
accordingly.

John 16:8-15 shows that the Spirit of
God first of all convicts of sin, then His
duty and desire is to lead ‘into all the
truth’ (v.13 RV). Of course, in stating
the obvious somewhat, that does not
imply that all will respond to His
overtures. Thankfully, some do. The
individual and personal experiences of
salvation, baptism and being added
together to and with those in churches
of God will bring us into the privileged
position of being living and lively

Sadly, mistakes are made by us and
wrong turns taken in the path of our
lives, but the one who saves and serves
also shepherds His own, even to the
extent of so often pulling us back from
the brink of spiritual disaster and ruin.
He is always there, waiting for us to
return to Him and resume service for
Him in a world of change that
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increasingly knows so little of these
things.
R.B.F.

.

From Study Groups
THE UNITED SERVICE OF PRIESTS (1 PETER 2)
From Aberdeen: God builds his gathered-together people into a spiritual house so
that a holy priesthood may offer up spiritual sacrifices which are acceptable to Him
through Jesus Christ. We are God’s elect race whom He has chosen, largely from the
Gentiles. God has called us out from the nations of earth to be His holy nation, and
all this is because of God’s mercy upon us.
So, how should this holy nation behave? We are to abstain from fleshly lusts, since
these intense desires war against the soul. Neither are fleshly lusts in keeping with
the character of a holy nation. The people for God’s own possession must press on
towards attaining the character of the living stone, namely Christ the Saviour; for we
also are living stones upon whom God desires to impress His holy character.
Peter reminds us that we are sojourners and pilgrims: we are moving towards our
heavenly destination. In the measure that we become conscious of our pilgrim status
here on earth, so also shall we endeavour to behave in a manner which befits our
calling as a holy nation—a people for God’s own possession.
James Johnson

From Buckhaven: Differences made to the activities of the believer As living stones,
individual believers in churches of God are collectively built up into a spiritual house.
This house is founded on and takes its direction from the chief corner stone that is
laid in the heavenly Zion above—namely the Lord Jesus Christ [Comment 1].
Under the Old Covenant, God derived a unique pleasure from His called out
people Israel. Under the New Covenant we believe that God receives a unique
pleasure from the service of a called-out people, united in obedience to the New
Testament pattern that the Lord Jesus gave to His apostles. This divine instruction
came during the forty days He spent with them after His resurrection, and which the
apostles then taught to the believers in churches of God (with the exception of Paul,
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who after his conversion spent three years learning these things before he was ready
to join the other apostles in full-time service) [Comment 2].
Believers in churches of God ought therefore to have the widest vision of God’s
purposes. They should be able to appreciate in a special way the parallels and
contrasts between God’s holy nation of a past day (Israel) and the churches of God
(God’s holy nation under the New Covenant) today. These churches, which together
form the house of God, form a spiritual dwelling-place on earth for the eternal God,
who is Himself our dwelling place.
Just as God’s holy nation in the past was to remain separate from the religious
teachings and practices of the nations round about it, so churches of God must
maintain a separated position from the teachings and practices of what is loosely
called ‘Christendom’, in order to implement and maintain by God’s grace the
revealed will of God for disciples of Christ, as handed down through the apostles.
‘Come ye out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, And touch no
unclean thing; And I will receive you …’ (2 Cor. 6:17 RV).
John Miller has written (Notes on the Epistles, pp. 202-204), ‘The call of separation
to Israel in the past dispensation is repeated by Paul as equally applicable in this
dispensation … On the ground of separation and not touching the unclean thing, the
thing wherein the will of man, man’s choice, has taken the place of God’s revealed
will, God promises to receive us.’ Separation in order to give God His rightful place
in collective service is not a popular principle today, neither among believers who
prefer evangelical unity to biblical unity, nor among the spiritual Babylon of
ecumenical alliance where compromise, expediency and political correctness are
valued more than the word of God. We follow a separated path because we believe
that only through obedience to the whole counsel of God can we continue to fulfil
the dual purposes of holy priesthood and royal priesthood service that God had in
mind for believers under the New Covenant: that we should ‘… offer up spiritual
sacrifices’ (1 Pet. 2:5), and that we ‘may shew forth the excellencies of him who
called you out of darkness into his marvellous light’ (1 Pet. 2:9).
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Coming to the Lord In Stibbs’s Tyndale Commentary on 1 Peter 2:4,
he writes: ‘The compound verb proserchesthai, together with the repeated
preposition pros, ‘to whom’ or ‘towards whom’ expresses the idea of drawing near
with intention both to stay and to enjoy personal fellowship.’ The previous two
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verses put this in context: ‘Like newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by
it you may grow up in your salvation, now that you have tasted that the Lord is good’
(NIV). This coming is thus subsequent to coming for salvation; it is a voluntary
submission to being built together as a spiritual house for God.
The spiritual house Every believer in Christ is a ‘living stone’, a replica of the
archetypal foundation stone, Christ Himself (vv.6-7). The similarity of the imagery
in this passage and the Lord’s words to Peter in Matthew 16:18 invite comparison,
but the two ‘buildings’ are not the same. In this case people come to Christ, having
been born again, to be built as living stones into a spiritual house for God. This
serves a dual function—as a ‘dwelling place for God by the Spirit’ (Eph. 2:19-22
ESV), and as a place where spiritual sacrifices can be offered to God (1 Pet. 2:5).
The worship offered therefore involves entry into the heavenly sanctuary through the
blood of Jesus. On the other hand, what the Lord called ‘my church’ in Matthew
16:18 is inviolable (‘the gates of Hades will not overcome it’), and elsewhere is called
the ‘body’ of Christ. Believers are members (in the sense ‘limbs’) of this body (1 Cor.
12:27), which cannot be dismembered, although many members are now not alive
on earth.
The house of God is a unifying thing. Scripture uses the different description of a
priesthood in relation to the activities of a people, but the consequence is the same.
In the cases of worship, witness and service, we do these things together—built
together or called together, whatever is the metaphor. This both gives us
encouragement as we work alongside others and helps to prevent divisions—to use
a current political slogan, ‘We’re all in it together.’
A holy nation We asked what were the characteristics of nationhood. Common
birth? Common domicile? Common laws? Common government? All of these have
their spiritual counterparts, but additionally this nation is to be holy, i.e. set apart to
God. Those in it must have been born again, must acknowledge heavenly
citizenship, accept the laws of God’s kingdom and submit to those who are His
earthly vicegerents (deputies) so that the nation is an ordered community.
Peter Hickling
From Derby: The saints had tasted of the Lord. Indeed, the Psalmist could say in
119:103-104 that the words of the Lord were sweeter than honey and
understanding is gained through God’s teaching: therefore every wrong path is hated.
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This is what Peter was urging the disciples to do in laying aside malice and
hypocrisies so that they could grow under God’s direction and approach Him. As
God’s direction is learned and it becomes part of our lives, He desires that we should
be gathered together as living stones to form His house here on earth. Together, we
are able to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ. This is a
house that has been designed by God, for He has set the standards so that we may
dwell with Him.
Worship—or the Breaking of the Bread—is a unique service in the Fellowship of
the Son of God. Worship continues after the taking of the emblems, in which all the
saints gathered together participate. As priests to God we are to be united, not as
humankind seeks unity, but in that unity which has been directed by God. This is
why Jesus prayed that the disciples would be united like the Godhead. In John
7:17-18 we read that those who choose to do the will of God will not be speaking
to honour themselves, but will honour God and be found to be persons of truth and
integrity.
We live as men and women who have been freed from the bondage of sin, for
Jesus bore our sins in His body on the tree (1 Pet. 2:24). If this is what our sin did
to our Lord and Master then sin is something to be hated, and we should live for
righteousness, for we have been healed by His wounds.
Robert Foster

From Halifax: A ‘holy nation’ When Jesus came to the Temple the chief priests and
the elders of the people challenged Him, asking, ‘By what authority doest thou these
things?’ (Mat. 21:23 AV). Jesus presented to them the parable of a householder who
planted a vineyard and let it to husbandmen. These wicked men conspired to kill
the heir and seize his inheritance (v.38). ‘Therefore’, said Jesus, ‘the kingdom of God
shall be taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof’ (v.43).
The Lord had told Moses to tell the children of Israel, ‘... if ye will obey my voice
indeed, and keep my covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto me above
all people’ (Ex. 19:5). They went on to say: ‘All that the LORD hath said will we do,
and be obedient’ (24:7). In Matthew’s Gospel we find ‘the fatal choice of the people
of Israel through their elders’ (John Miller, Notes on the Epistles, p.560). They
condemned and rejected the Lord; to them He was ‘a stone of stumbling, and a rock
of offence’ (1 Pet. 2:8).
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Peter’s words: ‘But ye are an elect race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people
for God’s own possession ...’ (1 Pet. 2:9 RV), strikingly resemble the Lord’s
declaration in Exodus 19:4-6. The people to whom he wrote stood in a similar
relationship to God as had the children of Israel in Exodus 24. T. M. Hyland writes:
‘They had known the glorious deliverance of the redemptive work of Christ; they had
been through the waters of baptism; and they were “Elect ... unto obedience and
sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ” (1 Pet. 1:2)’ (A Holy Nation, 1943, p.6).
Called out of darkness into His marvellous light (1 Pet. 2:9), the people of God are
to show forth His ‘praises’ or ‘excellencies’—His virtues. They are to be a nation
bringing forth fruit.
Robert Butler

From Paisley: The concept of a holy nation God’s desire for a holy nation to serve
Him on earth was conceived in eternal ages past. After having cast Satan with those
angels who rebelled against Him out of heaven, God desired to have a people on
earth to worship and serve Him according to His will, even as He is worshipped and
served in heaven. There was a Garden of Eden (Ezek. 28:13), a heavenly Jerusalem,
a Mount Zion, a Temple, and a Sanctuary in heaven where chosen angels served in
a priestly capacity [Comment 3]. With the pattern of heavenly service established,
God desired to have on earth what would become copies and shadows of heavenly
things, not the very image of those things that were in heaven (Heb. 10:1) [Comment
4].
God is no respecter of persons, and in His sovereign will He chose the idolater
Abram to be the progenitor of the Hebrew nation. He chose the devious Jacob and
his dysfunctional family from whom would come the twelve tribes of Israel. He
chose a nation of slaves, whom He would redeem by the blood of the lamb from
bondage in Egypt, to be His people. He chose Moses to lead this redeemed people
into the wilderness where they would enter into a covenant relationship with Him,
and become a kingdom of priests and a holy nation. It was a two-way
relationship—God promising to be their God and to protect them, and the people
promising to be obedient to all that God had commanded them. Joshua led the
people into the promised land which God had covenanted to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
and their descendants (Ps. 105:6-11), and in due time Solomon, when the land was
at peace, built the temple where God could once again dwell among His people and
they could serve Him as a kingdom of priests and a holy nation [Comment 5].
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God never changes. In today’s dispensation of grace all believers have the
birthright to be priests, but only a called out and gathered together people serving
God in the house of God can be a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.
That God always desires to dwell among His people will be seen in the Millennium
when Israel once again will be a kingdom of priests and a holy nation, the sons of
Zadok serving God as priests in the Millennial Temple (Ezek. 48:11).
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: United Priestly Service From 1 Peter 2:5,9, it is evident that
a believer in Christ, who has followed the teachings of the Lord and has found
himself in a church of God, has the right to be a priest in the holy priesthood and a
priest in a royal priesthood. According to these verses there are two aspects of
service associated with God’s house: (1) as a holy priesthood, in the service of praise
to bring thank offerings, which is God-ward. The holy priesthood of this dispensation
(1 Pet. 2:5) answers to the kingdom of priests in Exodus 19:6. As they were to
become a kingdom by their obedience to God in His law (Ex. 24:7), so it is today.
This is the aspect of believers offering their sacrifices of praise to God (Heb. 13:15),
which are made acceptable by virtue of the blood of Christ. Christ Himself presents
our sacrifices, adding His own sweet odours before offering them to God.
True, all believers are potential priests, but whether they ever actually function as
priests is dependent upon their finding their place in God’s house [Comment 6]—in
the kingdom of priests, for God’s spiritual house is the setting for the holy priesthood
(v.5).
(2) As a royal priesthood (in testimony) such service is man-ward. In both these
activities of God’s people the Lord Jesus Christ renders service as great priest over
God’s house. Under the Old Covenant no sacrifices could ever be effective apart
from the ministry of the high priest. Today God’s people come to God through the
Lord Jesus, the great high priest over the house of God. It is essential that the high
priest is there, acting on behalf of the people. He is ‘the hope’ we have in the
presence of God for us (Heb. 6:19-20).
Coming to the Lord to be built up In this chapter believers are seen as stones, and
a stone could not serve its primary purpose unless it is built together with other
stones to form a dwelling place. In describing churches of God as God’s house or
building (see also 1 Cor. 3:9; Eph. 2:21-22), Peter also draws on several Old
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Testament texts familiar to his Jewish Christian readers—Psalm 118:22 (‘the stone’,
‘the head of the corner’), and Isaiah 8:14 (‘a stone of stumbling’ and ‘a rock of
offence’). Peter applies the image to Christ. It is pathetic to see a neglected building
site where stones are scattered about or piled together as heaps of rubble. Here, in
1 Peter 2, it is not the individual stones that are so much under consideration,
neither is it only stones brought together, but it is stones brought together and
structured to form a house, a spiritual house, where God is and where He can be
worshipped. We are made priests when we are added to the house of God
[Comment 7].
Revelation 1:6 shows that those in the seven churches are both priests and a
kingdom. 1 Peter 2 tells us that those believers who subscribe to God’s will for
service by obedience to His word are built up to be a spiritual house and a holy and
royal priesthood. It should be carefully noted that the three are linked together—a
spiritual house, a kingdom, and a priesthood [Comment 8].
B. V. Prasad Rao
From Southport: The Oxford English Dictionary defines ‘nation’ as: ‘a large body of
people united by common descent, history, culture, or language, inhabiting a
particular state or territory’. As those who are redeemed by the blood of the Lord
Jesus, we are a people united by common descent. We are the children of God
(John 1:12). We enter the kingdom of the Son of His love through the new birth (cf.
Col. 1:13), a kingdom not of this world (John 18:36). A UK birth certificate confers
British citizenship and the right to be part of the nation of Great Britain. Our
citizenship is in heaven (Phil. 3:20). Our history starts in the Gospels, continues
through Acts and the Epistles, and on through this present dispensation. Our culture
is totally different from that of this age (Rom. 12:2). Our language should be
markedly different from those around us (Mat. 5:37; Col. 4:6; Tit. 2:8). Our
territory, by obedience to God’s prescribed will for discipleship service, is the
kingdom of God (Acts 1:3; 8:12; 28:23,31) as taught by the risen Lord Jesus to His
apostles, and in turn they, with other disciples, taught the new converts.
A holy nation In the RV these words appear only twice: ‘And ye shall be unto me
a kingdom of priests, and an holy nation’ (Ex. 19:6) and ‘But ye are an elect race, a
royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for God’s own possession’ (1 Pet. 2:9).
When Moses came down from the mountain he found that the people had already
broken the rules—even though they had sworn to keep them (Ex. 24:7). The
consequence was the eventual forfeiture of the holy nation and priesthood status for
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the whole nation of Israel. Instead, the tribe of Levi were given the role of priests
[Comment 9].
They, and now we, should follow His commandment, ‘For I am the LORD that
brought you up out of the land of Egypt, to be your God: ye shall therefore be holy,
for I am holy’ (Lev. 11:45). James reinforces this by reminding us of God’s
unchanging nature (James 1:17). Paul stressed that holiness is not in earthly wisdom
but in the grace of God, and we must cleanse ourselves from all defilement of both
flesh and spirit (2 Cor. 7:1). The new man is created in righteousness and holiness
of truth (Eph. 4:24). We must become slaves to righteousness and unto holiness
(Rom. 6:22).
The guide to achieving this condition is stated in Psalm 119:9-11: ‘How can a
young man cleanse his way? By taking heed according to Your word. With my
whole heart I have sought You; Oh, let me not wander from Your commandments!
Your word I have hidden in my heart, that I might not sin against You!’ (NKJV).
Holiness is something that each of us should strive to show if we are to live up to the
claim of being a holy nation. A slave has no choice of action except what is
commanded by his master.
Steve Henderson
From Vancouver: Coming to the Lord to be built up The instructions are clear, that
we should prepare and be prepared by ridding ourselves of any sinful manner and
negative qualities that give offence and are unbecoming to the Lord. The likeness to
a newborn baby indicates the process of growth, little by little: and as such is the
building up of the disciple. Coming to Christ as to a ‘living stone’ is a unique
metaphor which should be distinguished from coming to Him as the Rock of our
salvation. The writings of Isaiah had prepared the Jewish people to see the Messiah
as both a ‘sanctuary’ and a ‘stone’ (Is. 8:14-15). In Isaiah 28:16, the ‘cornerstone’
is cited as the foundation, and ‘He who believes in it will not be disturbed’ (NASV).
Finally, in Psalm 118:22, the rejected stone becomes the ‘chief corner stone’.
Ever since Solomon’s day the Temple and its construction had been a source of
wonder; but now a greater wonder needed to be recognized. The ‘coming to the
Lord’ as seen in the gospel is a call by Jesus to the sinner for redemption: Matthew
11:28 states ‘Come to Me, all who are weary’, and so it continues today. This
‘coming’ with regard to the redemption of the sinner is not continuous or flawed as
it had been with Old Testament sacrifices, but is complete (Heb. 9:24-28). We
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return to Peter’s description of the ‘living stone’ and the use of the word ‘coming’
here would imply a continuous thing, and not ‘having come’, a past experience.
How do and should we come? This should be continually, in obedience, and
readiness for service [Comment 10].
Differences made in worship, witness, and service in the spiritual house From the
days of Abram the Lord promised that there would be a collective witness and that
Abram’s descendants would be a nation for Himself. From Exodus 3 onwards the
Lord identified the Hebrew people as ‘My People’ (Ex. 3:10), and desired that they
should be released to worship Him in the wilderness (Ex. 5:1). By the time we get
to Exodus 19 the people had accepted God’s code of conduct. They now had an
identity which was for God’s glory and were distinguished by His name. One
difference is that we have an assurance that our worship is acceptable, based on
obedience to the prescribed word of God for service in the ‘community’ or ‘building’
that is the spiritual house (cp. 1 Cor. 3:9).
Features of nationhood expressed today We understood that Peter was contrasting
the natural nation of Israel with the development of New Testament churches of
God. Our citizenship is in heaven and our nationhood has to do with the ‘holy
nation’ of 1 Peter 2. The usage of ‘citizenship’ in Ephesians 2:19 lends credence to
the believer as a ‘living stone’. In Philippians 3:20 Paul speaks of ‘our citizenship
being in heaven’. For some of us it was not clear as to who compose the spiritual
house today and how far-reaching it may be if indeed all believers are citizens
(editors’ comments, please) [Comment 11].
Living ‘as free men’ yet being ‘babes’ The irony in the two expressions is further
highlighted when Peter says that Christian saints are both free and enslaved (1 Pet.
2:16). He points out that to achieve true freedom one must trust all to God, just as
a slave is totally dependent on his master either to continue in service or to be
released from it. So, Christians are free people and have been such since placing
faith in Christ. No one is forced to believe: it is of free will. In contrast to an
independent person, a baby is totally reliant on adults, much as a slave relies on the
master for food and shelter. At the same time, the babe ‘craves the world’, so that
it too can grow and become its own entity and display its own personality [Comment
12]. Without that reliance such growth cannot take place. Indeed, the Christian life
is a complex existence!
Kevin T. Jones
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COMMENTS
1. (Buckhaven): It would be closer to Scripture to say that the house of God is
founded on the teaching of the apostles and prophets, whereas Christ as chief corner
stone sets alignment for the structure; especially since these two parts of the imagery
appear in the same verse, Ephesians 2:20.
M.A.
2. (Buckhaven): We should bear in mind that Saul spent several days with the
disciples who were in Damascus learning from them (perhaps Ananias more
prominently than others, one would imagine) the things concerning the kingdom of
God and making them known also to others in that Syrian city for a period of time
prior to his excursion, for however long that may have been, to Arabia (Acts 9:19-20;
26:20; Gal. 1:17).
R.B.F.
3. (Paisley): We ask where Scripture supports the idea of angels acting on behalf of
men before God, which is ‘priestly capacity’ (Heb. 5:1). Surely this belongs only to
Christ. Angels worshipping God in Zion above (Heb. 12:22) is a distinct matter.
M.A.
4. (Paisley): It was under the Law that copies and shadows of heavenly things were
to be constructed and maintained for the worship of the people (Heb. 8:5; 9:11,23;
10:1). Initially, man communed with God in the Garden (Gen. 3:8-9). We
understand, from the meaning of the Hebrew word ‘garden’, that Eden was walled
about and so established as a separate thing for God in which men would enjoy His
presence, acknowledging His authority by obedience to His word (2:17). Eden
demonstrated in embryo-form many of the principles which we later see in
connection with the house of God, both material and spiritual. Its association with
God’s house is confirmed in 1 Corinthians 3:9, where Paul described the church of
God in Corinth by association with ‘God’s field’ (lit. ‘tilled land’ (RVM)), so describing
a cultivated plot. Following the fall, the truths of God’s house were made known by
progressive revelation, beginning with the glorious vision to Jacob at Bethel (Gen.
28:10-17) until the commandment was issued to a called-out people to make a
sanctuary for God to dwell in (Ex. 25:8). Between expulsion from the Garden and
the erection of the tabernacle, men had sought to approach God through individual
sacrifice offered in faith and according to revelation (e.g. Gen. 4:4-5). With the
building of the tabernacle, an exclusive place of divine choice was again established
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and the imperative of Deuteronomy 12 is immediately explicable when we
understand that the place of His choice corresponded to what was in heaven.
5. (Paisley): Prior to the building of the temple, God had continued to dwell
amongst Israel in the tabernacle erected first in Shiloh and later brought to Jerusalem
(2 Sam. 7:5-6).
J.T.N.
6. (Podagatlapalli): Believers today in churches of God forming God’s house
function collectively as a priesthood in holy priesthood service offering spiritual
sacrifices through our great high priest. This corresponds to the Levitical priesthood
in Old Testament times. The people brought their offerings and presented them to
the priests, the sons of Aaron, who would then take the blood and pieces of the
animal and offer them on the altar, an offering made by fire (e.g. Lev. 1). Thus God
received the worship and service of His people through the functioning of the
priesthood.
7. (Podagatlapalli): Terminology is important here when we are describing the
house of God. We are built up a house (i.e. construction) for a priesthood (i.e.
function), added to churches of God (Acts 2:41) which together form the house of
God, a unity of believers (living stones) obedient to the faith.
8. (Podagatlapalli): A kingdom relates to laws and rule within the kingdom, a
priesthood relates to service, and a nation relates to identity of the people of that
nation. These three functions, rule, service and identity, in no particular order, are
distinct from each other and yet inter-related through the structure and organisation
of the house. Christ’s authority (Mat. 28:18), priesthood and apostleship (Heb. 3:1)
are intrinsically linked to the house for He is Son over God’s house (Heb. 3:6), and
the glory of the house is the glory of the Son (Heb. 3:3).
G.K.S.
9. (Southport): Although Israel was to be characterised by priesthood, the exercise
of priestly function was reserved for Aaron’s line before the sin at Sinai (Ex. 28:1;
29:9). Originally, the firstborn, as those consecrated to the Lord, were to have
responsibility in connection with the priesthood, but this was given to Levi on
account of Levi’s stance for God (Num. 3:5-13,45).
10. (Vancouver): It is important to note, as you have done, that the ‘coming’ of
verse 4 is a continuous rather than a completed action. It emphasises that God’s
dwelling-place is not a fixed, immoveable edifice—it is a living, organic, spiritual
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reality, in which it is living stones which are built together according to God’s
design—and it refocuses our attention on the fact that our place in this wonderful
truth is conditional on our continued approach to Him who is glorified over it (Heb.
3:6).
J.T.N.
11. (Vancouver): Most papers bring out the principles of what and who constitute
the house of God today, viz. living stones / believers who are together in churches
of God through obedience to God’s word, having first of all been cleansed and
redeemed by the precious blood of Christ, then baptised in water into the name of
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, then added to and by the Lord in being numbered
with those already in established churches of God (1 Pet. 1:18-21; Mat. 28:19; Acts
2:47;5:14;11:24). All of this is exemplified in the related activities and
responsibilities of those who heard and believed God’s word promulgated through
the testimony of the apostles in Acts 2, particularly verses 41-42. Those in churches
of God alone form the house of God here on earth.
Citizenship, in the scriptural context of God’s word, has to do with every believer
in the Lord Jesus, through being begotten again by the incorruptible seed of the living
Word, coming into possession of a heavenly inheritance of which they can never be
deprived (1 Pet. 1:3-4,23). Although we live here on earth in bodily form, our true
and real life is heaven connected (Phil. 3:20) and we joyfully share this status with
every other member of Christ’s body / the Church, of which He is the Head.
My own understanding of Ephesians 2:19 is that our fellow citizenship refers to our
relationship with all believers, in the Lord Jesus, which is an invisible and inviolable
bond, whereas the reference to the household of God has to do with the sphere of
service and responsibility within the house of God that is placed upon us in united
and visible testimony, which may, of course, be violated through unseemly behaviour
(see 1 Tim. 3:15).
R.B.F.
Since the house is composed of those who accept the conditions God sets for
service (it being His house) it can be shown to be coterminous with the kingdom of
God. Our place in it is conditional on good conduct, sound teaching and sincere
faith, since believers are called on to uphold the ’pillar and ground of the truth’ (1
Tim. 3:15 RV; Heb. 3:6). The terms of entry are seen in the addition of believers to
the churches of God (Acts 2:41,47; 5:14), while they may also lose their place as did
the man of 1 Corinthians 5.
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What can we be citizens of but a kingdom or nation? Citizens have privileges but
also responsibilities to the laws of the state, so citizenship as described in the Word
seems to me to belong with those in the kingdom of God and the holy nation. The
locus is ‘in heaven’ in that the rights of committed believers are in God’s keeping,
and the kingdom deals in spiritual or heavenly things.
It may be helpful to remark that in approaching this question it is best to examine
with the inquirer with open Bible the design given there, point by point, to build up
the overall picture. This gives opportunity to discuss the likely differing
interpretations of any scripture and the inquirer is usually quick to note the
implications for boundaries. The focus is thus kept on what the Word teaches—and
there can be no stronger ground.
M.A.
The interpretation of ‘household’ in Ephesians 2:19 as referring, along with ‘fellow
citizens’, to all believers is not without influential support (see, for example, Notes
on the Epistles (John Miller), p.267). This is based on the understanding of oikeios
as having family relationship, particularly blood-relationship, in view. Yet Strong
indicates that the idea of residing in the same dwelling is the primary force of the
word, with blood-relationship only implied. I therefore prefer the interpretation
given above by R.B.F. since the conjunction ‘and’ in Ephesians 2:19 allows the
introduction of a new concept, not merely further explanation of the former one; a
new concept which is then expounded by reference to the household being made
up of those ‘built on the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himself
being the cornerstone’ (v.20). The same word is found in Galatians 6:10, there
referring to ‘the household of the faith’ and so linked specifically with the body of
teaching which joins into one the people of God and confirms their service in His
house. So it seems to me that the household of God refers to those associated with
His dwelling-place.
12. (Vancouver): I am not sure what is meant by a baby ‘craving the world’. To me
the image is of a baby which hungers after that which will give it nourishment for
growth. Any parent will testify that the newborn’s craving for milk is both
single-minded and insatiable until it receives the milk it both desires and needs. Our
desire for the word of God should express the same longing unsatisfied by anything
else.
J.T.N.
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Introducing
PETER’S USE OF BIBLICAL POETRY
The seasoned skipper well knew how friction is magnified, when the surrounding
conditions are stormy and unpredictable, and sharp looks and words can become more
than would be allowed in calmer water. He knew the importance of stemming the flow
of words, and encouraging more careful thought. We sense that experience at work
when Peter counsels the flock while he knows they are exposed to persecution, and it
is significant that he turns in chapter 3 to poetry from Psalm 34. He uses the Scriptures
in each chapter of this letter, showing his respect for the power of the word of God; and
each time it’s poetry. Rough conditions do not need to produce rough personalities,
and a fisherman practised in assessing his crew’s feelings can be as sensitive to the
power of poetry as the refined craftsman or the eloquent ambassador. Perhaps Peter
had seen the effect of the reading of the Prophets or the Writings on those who were
distressed, as they listened in the synagogue. Certainly he quotes the psalm with telling
effect.
As we reflect on the chief marker of Hebrew verse, the parallel thought of the ‘two
valves of the shell’ in each unit, we may pick up the sense of assurance and resultant
calm in 3:10-12 (NIV):
‘Whoever would love life / and see good days
must keep his tongue from evil / and his lips from deceitful speech.’
The double descriptions amplify each main thought, but also develop a rhythm that
gives time for and draws out a deeper response.
‘He must turn from evil / and do good;
he must seek peace / and pursue it.’
All poetry is best read aloud or recited, and the oral reader would pause at each part
of the couplet, and also at the close of each line. These pauses form a powerful
expectation in the listener’s mind.
‘For the eyes of the Lord are on the righteous /
and his ears are attentive to their prayer,
but the face of the Lord is against those who do evil.’
Here the poet uses contrast, as Paul also does when he warns against the sins of the
flesh, along with a list of the opposite virtues—saying ‘Know your enemy.’ Then, if I
harbour bitter or angry thoughts, I would be sobered to realise that the eye of the Lord
is on me, watching all I think and say and do. The name of God selected is ‘Yahweh’,
represented in Hebrew by Adon, although the Greek is Kurios, so ‘Lord’ appears
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without the customary O.T. capitals. It means the unchanging, eternal One, adding
weight to the warning.
At the close of the chapter, Peter uses poetry in the wider sense, drawing on the
drama of Noah’s experience, well rehearsed and respected in the culture of his readers.
Vivid illustration was a feature of the Lord’s ministry, and Peter has learned its
effectiveness too. Perhaps we would do well to try it oftener.
M.A.

From Study Groups
MARRIAGE IN THE LORD and
SUFFERING FOR THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST (1 PETER 3)
From Buckhaven: Preaching to ‘the spirits in prison’ ‘…being put to death in the flesh,
but quickened in the spirit; In which also he went and preached unto the spirits in
prison, Which aforetime were disobedient, when the longsuffering of God waited in the
days of Noah, while the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls, were
saved through water…’ (1 Pet. 3:18-20 RV). When, how and why did the Lord Jesus
preach to the ‘spirits in prison’, who in the past were disobedient? Who were these
spirits? This passage needs to be read as a whole rather than reading verse 19 in
isolation. By doing so we can avoid the mistaken idea that when the Lord Jesus died,
He went into lower Sheol and preached to the souls of those to whom Noah had
already preached, giving them a second chance.
As John Miller points out, the preaching referred to in this passage took place ‘when’
the longsuffering of God waited in the days of Noah, ‘while’ the ark was being
prepared. Verse 19 is explained by verse 20. Through Noah, the Spirit of Christ
preached to men and women for 100 years, while the ark was being built [Comment
1]. Noah preached a message of divine judgement against the wickedness of mankind,
but there was also held out the means of salvation (the ark) to all who would obey the
word of God through Noah. The vast majority did not believe; they were therefore
disobedient, and as a result, perished in the flood. The spirit in which the Lord Jesus
was ‘quickened’ is the eternal Spirit of God, in whom He had already preached through
Noah to the inhabitants of the earth at that time. Because they rejected the message
of salvation, they are now ‘in prison’, i.e. in Hades until their final day of judgement at
the great white throne (Rev. 20:11-15).
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Note: We understand from 1 Thessalonians 5:23 that, in contrast to animals which
have no eternal soul, we humans are tripartite beings, having a spirit and a soul and a
body. However, in 1 Peter 3:18-20, the word translated ‘spirits’, is the Greek word
pneuma. On the one hand, it seems that this word is sometimes used to denote the
soul, as for example in Hebrews 12:23, ‘the spirits of just men made perfect’. On the
other hand, it would appear that the Greek word psuche is always translated ‘soul’ and
is not interchangeable with the word ‘spirit’. Commenting on the word ‘soul’, Vine
says: ‘The language of Heb. 4:12 suggests the extreme difficulty of distinguishing
between the soul and the spirit…’ He cites examples of the usage of the words ‘body
and soul’, ‘body and spirit’ and ‘soul and spirit’. He concludes by quoting Hermann
Cremer, a German theologian: ‘Apparently then, the relationships may be thus
summed up, “Soma, body, and pneuma, spirit, may be separated; pneuma and psuche,
soul, can only be distinguished”.’
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Marriage in the Lord The expression ‘in the Lord’ is not the same as ‘in
Christ’ (2 Cor. 5:17). All believers in the Lord Jesus are ‘in Christ’, and will be for
eternity. ‘In the Lord’ refers to a place where the rule of God is carried out through
overseers according to the divine pattern in churches of God. 1 Thessalonians 5:1215 (NKJV) reads, ‘We urge you, brethren, to recognise those who labour among you,
and are over you in the Lord and admonish (warn or encourage) you.’ Those who
come into a church of God place themselves under the rule of God, carried out through
overseers, and are found ‘in the Lord’. This cannot be said of believers not added to
a church, who may regard themselves as ‘free spirits’ without allegiance to any
particular body of believers. It is a great privilege to be a child of God, but in the things
of God we cannot have privilege without responsibility. God looks for subjection in the
hearts of believers who are happy to be in a church of God where they can serve under
His authority, with other like-minded believers.
The apostle Paul says of widows, ‘... she is at liberty to be married to whom she
wishes, only in the Lord’ (1 Cor. 7:39). It is clear that what is envisaged in Scripture is
two people in a church of God, who are therefore found ‘in the Lord,’ coming together
in marriage, having the same desire to be subject to the rule of God.
The outworking of marriage in the Lord Peter talks about husbands and wives ‘being
heirs together of the grace of life’. This life (z) refers to eternal life which husband
and wife both have, and together should enjoy. The Lord Jesus said, ‘I have come that
they may have life, and that they may have it more abundantly’ (John 10:10). In
marriage wives are to be subject to their husbands. This does not mean wives are in any
way inferior: it is just the divine order of things, and should work well if the husband
has understanding of his wife’s needs as the physically weaker partner (v.7), and his
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wife is ready to take the lead from her husband [Comment 2]. If there is harmony in the
marriage there will be no hindrance in them praying together. Often two people in a
marriage can accomplish much for God, which they could not do alone as individuals.
There are many good examples of this in Scripture.
John Parker
From Derby: Those women who fear and love God are being urged by Peter to live
a true life, not with the outward appearance only but also from within. This is done so
that if their husbands do not obey the Word, they may be won over by the behaviour
(the present day translation of KJV ‘conversation’) of their wives. This certainly is not
easy, and it would require a woman to live a life of devotion to God so that she would
know what to say and when to say it, yet at the same time be in subjection to her
husband. An example was given to us of a certain man who took his wife to the
Remembrance every week and was eventually won over by her conversation. 1 Peter
3:8 sums up that we ought to be of one mind, united in the Lord.
Peter knew that what we say reveals our inner being and nature. Indeed, in James
3 the tongue is likened to fruit on a tree. If the tree is a fig tree it will produce figs; if it
does not then there is something wrong inside. Therefore we are to look to Jesus who
died for us, and seek that the Spirit within may lead out lives well pleasing to Him.
In verse 14 we learn that the face of the Lord is against those who do evil. This is
what ‘they’ refers to in ‘Do not fear what they fear …’ Seeing that those who do evil
will suffer at the hand of the Lord, then we should not fear that same fate, for we are
on the Lord’s side. Since we are on the Lord’s side, we are reminded that we were
brought up out of the waters of baptism to live a new life and to proclaim it to others
around us. The waters that saved Noah gave him a new start in a life of service (see 1
Pet. 3:20). In Ephesians 2:5 we see that we have been saved through grace, not of
ourselves, and further, in Ephesians 2:10 we see it is God’s workmanship.
Robert Foster
From Halifax: How gentleness and submission actually works The apostle Peter wrote:
‘Servants, be in subjection to your masters with all fear; not only to the good and
gentle, but also to the froward. For this is acceptable, if for conscience toward God a
man endureth griefs, suffering wrongfully’ (1 Pet. 2:18-19 RV). Continuing the theme
of subjection, Peter then said, ‘In like manner, ye wives ...‘ (3:1), and ‘Ye husbands, in
like manner ...‘ (3:7). The Greek word translated here ‘likewise’ in the Authorized
Version is represented by the phrase ‘in like manner’ in the Revised Version. Dr Marvin
R. Vincent says that this is ‘better, because likewise in popular speech has, wrongly, the
sense of also’ (Vincent’s Word Studies). Peter means, ‘in like manner’ with the servants
he mentions in 2:18. Wives are to be in subjection to their husbands (3:1), and if a
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husband is an unbeliever, his wife’s behaviour or conduct may be the persuading
influence by which he is ‘won’.
Husbands, in the same way, are to dwell with their wives ‘according to knowledge’
(v. 7), honouring them. The two specified reasons are, as Albert Barnes has it: ‘She is
to be treated with special kindness as ... having a claim to delicate attention; and she
is to be honoured as the equal heir of the grace of life’ (Notes on the Bible). Thus are
husbands directed that their ‘prayers be not hindered’. Gentleness and submission,
despite griefs and suffering, are not only pleasing and proper in the sight of God, but
we were called for this very purpose (see 1 Pet. 2:21a). Christ, who suffered for us, has
left an example, that we should ‘follow his steps’ (21b). We are called to meekness,
patience, courage, and resignation to the will of God—bearing trials in the same spirit
evidenced in Christ. The power behind a submissive life is therefore Christ Himself.
Robert J. Butler
From Paisley: ‘Fear not their fear’ (1 Pet. 3:14 RV) Peter’s words, ‘even if you should
suffer for what is right, you are blessed’ (NIV), and ‘fear not their fear’ call to mind the
Lord’s words in the Sermon on the Mount, ‘Blessed are those who are persecuted
because of righteousness’, and the Lord’s later words, ‘Do not be afraid of those who
kill the body but cannot kill the soul’ (Mat. 10:28 NIV). Believers are blessed with every
spiritual blessing, and ‘there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus’
(Rom. 8:1). Believers need have no fear of God’s righteous judgement, which is
reserved for those who reject Christ. We may, however, have members of our families
who will be left behind at the Rapture and who will later seek refuge ‘in caves and
among the rocks of the mountains. They called to the mountains and rocks, “Fall on us
and hide us from the face of him who sits on the throne and from the wrath of the
Lamb ”’(Rev. 6:15-16); ‘who will seek death, but will not find it’ (Rev. 9:6). We may
have neighbours who will be judged at the great white throne, ‘whose names are not
found written in the book of life, [who] will be thrown into the lake of fire’ (Rev. 20:15).
In the light of believers’ safety and security in Christ, they shouldn’t take their salvation
for granted, but should keep in mind that they have been rescued from a lost eternity
in the lake of fire. This is the reality of living when we may be very close to the coming
of the Lord. Believers will be translated from this world in blessing at the Rapture, but
some of our families, friends and neighbours will be left behind for judgement.
The spirits in prison Since time began people who lived without law, or under the Law,
or under grace, have all had a choice to make, and their choice determined their
eternal destiny. All have had the opportunity to believe in God as their Creator. During
the dispensation of the Law the children of Israel had the choice of believing in God as
their Redeemer, and in the dispensation of grace all who have heard the gospel have
had the choice of believing in Christ as their Saviour. So in whatever age men and
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women have lived they have had the opportunity to believe in God as their Creator
or/and their Redeemer and Saviour, so all are without excuse (Rom. 1:20), because
God has set eternity in the hearts of men (Eccles. 3:11). God, in His sovereignty and
foreknowledge, has known who His elect would be, but has given mankind free will,
and each individual has to make a choice in time whether to believe in God or to reject
Him. From creation to the death of Christ all who died went to upper or lower Sheol
depending on whether they believed in God. What is not in doubt is that the Lord
went to upper Sheol/Paradise with the dying thief on the cross who believed in Him
(Luke 23:43), and Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31) went to Abraham’s bosom/Paradise/upper
Sheol. The spirits in prison, when seen in the context of the passage, may be those
people who rejected Noah’s message, and went to lower Sheol. Strong’s concordance
gives Hades and Sheol as alternative names for Hell [Comment 3].
John Peddie
From Podlagatlapalli: Gentleness and submission Peter wrote this letter to the Jewish
Christians scattered throughout Asia Minor, who were suffering for their faith in Christ.
He comforts them and urges them to remain faithful to Christ in the midst of their trials.
In chapter 3 Peter encourages the wives of unbelievers to submit to their husbands'
authority as a means of winning them for Christ. He urges all family members to treat
each other with sympathy, love, gentleness, tenderness and humility—which are the
elements of subjection.
Gentleness is love in action—being considerate, meeting the needs of others, allowing
time for other persons to talk, and being willing to learn. This is an essential trait for
both men and women in our relationship with others.
Submission is a key element for the smooth functioning of any group. God ordained
submission to prevent chaos. It is essential to understand that submission is not
surrender or withdrawal, and it does not mean inferiority, because God created all
people in His own image and all have equal value. Submission is mutual commitment
and co-operation. Thus God calls for submission among equals. He did not make the
husband superior but asks for the woman to submit in order that there may be peace.
Jesus Christ, although equal with God the Father, submitted to Him in order to carry
out the plan of salvation. Likewise, though equal to her husband under God, the wife
should submit for the sake of the smooth operation of their marriage and family.
Submission between equals is submission by choice, not by force. Submission is
voluntarily co-operating with someone else out of love and respect for God as well as
for that person. Ephesians 5:22 speaks about submission. The Bible nowhere implies
that the wife is in any way inferior to her husband, but she is described as the weaker
vessel and is to be subject to her husband because he is the head. If the husband is
following the will of God in his life he will make it easier for the wife to submit.
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1 Peter 3 includes the instructions to Christian wives to develop the inner beauty of
a meek and quiet spirit. This is more precious than being concerned with appearance.
The husbands should be won by character, not only by looks. Peter explains, ‘...rather
let it be the hidden person of the heart, with the incorruptible beauty of a gentle and
quiet spirit, which is very precious in the sight of God’ (vv.3- 4 NKJV). That kind of
deep beauty was seen in the saintly women of old who trusted God and fitted in with
their husbands’ plans. We must treat our families in a loving way, though at times it
may not be easy. Willing service is the best way to influence loved ones. To gain the
strength we need for self-discipline, for submission and for gentleness we do well to
pray for God’s help.
B.V. Prasada Rao

From Southport: The first readers Remembering that this letter was targeting the
Diaspora—Jews who had been recently dispersed from Israel and also descendents of
the Babylonian captivity—verses 19 and 20 in our chapter are directed largely to
students among them of their Jewish history. There was a great number alive during the
time of Noah’s preaching: these did not all die in the flood but some obviously did
during the period of his teaching. This accounts for the use of ‘sometime’ in some
translations. These were people who in their lives rejected a clear message of salvation.
Consider Hebrews 9:27: after death is judgement—not a second chance. The Lord’s
parable in Luke 16 makes this clear: there is no escape for those who reject the crosswork of Christ. Peter makes it clear that it was to those who were disobedient during
the time of the building of the ark that Noah preached, and after their rejection are
reserved for punishment on the ‘day of judgement (2 Pet. 2:5-10). This is reiterated
in 4:6. The gospel was preached (past tense) to those who believed and now are dead
(present tense). Men in the flesh martyred those believers, but now they are alive in
the Spirit—rejoicing in the eternal life of the believer [Comment 4].
The Roman Catholic interpretation leads to one that is contrary to the whole tenor
of God’s word. The Rheims New Testament (printed by John Fogny, published 1582,
p. 661) has annotations to explain the view of the Church of Rome on this passage.
‘Therefore who but an infidel, will deny that Christ was in Hell? Calvin then (you see)
with all his followers are infidels.’ However, reading on, we find no understanding of
these verses but simply an adherence to tradition. Paragraph 2 introduces Purgatory
and the concept that those dead in trespasses and sins can, after death, be saved. Bible
students, however, must remember to interpret a verse or passage in the light of the rest
of Scripture.
Steve Henderson
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From Vancouver: Practical ways to be gentle and submissive The apostle teaches that
answers to prayer are hindered by a lack of submission and Christ-likeness. Naturally,
we have to be submissive to the right people in our relationships, and those unions
require both a sense of duty and the taking of an appropriate opportunity to witness.
So, how can this be accomplished practically? Several ideas were offered. We must
stay calm in crisis and should become neither argumentative nor berating of others in
the family or in the workplace. Respect for other people is also key, as we manifest cooperation, humility, and sympathy. Another practical way is in our demeanour and
dress. We can be gentle and Christ-like by not being showy, rather by being
conservative. Peter’s advice to women about their dress is an example in our passage
of this approach to life, and it applies equally to men.
We listed a number of concrete ways to control the tongue. Control starts with the
heart and comes from submission. Listen before you speak; slow down; do not speak
loudly; count from one to ten; breathe deeply; ask a question rather than make a
statement. Re-read e-mails before sending them, and ask yourself if an answer is
needed. Consider your body language as you speak, and most importantly, pray both
during and after you have used the tongue. On the other side of the coin, we were
advised not to give the negative silent treatment.
‘Do not fear what they fear’ There is always fear as we live our lives practically, and we
tend to react negatively in our fear. It is so easy to tell someone not to be afraid, but
should we say that? Sometimes fear is good—fight or flight—and we need to train our
minds to fear the Lord. Flight is sometimes the better option in practicality: we ought
to consider those who are threatening us too. They are acting out of fear; they are
afraid of losing something. For example, the Pharisees feared losing their influence and
so tried to instil fear in others, like our Lord. We were reminded that in some countries
Christians live in fear of idol worshippers and followers of other religions or of Satanic
cults; so our fears pale in comparison [Comment 5].

The verses in the passage under question which relate to baptism refer to a life of
service, not to eternal salvation. The context can be looked at in two ways. On a
narrower basis, we considered the reference to Noah—in a metaphor of water
baptism—in which eight souls were saved, and then came out of the ark to walk in a
regenerated world to serve again. On a wider basis the verses relate to the whole
chapter, affirming that a baptised Christian must be prepared to handle mockers and
haters (v.14) as was Noah, to live a service of possible suffering (vv. 13,17) and to
exhibit a clear testimony of submission to God’s word (v.15). That’s why we go through
the waters of baptism. Baptism by immersion is a water experience which is a response
to God’s call, so that we can be raised up to live out a life of service with a clean and
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clear conscience. Such baptism is useful and effective surely because of the
resurrection of Christ [Comment 6].
J.C. Bell

COMMENTS
1. (Buckhaven): We cannot be absolutely sure of the time taken for the ark’s
construction, or the length of time during which Noah preached righteousness and
judgement to come, as the population explosion seemed to take place after the
mention of Noah’s age and there would be a period of time before many reached an
age of responsibility, which years on would develop into persistently excessive immoral
behaviour, causing great heartache and grief to the heart of God (see Gen. 5:32;
6:15-6; 7:6).
R.B.F.
Comparison of Genesis 5:32 and 7:6 does not decide this, since only Noah’s age at
the birth of Japheth is given.
M.A.
2. (Cromer): Much contention abounds these days amongst those who question the
authority of Scripture of the requirement that godly wives submit to their husbands
(Eph. 5:22; 1 Pet. 3:1). Much less is said about the husband’s high duty to ‘love your
wives, as Christ loved the Church and gave himself up for her’ (Eph. 5:25 ESV). This
is a high requirement indeed and, seen in this context, the faithful wife’s loving
submission will be readily understandable.
J.T.N.
3. (Paisley): In support of this point, we note the Lord’s description of the place the
rich man was taken to because of his unbelief, ‘... in Hades ... being in torments’. This
was his state after burial, whereas Lazarus was in ‘Abraham’s bosom’ (Luke 16:22-23
RV). NIV suitably translates Hades as ‘hell’, because of the conditions described. For
the ancient Greeks ‘Hades’, like the Hebrews’ ‘Sheol’, was a term for the grave or the
abode of the dead.
M.A.
The subsequent question of when the preaching of the Lord took place is, I think,
answered by Buckhaven. By the Holy Spirit acting through Noah, the ‘preacher of
righteousness’ (2 Pet. 2:5 RV), the Lord Himself preached to disobedient men as they
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lived on earth in Noah’s day, men who refused to believe and so in death went to
prison, as you describe.
J.T.N.
4. (Southport): The interpretation of 1 Peter 4:6 rests on the meaning of the previous
verse, viz, the two different entities of ‘the quick’ and ‘the dead’. In the first case, the
reference is to those who have been made spiritually alive (‘quickened’ — see Eph.
2:5) by the work of the Spirit of God, as opposed to those who remain ‘dead through
trespasses and sins’ (2:1), by rejecting the message of life. Consequently 1 Peter 4:6 is
a general statement underlining the fact that the dead in sins did have then, and still
do have now, the opportunity to have their souls saved and their lives changed.
5. (Vancouver): The fear of the Lord in verse 2 of our chapter, as has been mentioned
in other papers, is more than just being ‘most desirable’; it is an imperative for the
Christian. The fear of the world, and people in it, on the other hand, is to be banished,
but, as you say, that’s easier said than done. Faith in the Saviour and Lord of our lives
is the antidote to the latter perplexity; the Lord Himself being the supreme exemplar
of how to deal with this fear (John 16:33).
6. (Vancouver): As you state, baptism in this context with the ark metaphor, is seen as
an act and experience which demonstrates the pledged commitment of a spiritually
renewed life to one of sanctified living and faithful service. When moments of doubt
and fear arise in the Christian pathway, we can appeal to our spiritually enlightened
and enheightened conscience, that our baptism was something that was so pleasurable
to God (1 Pet. 3:21).
R.B.F.

Question . . .
(1) From Paisley: When did Christ lead captivity captive (Ps. 68:18; Eph. 4:8)?
(2) From Vancouver: What is the meaning of our prayers being hindered (1 Pet. 3:7)?

. . . and Answer
(1) The expression ‘lead…captivity captive’ is also found in the song composed and
sung by both Deborah and Barak in celebration of the victory of the children of Israel
over Jabin, king of Canaan, only achieved by the hand of the Lord being with His
people (Judg. 5:1,12). There it has to do with the victor showing the defeated foe in a
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triumphal procession. The same note of triumph is seen in God’s overthrowing of the
many enemies of His people in David’s time, not only putting them to flight but
dividing the spoils with His own; this is the topic of Psalm 68 (see v.12 et al.). From the
great and glorious victory of Calvary the Lord Jesus, after His death and before His
bodily resurrection and ascension to His Father’s presence and side (Eph. 4:8-10),
descended into the lair of the enemy, described as ‘Sheol’ in the Old Testament
(although the word is often wrongly translated ‘hell’), and which would appear to have
more than one compartment as depicted in Deuteronomy 32:22 and Psalm 86:13.
Hades is the N.T. word with the equivalent meaning, and again is shown to have at
least two divisions (Luke 16:26). The generally accepted understanding is that Lower
Hades was the location of those whose lives had been deliberately bereft of faith in
God, so seen in their motives and actions, and Upper Hades (note in Luke 16:23 the
upward gaze of the rich man), described also as the place of Abraham’s bosom (v.22),
contained the souls of the righteous dead. It was to this latter location the Lord went
to release such souls and lead them to the heavenly Paradise, which He mentioned to
the malefactor beside Him on the cross (Luke 23:43; see also 2 Cor. 12:3-4). ‘His’
captives were so different from those in the earlier references above; there is almost a
feeling conveyed in the language of Scripture of their eager anticipation of freedom into
the wonderful captivating embrace of their Deliverer.
R.B.F.
See also Comment 3 para. 1 for another view on the translation ‘hell’.
M.A.
(2) Since Peter’s subject here is the closeness of husband and wife, his point is that they
should be united in agreement on joint activity, choosing together to give time either
to enjoying life as a couple, or to prayer. Each of these would suffer if attention is
divided or if one partner is interested while the other is not. The temptation might be
to ignore or undervalue giving time to prayer, or equally to use the status of prayer for
the Christian as a way of opting out of the intimacy that is a privilege of married life,
and that requires cultivation.
M.A.
As said above, this is a prayer partnership, husband and wife together enjoying all
that God has brought them into in their marriage, however, the burden here, I suggest,
is that their joint prayer life may be adversely affected by the husband’s
inconsiderateness of failing to appreciate the needs of his spouse, and not recognising
her less robust physical constitution in creation, thus not ‘giving honour’, as the Lord
directed, where honour is due.
R.B.F.
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Feature
THE DEITY OF THE LORD JESUS IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
Scripture affirms most definitively the
possession of Godhood by the Lord
Jesus. Looking at the New Testament
we would almost automatically turn to
scriptures like John 1:1 ‘…the Word
was God’; Colossians 1 where we read
of Him possessing all the fullness of
Godhead bodily; Hebrews 1 in its
presentation of the Lord Jesus as the
Son in and through whom God has
spoken; and certainly 1 John 1 in the
testimony the aged apostle gives to his
contact of earlier days with the Word of
Life, and the two closing chapters where
‘love in action’ is seen in the Son of God
who came into the world to die for our
sins and overcome and render
powerless the Adversary. The last
chapter of John’s letter tells us that the
two constituent elements in believing
for eternal salvation are belief in the
Lord Jesus as the ‘the Christ’, and also
the tacit acknowledgement of Him as
the Son of God (5:1,6,12).

established all the ends of the earth?’
When we consider we live in a world
that is constantly in motion with fixed
laws, whose very crust is divided by
plates that move and carry continents
and oceans we are not surprised at
Agur’s comments, but why would he
mention a Son?
Son ‘Seen’ and ‘Sacrificed’
The story of Abraham and his son Isaac
is the first illustration we are given of the
unique relationship that exists between
the Father and the Son. Isaac was very
special in every sense: he was the ‘son of
promise’ and the ‘son of his old (Isaac’s)
age’. He was not the only son of the
father of the nation of Israel, yet he is
described by God in His words to the
patriarch as ‘your son, your only son
Isaac’ (Gen. 22:2). The thought behind
the expression here is of someone who is
exceedingly precious and quite unique.
In Abraham’s willingness to act in
supreme personal sacrifice, God reveals
to him a future day when He would
provide a lamb for a burnt offering and
this provision would be someone so very
dear and special to Him. The Lord Jesus
said to His accusers ‘Your father
Abraham rejoiced to see My day, and he
saw it and was glad’ (John 8:56). In the
present writer’s understanding this
would not only be speaking of the
sending of a Saviour but the sacrifice of

We begin with the almost mysterious
words of Agur to Ithiel in Proverbs 30:14 that ends with ‘What is His name, and
what is His Son’s name, if you know?’
(NKJV). This is said in relation to the
immensity and complexity of creation’s
process in language both striking and
imaginative, ‘Who has gathered the
wind in His fists? Who has bound the
waters in a garment?
Who has
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a Son, so vividly portrayed in the selfgiving act of Abraham.

God’s right hand Man, revealing His
intimacy and closeness to His Father,
and His invincibility through the power
of the Father’s love for Him.

Son ‘Spoken to’
We turn to Psalm 2 to find three
references to the Lord Jesus: firstly as
‘the Anointed’ (v.2); secondly as ‘King’
(v.6); and thirdly as ‘Son’ (v.12). God,
first of all, makes a declaration of fact
‘You are My Son’. Then we have ‘the
day of eternity’ with the utterance of
‘Today I have begotten You’—not a
begetting into an existence but into a
relationship, one that is very specially
endearing. Lastly we have ‘the day of
wrath’ the time awaiting those who do
not ‘Kiss the Son’, that is, embracing
Him into their thoughts, hearts, and
lives.

Son ‘Sovereign’
This is to the fore in Psalm 45 and Isaiah
6. He is the King to be praised (Ps.
45:1); the God to be honoured (vv.5-6);
and the Lord who is enthroned (Is. 6:13). He is addressed as God, whose
kingdom is established in equity and
justice. The two words for ‘Lord’ in
verses 1 and 3 of Isaiah are different
Hebrew words. The first conveys the
thought of being all-powerful (adonai);
the second Jehovah, the covenant name
for the Lord who deals and
communicates with His people.

Son ‘Seated’
Psalm 80 directs us to the Lord in His
shepherd character, leading and
guarding His people, and we also have
the mention made of the ‘man of Your
right hand … the son of man whom You
made strong for Yourself’ (v.17). The
love bond between Father and Son is
truly immeasurable. The Son is truly

Son ‘Sent’
The Lord Jesus is the ‘Son … given’ of
Isaiah 9:6. The Great Light dawned on
the land of Israel’s darkness by the
coming of the Great God (‘Mighty God’)
whose name is ‘Wonderful Counsellor’.
He is also the Great Governor whose
reign will be absolutely righteous.
R.B.F.

Errata
Editors regret that in re-phrasing the following part of Buckhaven’s paper in May issue,
unintended ideas were produced about the Lord’s coming being in three phases,
whereas the aim was only to condense. The original read:
The salvation that is ‘ready to be revealed in the last time’ refers to the return of the
Lord to earth, which, as we know from scripture, will be fulfilled in two phases:
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First He will come to the air for those who compose the Church which is the body
of Christ, i.e. the dead in Christ (Gk. nekroi en Christo) and believers in Christ who are
alive at his coming (1).
Later He will come to earth to set up His kingdom, populated by those who have
been saved out of the Great Tribulation but including others who are granted the
honour of sitting down with Him in His kingdom, e.g. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (Matt
8:11).
(1) The Greek word parousia translated ‘coming’ in 1 Thessalonians 4:15, denotes the
instantaneous presence in the sky of the One whose overwhelming brilliance (Gk. “the
epiphaneia of his parousia”—2 Thes. 2:8) left an indelible impression on Peter’s mind
on the mount of transfiguration (2 Pet 1:16). The instantaneous nature of his appearing
will happen again when the King of kings descends on the white horse to destroy the
Anti-Christ and his armies at the end of the great tribulation period (Rev. 19).
Comment: My own thought on ‘a salvation ready to be revealed in the last time’ is
simply the Spirit’s assurance to the believer now that the whole panoply of what our
Savour has wrought and won for us will be fully displayed when He comes to take us
from this earth to our heavenly home; then we shall perfectly see and understand in
and with our new unfettered bodies of glory, the unsurpassed glory of the Son of God
(Phil. 3:20; John 17:24).
R.B.F.
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Introducing
SHARERS IN CHRIST’S SUFFERINGS
The recipients of Peter’s letter knew
what it was to suffer on account of
their faith. Their day was one of
‘various trials’ (1 Pet. 1:6 ESV) in which
they were not only ‘exiles of the
dispersion’ (1:1,17; 2:11) dwelling in
a foreign land, but there they suffered
unjustly (2:19-20). For the name of
Christ to which they held fast (Rev.
2:13), they were spoken against as
evildoers (2:12,15), maligned (4:4),
slandered and reviled (3:9,16). His
name they carried with them as the
statement of their belonging to Him
(cf. Mark 9:41), and they glorified it by
their righteous conduct (2 Thes. 1:12;
2 Tim. 2:19).

Yet Peter’s encouragement goes far
beyond an acceptance of their lot in
an alien world, since Christ suffered
for us, ‘the righteous for the
unrighteous, that he might bring us to
God’ (3:18). Ever since Abel’s early
example of bringing the firstborn of his
flock, godly men had brought their
best and most precious things to God
in thankful service to a faithful Creator.
Passing through the wilderness, the
children of Israel brought the riches of
their escape from Egypt, things both
costly (Ex. 35:22-29; 36:5-7) and
precious to the heart (38:8), and
throughout their generations the first
and best of the field and of the flock
were brought to God in free and
thankful offering (Lev. 22:17-25;
23:10). Hannah, too, in a wonderful
example of humble devotion, brought
to Shiloh her most precious,
sought-after child to present him there
for the service of God.

In this ‘fiery trial’ in which they
suffered for Christ, what better comfort
could Peter give than this, that ‘Christ
also suffered for you’ (2:21). Christ
suffered, and with this comes the
realisation—plainly stated by the Lord
to His disciples (Luke 6:22; John
15:19)—that, if He suffered who was
without sin, shall not those who seek
and fail to emulate His manner of life
expect to suffer for His sake? So
suffering becomes part of our calling,
in which a godly life can expect to
meet persecution (2 Tim. 3:12), His
life being our bright example that we
might follow in His steps.

What then of the Lord Jesus and the
result of His faithful life and sacrificial
death at Calvary? What shall He bring
to God, so costly and precious to His
heart, as the firstfruits of His perfect
life? Is it not the greatest offering
yet—the unrighteous made righteous
in Him, sinners rescued from Hell,
transformed by the pouring out of His
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life on the cross and gathered together
into a worshipping people for God’s
own possession? ‘Behold, I and the
children God has given me’ (Heb.
2:13)!

throughout the Fellowship (5:9) who
were sharing in His affliction. As Christ
had been ‘rejected by men’ (2:4), so
too were His own; and as for Him the
road of suffering led to eternal glory,
so too for them (4:13). Christ had
died for them to bring them to God,
and soon the dawn would break over
their righteous suffering, and the light
of His eternal glory cast its rays and
overcome their dark grief. Night
would turn to morning, and in the joy
of that glorious light their realisation
would be of a ‘slight momentary
affliction’ set against an eternal weight
of glory (2 Cor. 4:17; Rom. 8:18).
J.T.N.

On the road to Emmaus, the Lord
Himself linked inextricably His
suffering and His glory (Luke 24:26).
By the Holy Spirit, Peter does the
same; the high glories which today
belong to Christ rest on the suffering
which He endured (1 Pet. 1:11).
So he who had been ‘a witness of
the sufferings of Christ’ (5:1) now
witnessed the suffering of those

From Study Groups
PURE, LOVING SERVICE TO THE FAITHFUL CREATOR
(1 PETER 4)
From Buckhaven: Suffering referred to in verse 1 ‘Forasmuch then as Christ
suffered in the flesh, arm ye yourselves also with the same mind; for he that hath
suffered in the flesh hath ceased from sin …’ (1 Pet. 4:1 RV). When a person is very
ill their appetite for the things they would normally be attracted to is suppressed
usually because the body’s resources are concentrated on combating illness. In this
verse Peter reminds his readers of the supreme example of suffering, namely the
suffering that the Lord Jesus endured on earth when He was here ‘in the flesh’. ‘In
the flesh’ means exactly this, ‘yet without sin’ (Heb. 4:15). Reverently, we pause to
marvel that at the incarnation of Christ in Bethlehem, the Godhead was forever
changed when the Son of God brought sinless humanity into His deity [Comment 1].
Peter exhorts his readers to arm themselves ‘with the same mind’ that the Lord
Jesus displayed when He suffered. In other words, just as the body automatically
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goes into defence mode when combating illness, in a similar way, when Christ’s
followers suffer because of their allegiance to Him, their automatic response should
be to arm themselves, not with the arm of flesh (for that will fail), but with the mind
of Christ. Such response is meekness in the face of provocation; patience and
humility in the face of scorn and ridicule; love in the face of hatred; the grace and
kindness of God in the face of malice. ‘Father, forgive them; for they know not what
they do’ (Luke 23:34). This tremendous statement demonstrates the magnitude of
divine love in response to extreme cruelty and shines the light of His example on the
path that His followers must take if they are to be truly Christ-like [Comment 2].
In 1 Corinthians 2:16 Paul states ‘… we have the mind of Christ’, where the Greek
word for ‘mind’ is the word nous: ‘the intellect … in thought, feeling, or will’
(Strong). In 1 Peter 4:1 the word ‘mind’ is the word ennoia, a compound of en (in)
and nous. This suggests that we must be ‘out of our minds’ (!)—naturally
speaking—and ‘in’ the mind of Christ, when the Spirit of God enables us to respond
as Christ did to suffering and as His closest followers have been enabled to do. For
example, when cruel men cut short Stephen’s life he cried, ‘Lord, lay not this sin to
their charge’ (Acts 7:60). ‘He that hath suffered in the flesh hath ceased from sin …’
Peter is talking about a supernatural reaction to suffering, i.e. a sin-free response.
This is only possible in those who are true disciples of Christ and requires far more
than the natural shutting down of normal human responses in the face of a crisis.
This requires the mind ‘… which was also in Christ Jesus: who … emptied himself
… and … humbled himself, becoming obedient even unto death, yea, the death of
the cross’ (Phil. 2:5-8).
Jo Johnson

From Cromer: 1 Peter 4:1 refers back to 3:18 (ESV)—‘For Christ also suffered once
for sins, the righteous for the unrighteous, that he might bring us to God, being put
to death in the flesh but made alive in the spirit.’ This verse makes it clear that the
suffering referred to is the suffering of death; only that could pay sin’s wages. Texts
differ here: many ancient manuscripts have apethane, died, instead of epathe,
suffered. The RV margin notes this difference. Christ’s suffering to the point of
death was the final and complete sacrifice for sin, and it brought to an end His
relation to the sins of men—He died ‘to sin’. This was not an external transaction,
like Anselm’s ‘commercial analogy’, but it is grounded in a mystical union between
Christ and someone who believes in Him. Scripture repeatedly uses the phrase ‘in
Christ’ to signify that the believer is regarded by God as in union with Christ, so that
whatever He has done the Christian is regarded as doing also. This applies to Christ’s
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death: Romans 6:1-11 repeatedly emphasises the fact that we have died with Him.
(See also 1 Cor. 15:3; Col. 2:20; 3:3.) [See Comment 2.]
This, then, can be applied to 1 Peter 4:1. Christ suffered death, leaving behind the
burden of vicarious sin which He had taken upon Himself; and we, who have
suffered death in the person of our Representative, have been reborn as new
creatures, who in their new nature have ceased from sin (1 John 5:18). Thus the
suffering referred to in verse 1 is that which Christ underwent for us. Some
commentators have argued that it refers to the purifying effect of physical affliction,
but this hardly accords with the finality of ‘ceased from sin’ [Comment 3]. Of
course, the rest of the letter goes on to encourage disciples to Christian living; the
shorthand for this exhortation is, ‘This is what you are; now be it.’
The gospel preached to the dead (v.6) Some have thought that here, and in 3:19,
there is an allusion to the preaching of the gospel of salvation to men who have
already died: but this is not so. There is no support elsewhere in Scripture for such
a suggestion. The syllabus quotes the NIV rendering of this verse, which interpolates
the word now: this is an interpretation with no corresponding word in the Greek
text. However, it does seem to give a correct view. The gospel was preached to
these men when they were alive, although they died before the letter was written.
Those people received the inevitable consequence of sin in their mortal bodies, in
that they died, but they would afterwards share a life like God’s life as partakers of
the divine nature (2 Pet. 1:4).
Judgement God is ‘the Judge of all the earth’, who will do right (Gen. 18:25). In
that instance Abraham appealed to God’s natural justice; it was not right to destroy
the righteous with the wicked. Verse 17 embodies the general principle expressed
in the Lord’s words, ‘Everyone to whom much was given, of him much will be
required’ (Luke 12:48). God will judge people by different criteria, according to
what they have known, or ought to have known. Such an assessment is obviously
impossible for men, who cannot know others’ thoughts and motives; but God does.
Those in the house of God are particularly responsible because of the value of the
things revealed to them: we should be afraid of being judged to be unprofitable
servants. There is no question, of course, of losing our salvation because of
judgement of our sins, because Christ has already dealt with them.
Peter Hickling
From Derby: Suffering in 1 Peter 4:1 This suffering refers to crucifying the flesh as
a daily cleansing of sin [see Comment 2]. Verse 2 explains how the lusts of the flesh
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can be replaced by a desire to do the will of God. 1 Peter 2:23 states that when the
Lord ‘was reviled, he reviled not again; when he suffered, threatened not’. If we live
godly lives we are going to bear the reproach of the world. The world will always
be attempting to make us lower our standards. Also, we must be careful that we do
not bring reproach through our own selfish actions. Hebrews 12:1-4 shows us how
the Lord is our example, and in our struggle against sin we need to be disciplined.
The Lord suffered and we will suffer for the sake of His name.
Gospel preaching to the dead? In verse 6 we can conclude that the gospel must have
been preached to them while they were alive. Men judged that these people had
to die as a result of their faith in Christ. Hebrews 9:27 states that men have to die
once and afterwards face judgement. However, an alternative thought was raised,
citing Ephesians 2, which states that the saints were once dead in trespasses and sins.
Romans 5:6 also states that while we were weak Christ died for us. Weighing up the
arguments, it seems that the people who are now dead are dead to earthly desires
and lusts, for they live according to God in the Spirit [Comment 4].
An awareness of the Spirit of glory Verse 14 seems to indicate that this Spirit rests on
those people who are being spoken against by the world, and who are thereby
glorifying God [Comment 5].
The judgement of verse 17 According to the context of verse 18 it would appear to
be the Judgement Seat of Christ which is being referred to. 1 Timothy 3:15 states
that the Church of God is to be ‘the pillar and ground of the truth’ [Comment 6].
As sons of God we are to be holy, so that as a people of God we can serve Him.
Proverbs 11:20 states that God detests the perverse, but He delights in those who are
blameless and who are walking worthily of where they belong.
Robert Foster
From Halifax: Pure, loving service The writer to the Hebrews says that, looking unto
Jesus, we are to ‘consider him that endured such contradiction ...’ (Heb. 12:3 KJV).
Contemplating by comparison the bright example of Him who never became weary
of doing the will of God, who was subjected to such angry ‘hostility’ (ESV), we are
strengthened against weariness or faintheartedness. John Miller observes: ‘Great is
the tonic to sufferers who drink from the well at Calvary, and as we consider Him
and think of “His wearied frame and thorn-crowned head,” we feel our own
weariness the less’ (Notes on the Epistles, p.510). Peter brings his readers to the
example of Christ, who ‘suffered for us in the flesh’ (1 Pet. 4:1). Likewise, we are
to arm ourselves (cf. Rom. 13:12) with the same intention that we are to be sufferers
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as Christ was in the flesh. This is what the believer must expect in this world, and
trial should not be an amazement to us (1 Pet. 4:12). We are to be of sound mind,
sober unto prayer, fervent in love and hospitable (vv.7-9); and if we are reproached
for the name of Christ then we are happy or blessed, for the ‘Spirit of glory and the
Spirit of God resteth’ upon us (v.14 RV). Thus we are sustained in times of trial. The
Lord said, ‘Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall
say all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake. Rejoice, and be exceeding
glad: for great is your reward in heaven ...’ (Mat. 5:11-12). Furthermore, Peter
instructs that if any suffer as a Christian, rather than be ashamed, they should ‘glorify
God on this behalf’ (1 Pet. 4:16). They that suffer according to the will of God are
to ‘entrust their souls to a faithful Creator while doing good’ (v.19).
Robert J. Butler
From Paisley: Believers are babes in Christ, children of God the Father, sealed by
the Holy Spirit, heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ. Those unconditional
blessings God Elohim has lavishly bestowed on believers because of their faith in the
finished work of Christ, and are part of their inalienable inheritance in Christ. With
such a special relationship with God Elohim, believers should have no problem in
committing their lives to the Lord as a freewill offering. However, they are given the
choice whether to die to self and live for Christ, who for their sakes died and rose
again, or whether to live for themselves, taking the line of least resistance, as though
Christ their Saviour had no claim on them and they choose to remain as babes.
All Christian believers have the Spirit of God and of glory resting upon them; yet
the more so when they are reproached and suffer for the name of Christ [Comment
7]. The Lord said to His disciples, ‘If they persecuted me, they will persecute you
also’ (John 15:20 NIV). He told them to ‘Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for great
is your reward in heaven: for so persecuted they the prophets which were before
you’ (Mat. 5:12 RV). According to the measure of the disciple’s love for the Lord
Jesus will be the measure of his rejoicing in being counted worthy to suffer for Christ.
When Jesus was crucified believers were crucified with Him (Gal. 2:20). Christ’s
claim on disciples is that they die to self, taking up the reproach of the cross and
following Him. To such a surrendered life of a true disciple of Christ God will
bestow more blessings according to His sovereign will.
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: Suffering in Peter 4:1 Here Peter warns the believer in the
Lord Jesus Christ to arm himself with the same idea, thought, or intention, that he
is to be a sufferer in the flesh as Christ was—He who suffered at the hands of men.
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Because Christ suffered (see 3:18) believers are to be prepared to follow Him in
suffering. This type of mind has a purging effect, disciplining one to live in the will
of God. The believer is to reckon himself ‘dead indeed to sin’ (Rom. 6:11 NKJV).
Again Peter assures the believer that sufferings are normal, saying, ‘Beloved, do not
think it strange … as though some strange thing happened to you (v.12). Peter
outlines the right attitude to have when persecution comes—accept it, be thankful
for the privilege of suffering for Christ (4:13-19) and trust God for deliverance. Jesus
Christ should be our model for obedience to God in the midst of great suffering
(John 16:33). The Bible says, ‘The LORD is near to those who have a broken heart,
and saves such as have a contrite spirit’ (Ps. 34:18).
Most people will do anything to avoid suffering. As followers of Christ, however,
we should be prepared to do God’s will and to suffer for it if necessary. When our
bodies are in pain or our lives in jeopardy our real values show up clearly and sinful
pleasures seem less important. The object of suffering, as stated by Peter, is that we
should no longer live the rest of our time in the flesh given to the lust of men, but
given to the will of God.
Suffering gives rest from sin, and the result of what we have already endured
should be a life henceforth lived in accordance with God’s will. (See Gen. 39:20-23
regarding Joseph; Dan. 3:1-27 regarding three Hebrew saints; Jer. 38:6 regarding
Jeremiah; 2 Cor. 11:23-28 regarding Paul.) Sufferings force us to look to God and
depend on Him instead of on ourselves. Paul said ‘But we also glory in tribulations,
knowing that tribulation produces perseverance; and perseverance, character; and
character, hope’ (Rom. 5:3-4).
The Bible often compares trials to a metal refiner’s fire that burns away impurities
(1 Pet. 1:7). A silversmith was asked, ‘How do you know when the silver is pure?’
He replied, ‘When I see my reflection in it.’ When we have been refined by trials
people can see Jesus’ reflection in us. James said ‘… knowing that the testing of your
faith produces patience’ (James 1:2-3). The Bible says, ‘though He was a son, yet He
learned obedience by the things which He suffered …’ (Heb. 5:8-9). Since God
intends to make us like Jesus, He will take us through the same experiences Jesus
went through. That includes loneliness, temptation, stress, criticism, rejection and
many other problems. Joni Eareckson Tada notes, ‘When life is rosy, we may slide
by with knowing about Jesus, with imitating Him, and quoting Him, and speaking of
Him. But only in suffering will we know Jesus.’
B.V. Prasada Rao
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From Southport: In 1 Peter 3 we are reminded that Christ suffered once, dying to
bring us to God. Verse 1 of chapter 4 follows on in this argument. Once dead, we
cannot sin any more. Here, however, Peter speaks of the old nature dying and no
longer in slavery to sin. Paul also states this (Rom. 6:7-13). See also 2 Timothy 2:11;
Colossians 2:20; 3:3. It is clear from the continuation of thought in verse 2 that this
is not physical death but the death of the old man so that the new man can live ‘to
the will of God’ (KJV). Peter clearly teaches that the disciple must live a life of
restraint. The list is so contrary to life in the western world today, where indulgence
in sexual activity is the norm, as is alcohol excess, gluttony and loud parties. We
should stand out from the world in every aspect of our demeanour.
‘Those who are now dead’ refers to the martyrs following on after the death of
Stephen (Acts 7:59-8:1): this was foretold by the Lord Jesus [see Comment 4].
Future events are described, but the lot of the disciples in the immediate future is
inserted (Luke 21:12-17).
‘The Spirit of glory’ and ‘the Spirit of God’ are alternative names for the Holy Spirit.
At Jesus’ baptism we read that the Spirit of God descended (John 1:33). This is the
same Comforter promised by the Lord before Calvary (John 14:16,26; 15:26), where
He is also called the Spirit of truth [see Comment 5]. Note the ‘if’ of 1 Peter
4:14—not all believers will suffer physical abuse, but we can expect derisory
comments such as ‘Bible bashers’ and epithets far, far worse! Again Peter teaches
that the disciple should not indulge in conduct which will bring legal punishment at
the hands of men. This chapter is a template for holy living which embraces both
moral and legal codes. We must strive like Paul to press on to the finishing line for
the prize of our high calling (upward: Gk. ano).
Steve Henderson

From Surulere: Suffering in 1 Peter 4:1 The Christian’s life of service in this present
world is rather complex—being so because there are no assurances of a life of ease
as we journey to the ‘city with foundations, whose architect and builder is God’
(Heb. 11:10 NIV). The Lord Jesus assures us that in the world we will have trouble
(John 16:33), but our confidence in the midst of this trouble is that He overcame the
world. The apostle Paul also firmly spoke by the Spirit of God, declaring that ‘it has
been granted to you … not only to believe on him, but also to suffer for him’ (Phil.
1:29). All who would live godly in this present world will suffer persecution (2 Tim.
3:12).
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It is this important theme of suffering for doing God’s will that is emphasized by
Peter in verse 1. The standard must remain—the Lord Jesus, who ‘committed no sin,
and no deceit was found in his mouth’ (1 Pet. 2:22). He was ‘a man of sorrows, and
familiar with suffering’, who bore the indignities and humiliation of sinners in His
own body (Is. 53:3). It is this same attitude—as displayed by Christ, who in the
midst of His suffering, submitted Himself to the one who judges righteously and who
was able to deliver His soul from death (1 Pet. 2:23)—that we are required to
possess [Comment 8]. It is similar to Paul’s exhortation to ‘have this mind in you,
which was also in Christ’ (Phil. 2:5 RV).
There is a sense that, no matter the extent of physical or mental suffering a believer
might undergo, none is able fully to enter into the ‘fellowship of sharing in his
sufferings’ (Phil. 3:10). For indeed, He suffered once and for all in His body, thus
putting an end to sin, and He rose from the dead (1 Pet. 3:18), granting both
freedom from sin and the power to face whatever suffering is permitted to come our
way.
Frederick F. Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Buckhaven): Can the Godhead ever undergo intrinsic change? I think not. Surely
the essence of divine beings remains eternally the same. The glorious fact of perfect
humanity being linked to eternal deity does not alter that infinite state of absolute
divinity, yet does not diminish the wondrous effect of deity and humanity combined
in the one personality of our exalted Saviour.
R.B.F.
2. (Buckhaven, Cromer and others): Suffering in 1 Peter 4:1 The Buckhaven
paper rightly, I think, views this as suffering for righteousness or in witness to Christ
and the truths of His kingdom, including hardship entailed, since that is set as the
subject in 3:13-14, and can be consistently carried forward in this next passage. We
note, however, that the sufferings of Christ in the flesh also included such sorrows
as His sympathy for others’ physical, mental and spiritual pain, the offensiveness of
surrounding sin, and the groaning of the whole creation.
The first point is supported by Cromer paper, but it seems to me that for the Lord
suffering for righteousness went beyond the death of the cross, since He suffered in
lesser but real enough ways before that because of His testimony, e.g. the hostile
comments of the Jewish leaders, or the anger of the crowd in Nazareth who were
stung by His ministry (Luke 4).
M. A.
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3. (Cromer): This is a neat explanation in answering the difficulty posed by the
words ‘has ceased from sin’, and it is supported by some commentators. Yet it does
not appear to be upheld by the verse itself, which does not relate to an unseen union
with Christ’s sufferings, but with the painful immediacy of suffering ‘in the flesh’ (i.e.
in their mortal bodies). The ceasing from sin is not applied in a universal way (as are,
for example, Romans 6:3 or Colossians 3:3), but is expressed to be conditional on
the endurance of this suffering. The word ‘cease’ does not necessarily signify a
once-for-all cessation, as its use elsewhere makes clear (e.g. Luke 5:4; 11:1)—it
means to leave off, or refrain—and they were suffering precisely because they had
refrained from that sinful manner of life which once characterised them (4:3).
Peter’s emphasis throughout this epistle is to the purifying effect of suffering in the
life of the believer (1:6,22; 4:12), and that seems to me to be the force of this verse,
that the purpose of their suffering would be seen in their assessment of the value of
this life as worthy only to be dedicated to the will of God (4:2; cf. Mat. 16:24; Rom.
6:11; 1 Cor. 15:31; cp. Heb. 5:8).
4. (Derby): I prefer the exposition given by Cromer. To those who are now dead,
the gospel was preached when they were alive. Though they suffered in mortality
(whether or not as martyrs) the judgement which all men bear for sin (Rom. 6:23;
Heb. 9:27), having shed their corrupted bodies they now live in the spirit. That God
shall judge ‘the living and the dead’ does not, in my view, signify those alive in Christ
or dead in sins; merely that no one is excluded from His jurisdiction. And the fact
that those who are dead, having been judged in the manner of men, are now seen
to live in the spirit indicates that they are saved ones who belong to God (Mark
12:27).
J.T.N.
It comes as a surprise to me that some contributors think of martyrs first in
understanding 4:6. Perhaps the focus on suffering saints in other parts of the chapter
is the reason, but my thoughts go first to people whose sins before salvation were
more evident. Certainly the verse has no restriction to one group or the other.
M.A.
I cannot conceive of the two categories here, ‘the quick and the dead’, as being
anybody else other than, in the first instance, believers who have been quickened by
the Spirit of God through the Word of God and, secondly, non-believers who have
rebuffed His overtures (see John 15:26; 16:8-11; Eph. 2:5; Col. 2:13). In other
words this is simply a statement saying that both ultimately will be judged by God.
Thus the comment about the good news of salvation (with the consequence, of
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course, of judgement by failure to accept such a message) being preached to ‘the
dead’ relates to those to whom the tidings were brought in Noah’s day, as described
in 3:19-20.
R.B.F.
5. (Derby): The Spirit of glory Friends doubtless would agree that besides the
believer’s witness itself glorifying God, because their words or actions speak of Him,
the Spirit adorns them and their service with added glory, not least in reminding
informed observers of the glorious work of God through others who found a place
in the great ‘cloud’ of Hebrews 12:1. Further, where the Spirit of the Lord is there
is liberty, and the glory of ‘the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ’, whose ministry
must always shine with glory (2 Cor. 3:17; Phil. 1:19 RV). Again, where the Spirit of
God is heeded, He brings communion. What an encouragement to faithful witness,
even in the midst of suffering!
6. (Derby): The judgement Peter speaks of in 4:17 surely consists of the suffering of
the verse before, which is caused by those hostile to Christian faith, and ‘the fiery
trial’ of verse 12. The apostle is writing here, as in Chapter 1, because he has heard
of the distress the believers are currently enduring. It is comparable to the
persecution that would test the saints in Smyrna, to bring out the quality of their
faith, and perhaps the judgement the Lord Himself would bring upon the false and
immoral in Thyatira, though the latter might more probably be illness or personal
calamities (Rev. 2:10, 22-23). The time had come for it to begin, we suppose,
because saints had settled into unhealthy inaction, which seems to be the point of
verses 7-11. The justice of this testing may later be revealed (to those concerned) at
the judgement seat of Christ, since we will be made aware of the bad as well as the
good (2 Cor. 5:10), but there the emphasis will be on reward and praise.
M.A.
I would see this as Peter defining the fact, as Paul does in 1 Timothy 3:15, that
God’s house is a place for right conduct and action, and where this is breached, the
imposition of divine chastening for corrective purposes can take place (Heb. 12:5),
so that the context of behaviour in verse 15 is the predominant factor to be taken
into account. If God deals with His saints in such a disciplinary fashion, how fearful
the outcome for those who persist in sin by opposing the gospel (vv.17-18).
R.B.F.

7. (Paisley): We do well do keep to the words of Scripture in describing these large
matters. There is clearly something distinctive in the Spirit of glory resting upon those
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who suffer for the reproach of Christ. It is not the same as being indwelt by the Spirit,
as every true believer enjoys. See Comment 5.
M.A.
8. (Surulere): The expression ‘deliver His soul from death’ is not strictly correct in
that the Lord Jesus as we know, being the sin-bearer, fully entered in His soul into
death (Is. 53:10). He was not prevented from it. He came through—out of (see Heb.
5:7, RV footnote)—that vicarious experience, emerging victorious from it.
R.B.F.

Feature
THE PURPOSE OF BIBLE PROPHECY (Part 1)
A large part of our Bible is given to the
messages of prophets, including for
instance the Lord’s predictions in
Matthew 24-25. So prophecy is a big
issue for the Bible reader. The nature
of Biblical prophecy, however, may
not in fact be what we would expect
from the word’s usage elsewhere.

doing so he was exercising the New
Testament gift of prophecy. Though
Amos was foretelling, James was not:
he was explaining that the passage
contained a message from God for his
own time.
But what may be less widely noticed
is that prophecy in the Old Testament
has the same range of purpose,
whether it foretells the future or not.
Indeed a substantial portion of the
messages of the prophets in the Old
Testament was not foretelling the
future, but was given to guide and
build up the people of God at the time
of its delivery.

Its purpose in both Testaments
Respected Bible teachers have taught
that the Greek verb propheteuo
(‘prophesy’) means more than ‘foretell
future events’. It includes ‘tell out’ a
message of any kind from God, and
‘expound’ the written Word (1).
An example is what James said to the
council of elders in Jerusalem, helping
them to accept that the gospel was to
be preached in full to other nations
besides the Jews. James quoted from
Amos 9, interpreting it as support for
the key decision that was emerging
from the debate (Acts 15:16-18). In

A great prophet builds up his people
We may see this in some favourite
verses from Isaiah chapter 40. Our
study will be well rewarded if in some
degree the heartening words of the
prophet build up readers in present
need. The opening and close of the
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chapter may well be enough:
‘Comfort, comfort my people, says
your God.
Speak tenderly to Jerusalem ...
Why do you say, O Jacob, and
speak, O Israel,
"My way is hidden from the LORD,
and my right is disregarded by my
God"? . . .

power of God. They say that the eagle
low in the valley doesn’t rely on its
own strength, but waits for the thermal
currents to rise, then spreads his great
pinions, and is lifted up with hardly a
wingbeat! For you it may be to soar
aloft; or you need strength to run; or
even just to be able to walk. If you’re
in the situation, you’ll know which.
Can you wait and pray?

The LORD ... does not faint or grow
weary;
his understanding is unsearchable.
He gives power to the faint,
and to him who has no might he
increases strength.
Even youths shall faint and be weary,
and young men shall fall exhausted;
but they who wait for the LORD
shall renew their strength;
they shall mount up with wings like
eagles;
they shall run and not be weary;
they shall walk and not faint.’
(Is. 40: 1-2, 27-31 ESV)
This was not foretelling, but
addressing the need of the faithful
(and perhaps the failing) in Isaiah’s
own time, and a comfort to countless
generations since! It was the love of
God telling out His heart to the
downcast.

Foretelling for the same wider
purpose
While in Isaiah 40, we may enjoy a
sample of foretelling, and consider its
purpose also.
‘Behold, the Lord GOD comes with
might,
and his arm rules for him;
behold, his reward is with him,
and his recompense before him.’
He will tend his flock like a shepherd;
he will gather the lambs in his arms;
he will carry them in his bosom,
and gently lead those that are with
young.’ (vv. 10-11)
With verse 9, the prophet is shown
the Messiah coming to earth to rule in
the kingdom of His Father—coming in
His strength and authority to the place
where He was scorned and slain, yet
unchanged in character from the
understanding Shepherd who had
appealed to His people with lowly
grace in ‘the days of His flesh’.

Lifting power
Perhaps there is something in your
life today that means you need a
reminder of that same comfort and
returning strength? Let those words
sink in deep, till you sense the lifting

What was the purpose in the
message being given? It was still to
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encourage and strengthen: to revive
the faith of a troubled nation in the
sure promises of Jehovah their King.

We feel again the electric effect as
‘the carpenter’s son’ read the set
passage for that day, about God’s care
for the distressed and disadvantaged,
and amazed them by declaring, ‘This is
being fulfilled today among you.’ Again
the point of the prophecy is that it
builds up and comforts—just as it also
would do when first given, though
then it was a foretelling. The Lord was
also interpreting—expounding—the
written Word. How precious His
prophecy is still!

The New Testament prophets
Let us look now at how the Lord
Himself delivered a message from
Isaiah within His own prophecy.
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me to
proclaim good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim liberty to
the captives
and recovering of sight to the blind,
to set at liberty those who are
oppressed,
to proclaim the year of the Lord's
favour."
(Luke 4: 14-19)

(1) See Greek English Lexicon of The
New Testament and Other Christian
Literature, F.W. Danker, Chicago,
2001.
(To be continued)
M. Archibald, Paisley

BIBLE STUDIES 2012
Please join us, or continue your good work, in studying the books of

EZRA and NEHEMIAH
• A tiny fraction of the people who had first possessed the land
• The loved city and temple in ruins
• Spectators who held their efforts to rebuild in contempt
• The struggle to re-learn the way of the Lord and put it into action
• Marital troubles brewing
• Resolute characters who knew the hand of God upon them
Does this sound familiar if you are in the Churches of God today?
The record of the remnant God brought back to “the pleasant land” was a guide and
an uplift to the pioneers who came together to form a testimony according to the
Biblical design in the 1890s. Help us learn together again in our day from the writings
of two great leaders of spiritual vision.
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Introducing
ELDERHOOD
Scripture is replete with references not
only to the importance that the Lord
places on the matter of the leadership
of His people, but also the degrees of
responsibility which men recognise as
having great value in every stratum of
human, worldly societies. For instance
Pharaoh, ruler of Egypt, not only had
elders appointed throughout the
whole country with ultimate
answerability to him, but he also had
within his own household certain men
in positions of delegated authority
(Gen. 50:7). Other nations too had
the same tiered structure of
administration, e.g. Moab and Midian
(Num. 22:4,7).

11:24). There were also elders of
cities who would be regarded as part
of the overall elderhood of the people.
Thus, in the New Testament, the
principle of having elders in every
church (Acts 14:23; Tit. 1:5) being part
of a united elderhood is foreshadowed
in Old Testament examples of the
governance of God’s people.
Were the ‘able men’ selected by
Moses in Exodus 18, described as
God-fearing, truthful, and honest, and
appointed as rulers over thousands,
hundreds, fifties and tens, the very
same elders of Israel? It would seem
not. They were certainly ‘heads over
the people’, in effect like tribal chiefs
(see Deut. 1:15) and were appointed
specifically to settle matters of
judgement confronting the nation. An
interesting development of elderhood
privilege and responsibility is witnessed
in the singling out of ‘the seventy’ in
Exodus 24, who ‘saw the God of
Israel’ along with Moses, Aaron and his
two sons, and were also allowed to
encircle the tent of meeting and
uniquely experience an outpouring of
the spirit of their intrepid leader upon
their own spirits (Num. 11:24-25). So,
there were elders in the elderhood
who had additional workloads, which

As far as Israel was concerned,
quotations abound of elders in varied
spheres of work and responsibilities.
The same Hebrew word for
‘elder’—zaqen, indicating generally
seniority in years and maturity of
experience, appears throughout the
Old Testament with the exception of
Ezra 5:5 and 6:14 where the Aramaic
siv occurs, bearing a similar meaning
to the aforementioned.
The
expression ‘elders of Israel’ (Ex. 3:16
et al.) would correspond to ‘the elders
of the congregation’ (Lev. 4:15 etc.)
and ‘the elders of the people’ (Num.
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no doubt brought added recognition
by their fellows of the burdens they
were willing to bear, reminiscent
surely of two outstanding characters
we come across in the New
Testament—Judas called Barsabbas
and Silas (Acts 15:22), though little is
known of the work they had done to

attain such recognition from their
spiritual peers as ‘chief men’. This is
not elitism by any measure, simply a
case of certain men being fitted by
God for tasks of a more demanding
nature requiring deep spiritual insight.
R.B.F.

From Study Groups
GOD’S CARE FOR ELDERS AND FOR ALL THE FLOCK
(1 PETER 5)
From Cromer: The attitude of overseers An overseer is a man who looks after a
church. He is likened to a shepherd, for as a shepherd leads and feeds his sheep,
so an overseer leads the flock of people and teaches them the word of God.
Scripture often refers to the qualities required of an overseer: see 1 Timothy 3 and
Titus 1 for lists of these things. Overseers keep watch over those under their care ‘as
those who will have to give an account’ (Heb. 13:17). One of the most important
characteristics of an overseer should be humility (1 Pet. 5:3), as ESV puts it, ‘not
domineering over those in your charge, but being examples to the flock.’ This was
the teaching of the Lord Jesus Himself, when He told His disciples, ‘If anyone would
be first, he must be last of all and servant of all’ (Mark 9:35). The Greek word
translated ‘example’ is tupos, indicating first the impress of a blow, then a pattern,
form or mould. The attitude of an overseer should therefore be one which can be
a pattern for others to follow.
Does verse 2 indicate that elders were paid for their work? They were not to do
it aischrokerdos—from eagerness for base gain. Yet in the Churches of God today
no-one could do it for the money; rather, it can itself be a considerable expense!
Elders are not, of course, to be lovers of money anyway (1 Tim. 3:3) [Comment 1].
Self-control The Greek word used in v.8, nepsate, means literally to be free from
intoxication; but in the metaphorical sense, as here, it means to be sober-minded.
In Galatians 5:23 the word egkrateia appears, meaning self-control, continence or
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temperance. The latter is therefore the result of the effort of will induced by the
former. 1 Thessalonians 5:6-8 contrasts the sobriety befitting children of the day
with the drunkenness of the children of the night.
The grace of God This is what is elsewhere called ‘the whole counsel of God’ (Acts
20:27). It is what Peter has summarised in his short letter. There are textual
alternatives in the last phrase of 1 Peter 5:12: some translations (e.g. RV, ASV, ESV,
NIV) have the imperative ‘Stand fast in it’, while others (AV, Wycliffe) have the
indicative ‘In which you stand’. Strangely enough the Marshall Interlinear NT with
NIV has the imperative in the text with the indicative in the literal translation. Can
Editors elucidate this? [Comment 2]
Peter Hickling
From Derby: Regarding overseers They have to be like the Lord Jesus Christ, i.e. as
a servant, a master and a shepherd. The church of God in Jerusalem was originally
formed with the apostles and others, menfolk and womenfolk (Acts 1:13-14), and
in this book we see that people were being continually added to their number. In
Acts 15:6 the leadership in Jerusalem was referred to as apostles and elders; today
the latter are still known as ‘elders’ or ‘overseers’. In all decisions they seek direction
from the Lord, each one having desire for the well-being of God’s people [Comment
3].
In our discussion we were told of a man who cared for the saints, describing
himself as a ‘sheepdog’. He was able to understand trials and enter into where each
one was, exactly as the Lord understood the needs of His people. In the days when
Jesus was on the earth a shepherd would lead his sheep. This is one of the main
characteristics of an overseer—the ability to set the direction and walk the narrow
way so that the people will follow willingly.
A certain leader, well-educated and highly regarded, was seen sitting on a
doorstep. When asked why he was there, he explained he was waiting to speak to
a boy. Understanding the saints is a great quality. Younger overseers who lead the
flock will be subject to older overseers as they prepare for the great work of leading
by example. Recognition of authority is required because God gave instructions so
that the elders / overseers can build up churches of God according to the divine
pattern.
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The grace described in verse 12 Everything written throughout Peter’s first epistle was
given by the grace of God—our hope, God’s salvation, our position in His house,
relationships to each other, the way we live according to Christ’s example and how
to serve God. If we love the Lord then we have to show it. After we have done
these things we have only done our duty. Sometimes we experience distractions;
even if all around are going away, we must stand firm. When many of the Lord’s
disciples left Him (John 6:66), Jesus asked those who remained if they would go too.
In verse 68 Peter answered, ‘Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of
eternal life.’
Robert Foster
From Halifax: Attitude of overseers As an elder himself (1 Pet. 5:1) and a ‘witness
of the sufferings of Christ’, Peter appealed to elders that they lead and feed the flock
of God among them (v. 2). Jesus, while gently restoring Peter who had denied his
Master thrice, had said to him, ‘Tend my sheep’ and ‘Feed my sheep’ (John
21:16-17). Now Peter exhorts, ‘Tend the flock of God’. Elders were to take the
oversight ‘willingly’ and to be of ‘a ready mind’ (1 Pet. 5:2). They were not to lord
it over or dominate ‘God’s heritage’ (AV), or, as the Revised Version has it: ‘the
charge allotted to you’ (v. 3); but rather, they were to be ‘ensamples to the flock’—a
pattern ‘for them to follow and imitate’ (J. Miller, Notes on the Epistle, p. 574).
Then, at the appearing of the ‘chief Shepherd’, they shall ‘receive a crown of glory
that fadeth not away’ (v. 4).
Solomon observed that ‘The glory of young men is their strength: and the beauty
of old men is the gray head’ (Prov. 20:29). Although, as Adam Clarke properly
notes, ‘many a sinner has a hoary head’ (Commentary on the Bible). Solomon also
says: ‘The hoary head is a crown of glory, it shall be found in the way of
righteousness’ (Prov. 16:31 RV). However, to those who have led, fed and cared for
the flock according to the will of God, a crown of glory shall be given which will
never fade away (1 Pet. 5:4). Turning to Revelation 22, we find the glorious
promise, ‘behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man
according as his work shall be’ (v. 12).
Robert Butler
From Paisley: Overseers’ attitude in Churches of God The Lord Jesus, the Good,
Great and Chief Shepherd (Ps. 22, 23 & 24), the Shepherd and Overseer of our souls
(1 Pet. 2:25) is the great exemplar for overseers to follow in the churches of God,
both in New Testament times and today.
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Overseers must be brethren who have gifts differing according to the sovereign will
of God. They must have a shepherd heart to care for the flock. Overseers must strike
the balance of being gentle towards the saints but also being firm and resolute when
dealing with false teaching and wrongdoing. As under-shepherds to the Chief
Shepherd they must go before the flock, leading by example, as they must give
account to Him at the judgement seat for each saint (Heb. 13:17). They must be
men of integrity dealing with assembly finances, and all matters relating to the
assembly in the wider society; good communicators, great encouragers of all the
saints, able to teach, and contend earnestly for the faith, given to hospitality, the
husband of one wife, each ruling well his own household.
Where there is only one overseer in an assembly he must have the wisdom and
grace to delegate some of his workload to deacons, deaconesses (sisters who do
deacon work, though not publicly recognised as such), and to saints where it is
appropriate, and also to request help from overseers in the district when needed.
Silas (verse 12), ‘one of the chief men among the brethren’ .... who hazarded his
life for the name of the Lord Jesus Christ (Acts 15:22, 26), and who with Paul, after
having been beaten, sang hymns in the prison at Philippi, is a good example of a
possibly younger overseer helping older overseers.
Peter, at the time when his first epistle was written—circa A.D 60—was perhaps
in Rome. He spoke Aramaic and Greek as a trader in Galilee of the nations. Silas
was Greek, and probably as Peter’s amanuensis under the name of Sylvanus, he
crafted and polished Peter’s words into well styled Greek.
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: The fifth chapter of 1 Peter deals with the shepherding of
God’s people in the midst of suffering. Elders were people providing supervision,
protection, discipline, instruction and direction for all the flock. ‘Elder’ refers to
brothers, not only older but also mature. Both Jews and Greeks gave a position of
great honour to wise, older men, and under the Spirit’s direction the Churches of
God continue this pattern of leadership.
Peter addresses Christians who are suffering rejection in the world because of their
obedience to Christ. He advises them, ‘Therefore, humble yourselves under the
mighty hand of God, that He may exalt you in due time: Casting all your care upon
Him; for He cares for you’ (5:6-7). ‘The mighty hand of God’ perhaps alludes
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especially to the Exodus when deliverance came to Israel (Ex.3:19; Deut. 5:15, etc.)
The advantage is a confident reliance on His goodness in the outpouring of grace.
Relief from care accompanies submission to God. Care is a burden which faith casts
off to God. (Ps. 22:10; 37:5; 55:22; Luke 12:22, 27; Phil. 4:6)
Overseers’ attitude in a church of God Peter was included in the three disciples who
saw the glory of God on the Mount of Transfiguration (Mark 9:2-10; 2 Pet. 1:16-18).
He witnessed the death and resurrection of Jesus, preached at Pentecost, and
became a pillar of the church at Jerusalem. Yet, writing to the elders, he identified
himself as a ‘fellow elder’ and not as their superior. He asks them to tend the flock
of God, which was exactly the commission that Jesus had given to him on the beach
in Galilee. Peter was following Jesus’ example as he worked alongside others in His
work of care. His identification with other elders on an equal footing is a powerful
example of Christian leadership, where authority is based on service and not on
power (Mark 10:42-45).
Peter, in true humility for the gospel’s sake, does not put forward his apostleship
here to preside over the elders. He invites them to share with himself the same duty
(cf. Acts 20:28) [Comment 4]. The flock is the heritage of both Christ the Son and
God the Father.
Peter suggests the following attitudes for overseers:
1. They should realise they are shepherding God’s flock.
2. They should lead by eagerness to serve and not by obligation.
3. They should be concerned about what they can give, not what they can get.
4. They should lead by example, not by force.
All of us, however, lead others in some way and we should be guided by such
principles. Pride opposes itself to God, who in turn opposes the proud (see Is.
57:15).
B. V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: Peter looks back to his three-fold commission by the Lord at the
edge of the Sea of Galilee (John 21). He stresses the act of shepherding, which must
be undertaken willingly, not just because there is no-one else who can do it; not
‘bossy’, but being a role model for the saints.
Moses knew he was a shepherd to Israel in their desert wanderings. When told his
work was ended, he pleaded with God for a shepherd to succeed him. This person
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was to lead them out and back in: out—to pasture for feeding and watering; in—for
the security of the sheepfold at night. The eastern shepherd leads from the front: no
driving of sheep from behind (Num. 27:16-17).
The shepherd or overseer today has to feed both lambs and sheep. There is the
same need of nourishment, but the difference between milk and grass—whether
dried or a lush meadow, is immense. An orphan lamb can be bottle-fed, but the
skilful shepherd will provide a surrogate ewe to suckle the lamb. Mature sheep need
substantial food that ensures they are well nourished and able to cope with the
stresses of times of dryness. The young disciple coming up through youth work is a
spiritual ‘orphan’ in a sense and we must support, feed, love and provide
companionship. This is our task and not one to be delegated, although clearly the
more of the assembly who are involved, the better. The lonely older sheep may have
many physical needs as well as spiritual ones. Again, loneliness has a debilitating
effect on our spiritual condition. (Gen. 2:18)
The world has many dangers for the disciple who is out alone. Like the good
shepherd we need to go after the lonely and be happy when we find them, then
carry them back to the rest of the flock. The best way of keeping disciples from
drifting away is to have vibrant social contact with the rest of the flock (1 John 1:7).
Can we all share the feeding we get from our daily reading, away from the in-church
meetings?
Steve Henderson

From Surulere: The attitude of overseers It is the Lord who calls to oversight
service and it is He who cares for all those to whom He commits the care of His
flock. ‘Keep watch over yourselves and all the flock of which the Holy Spirit has
made you overseers. Be shepherds of the church of God, which he bought with his
own blood’ (Acts 20:28 NIV). Since it is the church of God, elders (a term which
describes the experience of the office) must have the right attitude befitting the office
or position of overseers.
The first requisite in an overseer is the willingness to serve. Although necessity is
laid on him the willingness makes it not a burden but a joy (1 Pet. 5:2). It is
expected that anyone who sets his heart on being an overseer (a noble desire) must
equally display the willingness to discharge the duties (1 Tim. 3:1).
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A second vital attitude is to have contentment, ‘not greedy for money’ (v.2). There
is always a temptation to consider godliness as a means to financial gain (see 1 Tim.
6:5) and the office of an overseer as an avenue for personal profit. Godliness with
contentment is indeed great gain, for the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil
(1 Tim. 6:6,10).
The final desirable attitude is humility. Power can corrupt an overseer who has not
come to terms with the fact that he is only a trustee of the Lord’s work and it is not
his personal estate to do with as he pleases. Paul emphasized that the elders in Crete
were entrusted with God’s work and should not be overbearing (Tit.1:7). The sad
case of Diotrephes is a keen reminder to all that overseers are called to serve and not
to lord it over the flock in God’s house (3 John 9-10). The Lord gave the final word
when He told His disciples how the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over their subjects,
but it was not to be so with them since they were brothers (Mat. 20:25; Mark 10:42;
Luke 22:25). He was in the midst of them as one that served (Luke 22:27).
Frederick F. Ntido
From Vancouver: We are convinced that the word ‘elders’ specifically applies to
males as overseers, whose responsibility is to tend, disciple, teach, and direct; but we
also thought it could be widened to become gender-neutral so that others in the
church might play those same roles [Comment 5]. As it relates to tending, we talked
specifically about Peter, who, on the shores of Lake Galilee, was told to tend the
flock. Some of those roles involve suffering, and it seems as if all through the epistle
Peter is emphasizing the concept of suffering in any role as a Christian, particularly
in this instance as an elder. Peter is aware, however, that in the suffering, he (and
any other overseer) can receive the crown of glory; but he is also no doubt aware,
as the writer to the Hebrews points out, that he will have to give account of his work
as an overseer.
We related the concept of self-control to the idea of alertness: the former involving
inner work, and the latter involving exterior manifestation of the inner self-control.
The self-control spoken of here is the same as that referred to in Galatians 5. It was
noted that discouragement often results in a lack of self-control, but that submission
results in humility which fosters self-control. That alertness allows us to resist the
devil, as Peter suggests. Satan will then flee.
Peter then advises us to stand fast in grace. We initially connected this to our
salvation, i.e. the faith which we have achieved through grace. We are then
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supposed to stand in it after salvation and appreciate how we have been saved.
God has been gracious and has given us salvation, so we must also be gracious to
others and forgive them. We commented on the fact that so often the epistles end
with the words ‘Grace be with you’. It is evident that the apostles put great store by
grace. We then looked at the conclusion of this letter by Peter in which he says,
‘Peace be to you all who are in Christ’ (NAS). No doubt all he is saying relates back
to the relationships and the suffering which he has been writing about earlier. Peter
also leaves us with the exhortation both to encourage and to be encouraged. We
said that the practical application of being encouraged and of encouraging is through
prayer and reading, through connection with others in our church, as well as by
sharing with other churches.
J.C. Bell

COMMENTS
1. (Cromer): Of course, we have to bear in mind what is stated about certain elders
in fulfilling the responsibility of regularly and systematically teaching the word of
God, perhaps in a wider ‘platform’ of service, in 1 Timothy 5:17-18; that is, the
possibility of there being circumstances where practical financial assistance may be
appropriate.
R.B.F.
2. (Cromer): In 1 Peter 5:12 stte, the Greek word for ‘stand’, the same letters may
be either imperative (as in an instruction) or subjunctive (as in ‘may you ...’). The
older versions mentioned seem to be free renderings arising from noting this
ambiguity, perhaps reckoning Peter gave the saints the credit that they were
managing to stand firm at that time. The subjunctive was later used as a substitute for
the imperative, though Nigel Turner’s Grammar, Vol. 3, p. 94, does not support that
it was so used in the N.T., albeit allowing possible exceptions in 1 Cor. 7:39 and
11:38. The AV and Weymouth would not have such scruples, but why the NIV
Interlinear should print the discrepancy cited is unclear.
M.A.
3. (Derby): Just to keep in mind that ‘elders’ and ‘overseers’ are two different
Greek words: the first indicating generally seniority of age and maturity of experience
(see Introducing), while overseers is episkopos referring more to the work
responsibility they have in watching over / superintending the saints.
R.B.F.
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4. (Podagatla): Since Peter does not mention his apostleship here, we might ask
why Paul frequently does mention his in his greetings. Perhaps he did so as stating
the level of responsibility on which he was writing, and as a reminder of the
structure they could expect in the kingdom of God, as in Philippians 1:1 (NAS): ‘...
to all the saints, including the overseers and deacons’.
5. (Vancouver): We understand friends do not envisage a publicly titled role for
sisters, but that all the saints should practise the Lord’s instruction to ‘wash one
another’s feet’, and to go after an erring or burdened saint for his or her help (John
13:14; Gal. 6:1-2).
M.A.

From the Mail-box
‘The lair’ and Hades
Dear Brethren,
First of all, thank you for your labour
for the Lord in producing this helpful
magazine. It provides stimulus to
thinking on Bible subjects and helps to
order such considerations. What a
valuable tool! Long may it continue.

Satan resides in any part of
Sheol/Hades, rests there, or indeed
has/had any control at all of what
occurs there? Is it not rather the case
that Hades is governed fully by God as
an abode of human souls after their
life on earth ends. Angelic beings
appear to be separately confined in
Tartarus (2 Pet.. 2:4; Jude 6; Rev.
20:3). The full humanity of Christ
therefore necessitated that He too go
to Sheol after Calvary, but in contrast
to all men who died before Him He
could not be confined there by God’s
justice (Acts 2:31), and it is He who
has received the keys from the Father
(Rev. 1:18; Eph. 4:8). Hence we
could conclude that in contrast to
those comprising the old covenant
‘church in the wilderness’, who were
fully exposed to divine retribution, the

I hope you will not think me
pedantic in writing concerning a
phrase in the answer to Paisley’s
question in the July 2012 issue. It is
said there (p. 95) that the Lord
descended ‘into the lair of the enemy’.
I am wondering if this description is
scripturally correct, and the conclusion
may have interesting implications.
I understand a lair is usually a
description of an animal’s place of rest.
Can we establish from Scripture that
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church Christ builds today has a
confidence that Christ can (and will)
protect them even from what God’s
justice would otherwise require of
them (Mat.16:18; Rev. 20:13-15).
The ‘gates of Hades’ thus represent the
most fearsome power of God (Luke
12:5), not the mere strength of the evil
one, who has no power in relation to
Hades anyway (though he had the
strength to bring men to death, he had
no further power in relation to their
subsequent judgment).
So I am
wondering if the use of ‘lair’ reflects
the alternative view that ‘gates of
Hades’ instead implies Hades stands
for Satan’s domain from where he
would seek, but fail, to attack
believers, and I am questioning the
veracity of that concept.

instance describes the action of looking
up to the horizontal after looking
down (e.g. Mat. 17:6-8; Gen. 13:10)
to take note of a development, or
(often) even looking down from a
mountain! (e.g. Deut. 3:27). That
Hades is considered to have depths is
not to be disputed (Deut. 32:22,
where both MSS and LXX are well
translated ‘below’ rather than ‘lower’,
and Psalm 86:13; 88:6 ESV ‘depths’),
for its purpose is to confine its
occupants without any possibility of
changing their location. However, the
topological imagery of a spiritual rather
than physical reality is perhaps not a
point to be dogmatic about.
I raise this matter not in the desire
for argument, but just to gain any
further insight from you on these
aspects should time be available to
give them consideration.
Geoff Hydon, Mount Forest, Ontario

As an aside, perhaps it could also be
questioned if the expression ‘lifted up
his eyes’ (Luke 16:23) supports the
theory that the compartments of
Hades should be assumed to be
vertically rather than horizontally
separated. It appears the gulf or
chasm that separates the two would
more easily be understood by readers
of Scripture as separating two areas on
the same plane. It is hard to imagine
how the rich man could see and
recognize people directly above him.
Moreover, ‘lifting up the eyes’ appears
to be a common Hebrew expression
describing attentiveness rather than
specific direction of gaze; it for

REPLY
First of all, the word ‘lair’ comes from
the Old English ‘leger’, a couch—from
licgan, to lie down, and essentially
refers to a lying place, though in most
cases the word would be associated
with the den of an animal. In the case
of Adolf Hitler, his retreat in the
Masurian woods of Poland came to be
known as ‘Hitler’s lair’, and it is by no
means uncommon to use the word in
relation to an enemy’s fortress or
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hiding place nowadays. On the flip
side of the above, we might even
consider it strange that Scripture itself
freely employs language that would
surprise even the casual reader; for
instance, we read of the report of the
work of God in Antioch in Syria that
‘… came to the ears of the church
which was in Jerusalem; …’ (Acts
11:22).

which so many who had witnessed
Christ’s power and works in
Capernaum and yet remained in stark
unbelief will be consigned (11:23). In
Luke 16:23-31 it is seen as a place of
extreme suffering for all who have
rejected God’s message through His
servants (see v.31), as opposed to the
distant location from it where Abraham
lay comforting Lazarus. As to the
matter you raise of the rich man’s eyes
being ‘lifted up’ it is really irrelevant as
to whether this indicates a higher
location level as the point made in the
story is that of a very different place
altogether from the place of torment:
described as ‘afar off’ in verse 23, and
between both sites there is a ‘great gulf
fixed’ (v.26).
R.B.F.
I would just add to the above:
(a) The Lord was releasing the
righteous dead such as Abraham, so
we would think He would not be
entering the part of Sheol containing
the others, a gulf being fixed between
them, as Ephesians 4:8-9 and Luke
16:26 show. It is hardly credible that
Satan had access to what the Lord
called ‘Abraham’s bosom’.
(b) ‘Lifted up his eyes’ is a general
graphic phrase meaning ‘directed his
regard’, from which we are unlikely to
be able to demonstrate that some
instances refer to looking upwards
from below.
M.A.

In most references to Hades in the
New Testament I would suggest that
the clear picture presented by
Scripture is of a place that is under the
control of Satan although ultimately
under the overall dominion of
Almighty God and His Christ. In
Revelation 1:18, where the Lord is
spoken of as holding the keys of death
and Hades, it is evident that both of
these are seen to be in opposition to
Him (see also Rev. 20:13), as He has
gloriously triumphed over them.
Other scriptures that give backing to
this would be Matthew 16:18 where
the expression ‘gates of Hades’ is used
metaphorically, of course, of Satan’s
immense power which is to be found
impotent when exercised against ‘the
church which is Christ’s body’ in terms
of his inability to rob any believer of
the possession of eternal life through
that person’s confession of Christ (see
v.16). It is also described figuratively as
the place of eternal judgement to
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Feature
THE PURPOSE OF BIBLE PROPHECY (Part 2) (Cont. From p.112)
Lifting power
Perhaps there is something in your life
today that means you need a reminder
of that same comfort and returning
strength? Let those words sink in deep,
till you sense the lifting power of God.
They say that the eagle low in the valley
doesn’t rely on its own strength, but
waits for the thermal currents to rise,
then spreads his great pinions, and is
lifted up with hardly a wingbeat! For you
it may be to soar aloft; or you need
strength to run; or even just to be able to
walk. If you’re in the situation, you’ll
know which. Can you wait and pray?

strength and authority to the place
where He was scorned and slain, yet
unchanged in character from the
understanding Shepherd who had
appealed to His people with lowly grace
in ‘the days of His flesh’.
What was the purpose in the message
being given? It was still to encourage and
strengthen: to revive the faith of a
troubled nation in the sure promises of
Jehovah their King.
The New Testament prophets
Let us look now at how the Lord
Himself delivered a message from Isaiah
within His own prophecy.

Foretelling for the same wider purpose
While in Isaiah 40, we may enjoy a
sample of foretelling, and consider its
purpose also.
‘Behold, the Lord GOD comes with
might,
and his arm rules for him;
behold, his reward is with him,
and his recompense before him.’
He will tend his flock like a shepherd;
he will gather the lambs in his arms;
he will carry them in his bosom,
and gently lead those that are with
young.’ (vv. 10-11)

"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me to
proclaim good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim liberty to
the captives
and recovering of sight to the blind,
to set at liberty those who are
oppressed,
to proclaim the year of the Lord's
favour."
(Luke 4: 14-19)
We feel again the electric effect as ‘the
carpenter’s son’ read the set passage for
that day, about God’s care for the
distressed and disadvantaged, and
amazed them by declaring, ‘This is being

With verse 9, the prophet is shown the
Messiah coming to earth to rule in the
kingdom of His Father—coming in His
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fulfilled today among you.’ Again the
point of the prophecy is that it builds up
and comforts—just as it also would do
when first given, though then it was a
foretelling. The Lord was also
interpreting—expounding—the written
Word. How precious His prophecy is
still!

that the purpose is to strengthen,
encourage, comfort, and build up—the
church in Paul’s time; and likewise the
Lord’s people in the past. That certainly
fits the meaning of the Greek, i.e. not
just ‘foretell’, wonderful though that is,
but to ‘tell out’ a message from God, or
expound the Word. Wouldn’t we call
this ‘ministry’ today?

The teacher and pastor explains for our
time
Lastly, we listen to Paul, who excelled
even the Corinthians in spiritual gifts,
teaching them what prophecy is for:

Finally a postscript on speaking in
tongues, for that could build up also, if
the language was interpreted so that all
present understood (v.5). 1 Corinthians
14:14,16 show that a saint so gifted
could pray in a tongue, or praise, as
Peter did with the eleven at Pentecost,
but it was between the speaker and God,
unless interpreted into the languages
represented in the gathering. We
understand that this gift was phased out
as the New Testament came to be
recorded in writing, whereas we have
prophecy till this day, in its wider sense.
May we each be nourished and guided
by its sustaining ministry, and so live it
out that its healing message may be read
by this needy world (1 Cor. 3:3).

‘Pursue love, and earnestly desire the
spiritual gifts, especially that you may
prophesy. For one who speaks in a
tongue speaks not to men but to God; for
no one understands him, but he utters
mysteries in the Spirit. On the other hand,
the one who prophesies speaks to people
for their upbuilding and encouragement
and consolation. The one who speaks in
a tongue builds up himself, but the one
who prophesies builds up the church.
(1 Cor. 14: 1-4)
First we note that Paul gives prophecy
a high place among spiritual gifts. Then,
here is the foundation for the view we
have tested in the Old Testament as well,

M .Archibald, Paisley.
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Introducing
PROGRESSIVE INCREASING SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT
Stagnation in spiritual things is both
unattractive and fruitless. Contrariwise, the freshness of a brother’s
thanksgiving appeals to the saints and
delights the Lord. Philemon refreshed
the hearts of the saints (Philem. 1:7).
We must be careful not to let inertia
build up in our church activities and
spiritual exercise to the detriment of
our spiritual development. A dynamic
assembly will grow spiritually and seek
new opportunities for outreach. In the
parable of the talents in Matthew 25,
the Lord teaches the principle of using
what God has given to us for His glory
and the blessing of others. God
expects a yield proportionate to His
gift in us. What a disappointment to
God when that yield is not there!

could take each individual constituent
and divide it further as Paul does with
the attribute of love in 1 Corinthians
13, and observe the development
process branch out into fruitful
blessing.
This progressive nature of spiritual
development is no better illustrated by
the Lord than in the Beatitudes set out
in Matthew 5:3-10. It has been
suggested that the first group of four
beatitudes stress our relationship with
God while the second group of four
stress our relationship with others.
There is progression in our relationship
with God from an emptying of self
(5:3) to a seeking after God’s things
(5:6). Paul prayed that the saints in
Philippi would abound more and more
in love and be filled with the fruits of
righteousness (Phil. 1:9-11). There is a
progression from God to men. Our
relationship with others stems from our
relationship with God.
This was
exemplified by the Lord: ‘And Jesus
increased in wisdom and stature, and
in favour with God and men’ (Luke
2:52 NKJV). What Jesus taught in
Matthew 5 was also in harmony with
the Law: ‘The first of all the
commandments is: “Hear, O Israel,
the Lord our God, the Lord is one.

Peter sets out a list of attributes at
the beginning of his second letter
essential for our spiritual growth and
maturity. Whether we consider this list
to have a sequential significance or not
is beside the point; the list indicates
progression in which every constituent
is complementary and has a part to
play in growing our relationship with
God and with others, as several
contributors have explored. Some
have remarked on a similarity to the
fruit of the Spirit in Galatians 5. We
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And you shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart, with all your soul,
with all your mind, and with all your
strength.” This is the f irst
commandment. And the second, like
it, is this: “You shall love your
neighbour as yourself”’ (Mark 12:2931). I’m not suggesting a direct
correlation between the list in Matthew
5:3-10 and the list in 2 Peter 1:5-7 but
there are interesting similarities. Peter

makes the point in verse 8 that these
attributes should be increasing too.
Thus, developing spiritually comes
from progressing in our relationship
with God every day and increasing in
our application of faith to look out for
the interests of others (Phil. 2:4). This
was the Lord’s attitude and it should
be ours too.
G.K.S.

From Study Groups
THE PROMISES OF GOD AND THE THREAT OF FALSE
TEACHERS (2 PETER 1 AND 2)
From Buckhaven: What is meant by making ‘your calling and election sure’ (1:10)?
Peter urges the saints to ’make their calling and election sure’ (2 Pet. 1:10). This
does not mean that it is possible to be saved and lost again. The word ‘sure’ means
‘stable, steadfast’. To be called and chosen is one thing: to make that calling and
election a living reality in our daily pilgrim journey is quite another. Take for
example, Ananias and Sapphira. It is inconceivable that this couple were unsaved.
They were assuredly redeemed by the blood of the Lamb, and along with every
believer on the Lord Jesus, they were chosen in Christ from before the foundation
of the world. They had responded in their hearts to the call of God and had been
added to the church of God in Jerusalem along with many other disciples. However,
like the rest of us, Ananias and Sapphira were not set free from the presence of sin.
They were still responsible to mortify the deeds of the body with the help of the Holy
Spirit. This was a daily responsibility, a daily choice they had to make, either to
crucify the old nature and put on Christ, or to give in to the fleshly thoughts and
impulses of the old nature, that ‘war against the soul’ (1 Pet. 2:11). Unfortunately
Ananias and Sapphira conspired together to deceive their brethren in order to gain
the kudos that would accrue to them when it appeared to others that, like Barnabas,
they had made a great personal sacrifice. In so doing, they brought upon themselves
divine judgement; God cut short both of their lives in one day. They had been
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called to a life of pure, sincere, undefiled service, walking by faith in the power of
the Holy Spirit; they chose instead to give the old nature the place that God should
have had in their hearts. By choosing to deceive, they were departing from a way
of life that would strengthen their faith; they were denying the power of the Holy
Spirit and giving place to the Devil. They put themselves in the position of those
whom Paul described as being ‘saved yet so as through fire’ (1 Cor. 3:15) [see
Comment 1].
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: The sequence of verses five to seven We were not convinced that
these attributes are necessarily consecutive; rather, they may be cumulative. This is
demonstrated by the fact that ‘love’ appears last. It is surely not implied that the
other virtues are attained on the way to love; it should suffuse them all. The Greek
original does not use any word for ‘add’; it uses the words, unnatural in the English
idiom, ‘bringing in supply’. ESV translates, ‘make every effort to supplement your
faith’. 1 Corinthians 13 is emphatic in stressing the primacy of love over prophetic
gift or faith or self-sacrifice.
Make your calling and election sure Calling and election must necessarily be
external; we cannot call ourselves or choose ourselves, but we can demonstrate that
calling by how we behave: Christian calling and Christian living go together.
Conversely, if there is no evidence of Christian behaviour in the life of someone who
claims to be a Christian believer, it is possible that the claim may be spurious.
Scripture says, ‘...if you confess with your mouth that Jesus is Lord and believe in you
heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved’ (Rom. 10:9), but people
can say anything if it happens to suit the situation, and only God knows the heart.
A demonstration of the genuineness of the confession and the reality of the belief
comes in the person’s actions.
Entrance into the eternal kingdom A necessary preliminary question is, ‘What is the
eternal kingdom?’ The word ainios is widely applied in the New Testament, and
it can be applied to something without beginning or end (e.g. the Holy Spirit in
Hebrews 9:14) or to something which has a beginning but continues indefinitely into
the future (e.g. John 3:16). It seems evident that this kingdom is not eternal in the
first sense, i.e. pre-dating the Lord’s incarnation. Has it now begun? There is a
present earthly kingdom of God, but it is not eternal, for it will be replaced. We
suggest that Christ, having been exalted to heaven, has established His eternal
kingdom there. To it Christians who work out the salvation that He has given them
can aspire, to receive a grand welcome when they enter. It is like the welcome given
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to Olympic Gold Medallists by their home city, saying, ‘Well done!’ It is an incentive
to us to keep going.
Peter Hickling
From Derby: Sequence of the virtues The root for all these qualities come from
God Himself, for it is through His divine power that we have everything we need for
life and godliness (see 2 Peter 1:3). Verse 7 starts with faith; secondly, goodness is
added, which is another attribute of God, for He is good. Then we can start to learn
more and gain knowledge. However, this also needs wisdom and self-control, so
that we can use our knowledge correctly. We need to persevere in maintaining these
standards in our lives; then we can dwell on godliness, trying to see things as God
sees them. So, if we are able to reach this level, then brotherly kindness will make
itself evident, and finally love, which is the desire to seek what is best for others.
Having these qualities or virtues will make us effective and fruitful in our knowledge
of Jesus Christ (1:8) [Comment 2].
Making ‘your calling and election sure’ We need to be assured that our calling and
election is from God. If the characteristics above are springing from the new creation
in us, we can be truly assured, for a good tree will produce good fruit. Therefore,
we need to be certain that we have been grafted onto the true vine, the Lord Jesus
Himself, so that we can produce Christ-like fruits [see Comment 1].
Entrance to the eternal kingdom The eternal kingdom is our inheritance: we were
chosen before the foundation of the world [Comment 3]. Ephesians 1:11-12 states
that we have been chosen so that we might be for the praise of God’s glory.
‘By the prophet’s own interpretation’ True prophecies were given when God moved
men and women to write or speak. Caiaphas prophesied that one man should die
for the people so that the nation would not perish. This was true, for it was revealed
through God, and this shows that God can use anyone for His mouthpiece.
Robert Foster
From Halifax: Your calling and election The thrust of Peter’s second epistle is ‘the
eloquent and comprehensive denunciation of heresy in doctrine and life’ (The New
Scofield Reference Bible, 1967, p.1338). However, among other important matters
in the letter, Peter insists on the validation of the Christian’s ‘calling and election’
(1:10). God’s divine power ‘hath given unto us all things that pertain unto life and
godliness’ (v.3 KJV). If these things are ours and abound in us, we are made useful,
not idle or barren, and fruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ (v.8).
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Paul wrote to the Romans, ‘For whom he foreknew, he also foreordained to be
conformed to the image of his Son, that he might be the firstborn among many
brethren: and whom he foreordained, them he also called: and whom he called,
them he also justified: and whom he justified, them he also glorified’ (8:29-30 RV).
Writing of our ‘calling’ and ‘election’ in Peter’s letter, John Miller says, ‘these cannot
be made more sure by us, whatever we as believers may do. But the view of the
calling and election of which Peter writes is not that which is connected with eternal
salvation, but with service’ (Notes on the Epistles, p. 580). The Greek word
translated ‘sure’ (bebaian) in 2 Peter 1:10, means firm, steadfast, sure. We as
believers are to be conscientious in making certain the fact of His calling and
choosing, confirming our profession of faith by godly living [see Comment 1].
Robert J. Butler
From Paisley: Sequence in verses 5-7 ‘Store up for yourselves treasures in heaven’
(Mat. 6:20 NIV). Believers should keep adding to their spiritual investment and
development of character. There should be a steady progress through life from being
babes in Christ to mature saints, with the outworking of the fruit of the Spirit (Gal.
5:22). Peter, though we think he was blind when the epistle was written, practised
what he preached, exemplifying in his manner of life that believers’ lives should be
lived in the light of heaven, serving the Lord Jesus Christ, not for personal
advancement on earth.
Verse 10 Believers have been chosen in Christ before the foundation of the world
(Eph. 1:4), elected by God who is sovereign, to be saved eternally but also with the
purpose that they might serve God their Saviour, working out in their lives what God
has wrought in them (Phil. 2:12-13), thus making God’s calling and election sure [see
Comment 1]. There is a spiritual progression through life of adding the qualities of
character mentioned in verses 5-7. Similarly, the welcome or entrance into the
eternal kingdom is both present and future [cp. however Cromer paper, para.
3—Eds.]. Believers receive the promise of eternal life when they are saved with all
the innumerable blessings that go with it, and they should live in the light of the
reality of their standing in Christ. God has given believers so much, and He wants
to give them so much more. Believers can live like paupers if they choose, but they
are sons and daughters of the King of kings, hardly beginning to enter into ‘the riches
of His glorious inheritance in the saints’ (Eph. 1:18); ‘an inheritance that can never
perish, spoil or fade—kept in heaven for you, who through faith are shielded by
God’s power until the coming of the salvation that is ready to be revealed in the last
time’ (1 Pet. 1:4-5) [Comment 4].
John Peddie
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From Podagatlapalli: Peter exhorts everyone to be a delight, making his calling and
election sure, declaring that they who do the things of 2 Peter 1:5-7 will never fall
(v.10). He gives us a progressive list of Christian virtues that, when established in our
lives, will cause us to be fruitful in the very knowledge of God. The life that comes
from the knowledge of God can produce only good in its response to others. To fail
to grow in Christ results in an inability to perceive the blessings received by our initial
salvation so that our identification with Jesus is forgotten or ignored.
The Christian life is not a mere adding of qualities together, but a growth. Virtue
is in faith, as the flower is in the seed; the complete fruit is love (cp. 1 Tim. 1:5).
Virtue must answer to glory, duty to grace. Faith is more than belief in certain facts:
it must result in action or it dies away because it does not demonstrate a truly
transformed life (James 2:14-17). Peter lists several of faith’s actions: learning to
know God better, developing patience, doing God’s will, loving others. These actions
do not come automatically—they require hard work. They are not optional. All of
them must be a continual part of the Christian life. We do not finish off and start on
the next, but we work on them all together.
False teachers were saying that self-control is not needed because works do not
help the believer anyway (see 2 Pet. 2:19). It is true that works cannot save us, but
it is absolutely false to think they are unimportant. We are saved so that we can
grow to resemble Christ and so that we can serve others. God wants to produce His
character of active love in us, but to do this He demands effort from us. To grow
spiritually we must develop self-control. Our faith must go beyond what we believe;
it must become a dynamic part our lives, resulting in good works and spiritual
maturity. Salvation does not depend on good works, but it should result in good
works.
The false teachers were motivated by curiosity, power and prestige. By contrast,
genuine Christian teachers are motivated by love, truth and faith. It may be exciting
to explore esoteric doctrines in order to impress people with our great ‘knowledge’,
but position based on falsehood is ultimately empty, cheap, and a temporary thrill.
Leaders who truly follow the Lord will find lasting eternal reward as they see His
truth spread throughout the world and His love transform people everywhere.
B.V. Prasada Rao

From Southport: Since Peter is writing to the dispersed Christians and not to specific
churches, we cannot presume the calling and election are to any position of
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responsibility within a church setting [see Comment 1]. This leaves us with the
individual calling and election each one of us has received [Comment 5].
Our daily conduct should be that of the new man. Our thoughts and deeds will,
given a lack of vigilance, be those of the old man (Rom. 7:25). We should strive for
the purity that the Psalmist had when he invited God’s scrutiny (Ps. 139:23).
The Greek word is bebaios—‘firm or steadfast’. This is the anchor of Hebrews
6:19. This can only be achieved by the possession of the compounded virtues listed
in 2 Peter 1: 5-7.
If we lack these strengths, many and varied temptations will be so much harder to
resist. The sad result will still be salvation but with no works extant from our life of
service (1 Cor. 3:15).
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Sequence in acquiring virtues It is eternally true that God’s works
are perfect and all His ways are just (Deut. 32:4). Although God does not give the
Holy Spirit by measure (John 3:34), yet the development of the graces described in
2 Peter 1:5-7, and likewise the fruit of the Spirit, are not all attained at once or in an
unco-ordinated manner. In a sense it is as ‘we all, with open face beholding as in
a glass the glory of the Lord [that we] are changed into [His] image from glory to
glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord’ (2 Cor. 3:18 KJV). The foundation of all the
graces is faith: it is the faith that freely secures our salvation as well as our service
(Eph. 2:8; Phil. 2:13) and it is the faith without which no one can please God (Heb.
11:6). This faith comes through hearing the message and the message is heard
through the word of Christ (Rom. 10:17).
It is to this faith that effort—not mere human striving but through the enablement
of the Holy Spirit, ‘for by strength shall no man prevail’ (1 Sam. 2:9) and ‘it is not of
him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that sheweth mercy’ (Rom.
9:16)—is enjoined to add the other graces. Goodness is to be added, as it is a
natural companion of faith; for a man who has faith in God must display the moral
excellence which characterizes God. God is good (Ps. 100:5; 136:1) and the fruit
of the Spirit is goodness. To goodness must be added knowledge, which has been
described as ‘the practical discrimination of good and evil, an intelligent appreciation
of what is the will of God in each detail of practice’. To knowledge must be added
self-control, as indeed the tendency is that a man with the gift of knowledge or
wisdom could be puffed up in his ability to discern the will of God, and be less
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discerning of the corroding influence of ‘the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes,
and the pride of life’ (1 John 2:16; 1 Kin. 11:1-13; Gal. 5:26). Perseverance closely
accompanies self-control because in this world we will have trouble and any who
would live godly in Christ would be persecuted: there is a real need to stand firm in
the midst of the storm (John 16:33; 2 Tim. 3:12).
Godliness is required to be added to perseverance, as it is only the life that flows
from God that secures a man in his patient endurance of the troubles of this life, if
he were not merely to become philosophical: ‘endure hardship as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ’ and ‘godliness with contentment is great gain’ (2 Tim. 2:3 NKJV; 1 Tim.
6:6; Job 2:3). To godliness must be added the warm, courteous, hospitable,
brotherly love. This is a ‘love of the brethren’ that must be without hypocrisy (Rom.
12:9-10), for who is the man that loves God whom he cannot see and does not love
his brethren whom he can see (1 John 4:20)? Overarching these graces is
love—love for God and love for all men, for indeed God is love and he who loves
is born of God (4:7-8) [cp. Comment 2].
Frederick F. Ntido

From Vancouver: Faith is more than just belief: it is the groundwork for the rest of
the material which Peter presents to us in this chapter. On one count, we said that
verses 3 and 4 were gathering materials for the final production. They are everything
we need so that we can be given the precious promises of the divine nature. The
images in these verses can apply to a ladder or to a circle as well as to a recipe. In
each of the components is a progressive addition, not merely an addition. Overall,
we accomplish a response to the promises which Christ gives to us—a promise of
goodness and moral excellence which ascends to the apex in love. Verse 9 tells us
what happens if we fail to develop. The recipe fails if we do not climb to the top of
the ladder, or if we reach a point where the circle is incomplete. The final product
can only be achieved if we develop one component at a time: we cannot just dump
all the ingredients in and expect to achieve the final product [Might Christian service
not involve several of these virtues at once?—M.A.]. We compared the concepts
given by Peter to the fruit of the Spirit as outlined by Paul. We also note that James
said faith without works is dead. We start off with faith in Peter’s images and we end
up with love. James also teaches this when he says that we have to work at achieving
love. We asked ourselves if the product is more important than the process. The
process is imperfect, but the product becomes more perfect if the process is followed
through to the end.
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On election, God said ‘You are a chosen race’. It is the big picture of being chosen
that is important. God wants us to remember constantly, and Galatians teaches us,
that we are crucified with Christ and it is no longer I, but Christ who lives in me. It
is faith which helps us understand election—both personal and corporate election.
It is that understanding which enriches the welcome into the kingdom. We chatted
about the concept of working hard to make the election sure, and we came to the
conclusion that it is a matter of confirming our election, being assured of it: that's
what the working is all about, not about working for our eternal salvation. There is
a bit of irony in the fact that we realize that we have been called before the
foundation of the earth (the welcome is in essence already there), yet we have to
work out that election and our daily salvation in fear and trembling. We were
reminded of the scripture in 2 Corinthians 13:5 where Paul advises us to examine
ourselves to see if we are in the faith.
The welcome into the eternal kingdom We decided that it had both present and
future components. We can enjoy the fact that God has written our names in His
book and that we can bask in the present welcome. Naturally, that is not complete
until its final application in the future. It was noted that the tenses of the verbs are
future, and so we must give a future application to this [see Comment 3 para. 2].
Satan offered Jesus the kingdoms of this world, but that’s not the kingdom we’re
talking about. We recall the scripture that ‘the kingdom is within you’. We have
been welcomed into the family of God and also into a kingdom of priests. We were
also reminded about the kingdom which the Jehovah Witnesses preach about i.e. a
current kingdom on this earth, which is completed by a welcome into the 144,000.
How sad it is for Scripture to be so misinterpreted!
Private interpretation (AV, RV) It was made clear that all interpretation has to be led
by the Holy Spirit. Only then can we interpret because He uses the Scriptures which
are the origin of our interpretation. We cannot build one whole truth upon one
‘prophecy’. In order to define any scriptural tenet, a prophet must apply a minimum
of two scriptures. It was pointed out regarding some future events that Daniel
realized that he could not interpret: the book was closed and he did not
understand, as the angel told him. We said that that was possible today. We closed
with a brief look at chapter 2 which contains a poetic description of false prophets.
Our ‘precious faith’ comes from the truly spiritual prophets who have been spoken
to by the Holy Spirit.
Jim Bell
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COMMENTS
1. (General): Peter’s demand of his readers that they make their calling and election
sure exposes one of the great difficulties which attends the traditional view of
election as God’s eternal choice of those who become saved. As friends in
Buckhaven point out, the word ‘sure’ in 1:10 is used elsewhere to refer to things
which are immoveable, certain, secure—the promise of God (Rom. 4:16); the Old
Testament scriptures (Heb. 2:2); the hope of entering in (Heb. 6:19); the prophetic
word (2 Pet. 1:19). None of these things could become sure by any attainment of
man, for they were already made certain by the determinate purposes of God. If our
election is to be seen solely in terms of our becoming saved, as the traditional
Calvinist-Arminian dichotomy would have it, then what shall we do to make certain
that which, according to His promise, cannot be lost?
Our election cannot rightly be seen as having been fulfilled in our salvation. Even
in everyday human experience, any rational choice has purpose in view. Unless we
are to make God’s election arbitrary, it too must be made with purpose in view for
those who are chosen. And that is precisely how the Scriptures present this great
truth, for we who are in Christ have been chosen that we should be holy and
blameless before Him (Eph. 1:4), that we should bear fruit (John 15:16), being
predestined to be conformed to the image of His Son (Rom. 8:29).
The divine election of Christ has to do with His place as the living stone in God’s
spiritual house (1 Pet. 2:4). As He is our pattern, our election too has service in view.
We who through faith find our place in Christ were chosen, before the foundation
of the world, that the purpose of our election might be revealed in us. This is
election for service in which saved ones were chosen to manifest the transforming
power of the gospel, serving with thankfulness in His house and bearing in
themselves the image of their glorious Saviour. By striving to fill ourselves with the
godly characteristics set out in 1:5-7, we shall make sure that election comes to fruit
in our lives, and by doing so shall not fall away.
J.T.N.
2. (Derby and others): Here is a problem, however. We understand brotherly
kindness not as the natural bond itself, which two siblings would normally feel for
each other, but the behaviour of brotherhood as applied to brothers or sisters in
Christ. Surely a new convert might well wish to act with such kindness towards a
brother or sister in the church who may not be an easy match socially but has shown
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the newcomer some kindness, which (s)he wants to return. So the virtues are not set
out in an order in which they are to be acquired. Cromer paper clarifies this (and
see Podagatlapalli, etc.)—that the list of virtues belong together, reinforcing one
another, not having to be learned in the order given. It seems to be the order in
which Peter ranges through the virtues in his mind as he writes, doubtless
conditioned by long experience in helping others.
M.A.
This is not to say that there is no logic in the order of characteristics. Virtue
necessarily follows faith, for without it faith is dead (James 2:17); self-control must
accompany knowledge, else knowledge puffs up (1 Cor. 8:1); and steadfastness will,
generally, be based on sound knowledge both of God and of His word (Mat. 13:23).
The zenith of Christian experience is found in godliness, at which point the list of
attributes changes from those which ought to well up within us, to those (‘brotherly
affection’ and ‘love’) which should flow out to others.
J.T.N.
3. (Derby): It is helpful to reflect on what Peter says of the inheritance mentioned
here. It is ‘imperishable ... kept in heaven for you’ (1 Pet. 1:4 ESV), and so must be
future, and cannot be affected by our present failings. The believer’s sole entitlement
to it comes from being born anew as a child of God. We enter the kingdom of God,
however, in this life, and only ‘through many tribulations‘ (Acts 14:22). Our place
there depends on our endeavour to do the will of God, and how far we take on the
character of sons of God, even though we are greatly helped by our new spiritual
nature.
On ‘the eternal kingdom’, we agree with Cromer friends that ‘eternal’ signals a
future kingdom, since only in the new heavens and earth will acceptance of the rule
of God on earth be eternal and complete. Today we may sadly fail, some lose their
place in the kingdom, and its expression may be imperfect, as in the failing churches
in Revelation 2-3. While there is welcome in the kingdom today, I reason that the
word ‘eternal’ makes the primary reference of 2 Peter 1:11 future.

4. (Paisley): These are surely two distinct inheritances. One belongs to God, His due
from His investment in His subjects, and He receives it when, and as soon as, they
obey Him. The other is future, and belongs to believers, as explained in Comment
3 above.
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5. (Southport): Though the locations listed are not the names of churches, the
believers addressed surely were gathered in churches of God in those regions, else
they could not express in full the virtues commended by Peter. Our calling and
election, while individually received, are to service, collective as well as personal,
since they relate to a place in God’s kingdom, on which see Comment 3.
M.A.
While making our calling and election sure would certainly have to do with each
one of us as far as our salvation is concerned, personally and individually, the
recipients of Peter’s second letter would surely be the same people as those
addressed in the various churches of God in the five Roman provinces listed in the
opening salutation of his first letter.
R.B.F.

Feature
PROPHETS IN THE NEW TESTAMENT—THEIR GIFT AND
ROLE
The first mention of this gift as seen in
a person in the New Testament is
Agabus, initially referred to in Acts
11:28 and later on in chapter 21. Of
course, prophets abound in the Old
Testament and we could well draw
comparisons and contrasts with the
New Testament breed if considered a
worthwhile study at a later date, all
being well.

exhortation. It might seem, at first
glance, as though there was not much
of a difference between the four
activities specified, yet their meanings
do contain the thought of distinct
functions. The word propheteia is
simply a forth-telling or foretelling of
God’s word and not necessarily a
prediction of a future event; it has a
wider connotation than that, viz. the
telling forth of what the Lord is saying
or has said. In the hands of a
‘prophet’ in the New Testament
setting, that aspect of forth-telling often
includes a future happening, as we
shall see.

Placing of the Gift in Importance
Romans 12:3-8 has a good deal to
say on the variety of gifts given to the
Church which is Christ’s Body and
their differentiation in operation.
‘Prophecy’ heads the list here,
followed by ministry, teaching and

In 1 Corinthians 12:28, we are told
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that God has set in the church, among
others, those who are ‘prophets’, only
on this occasion they come after
‘apostles’. In this description of the
gifts given by the Lord Jesus it is the
apostles who occupy prime place. In
Ephesians 2 the prophets are closely
linked with the apostles as being
foundation-layers of the teaching of
the Lord, i.e. the teaching of the
kingdom of God, as imparted to the
‘the twelve’ (actually now eleven in
number here with the expulsion of
Judas), during the Lord’s appearances
to them over a period of forty days
(Acts 1:2-3). They were instrumental,
with the apostles, in interpreting and
communicating God’s message in
those early days of the new period of
grace. This is borne out in the
following chapter of Ephesians where
they are singled out with the apostles
as being the recipients of special divine
revelation (3:2-6).

including the appreciation of Christ’s
position of authority as Son over God’s
house as well as that of great priest
acting on behalf of His people and also
representing them in the heavenly
sanctuary (Heb. 2:17-18; 3:6; 10:21).
Their location of service
We now look at spheres of service
where the prophets of that early part
of the new era of grace came to the
fore. The first occurrence of the highly
significant part played by God’s
prophets is shown in the movement of
a number of men with this gift being
sent down from the metropolis church
in Jerusalem to give help to the new
centre of Gentile church activity in
Antioch of Syria (Acts 11:27). Agabus
is singled out as the spokesman of the
group, a man who was Spirit-directed
and controlled, and the conduit of
God’s message to all present at that
time. He has specific details of what is
going to happen ‘in the inhabited
earth’ in the coming of a great famine,
which produces the very fine gesture
by the new disciples in this infant
church in sending immediate relief to
their fellow-saints in the churches of
God in Judaea.

In Ephesians 4:11-13 we come
across what should be the outcome of
the faithful exercise of the gifts of
apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors
and teachers. Those who have been
reached for and now belong to Christ,
becoming subject and obedient to
God’s word as explained and
expounded by the foregoing, should
arrive at an understanding of ‘the faith’
and ‘the knowledge of the Son of God’
(v.13 and Jude 3), comprising the
Lord’s prescribed way of serving Him
in this present time of grace, and

Agabus is noted again in Acts 21 as a
prophetic messenger, this time joining
Paul and his travelling companions at
Caesarea. Taking Paul’s waist belt and
attaching it to his own hands and feet,
he signifies—note—by the Holy Spirit,
what would befall the apostle at the
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hands of the Jews when he made his
way to Jerusalem. What he revealed
came exactly to pass (see v.33).

being willing to put their lives on the
line for the sake of Christ (v.26). They
were willing and able to assist,
encourage, and establish their
fellow-disciples by their faithful
teaching of the truth of the Lord (v.32).

Before this, we are brought to
understand in Acts 13 that the growing
church in Antioch had a number of
men who were prophets as well as
being possessors of the gift of teaching.
Different nationalities are represented
in the names of those present: among
them were a Cypriot (Barnabas), and a
Libyan (Lucius), as well as a
Turk—Saul—though Jewish by race.
They engaged, with others, in ministry,
fasting and prayer. Barnabas and Saul
were then selected by the Spirit of
God for specific evangelistic enterprise.

Their duration of service
As with the apostles and the gift of
tongues, so with the prophets: once
the work of God in all its ‘new’ aspects
for the present era of grace had been
fully established, there was no further
requirement for such gifts to operate
(cp. 1 Cor. 13:8b), and God’s
curriculum of service would continue
by the faithful exercise of those gifts
that remained which were less of a
‘visible’ and extraordinary nature than
the three specified, yet no less vital.

In Acts 15:32 we are introduced to
two other notable men who were
prophets, called Judas Barsabbas, and
Silas; they are also described as ‘chief
men among the brethren’. They were
obviously outstanding men of deep
spiritual insight and enjoyed the
confidence of their brethren in added
responsibilities. Men of integrity they
were without doubt, with a record of

However, there can be no doubt that
the gift of prophecy in its wider sense
continues to this day, given that the
purpose of prophecy in Old and New
covenants is for ‘building up’ as 1
Corinthians 14:1,3 clearly show.
R.B. Fullarton

ACCESSING PAST VOLUMES
For those who haven’t used the on-line Bible Studies archive recently, here is the
current route: www.hayespress.org > Periodicals > Scripture Study & Bible
Resources. Then for volumes by year > Bible Studies Index. For article, author and
topic search, click ‘Needed Truth Index’ which now includes B.S. articles also.
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Introducing
THE PERSONAL TOUCHES IN PETER’S SECOND LETTER
This second letter from Peter lacks
the customary address we have in his
first, and any personal details at the
close. Yet there are insights to be
picked up as this man writes again in
his later years. He states his authority
for writing as being a recognised
apostle, but begins with the humble
title ‘a servant’, as John does in
Revelation—‘... his servant John’
(1:1). There is no hint whatever of a
claim to pre-eminence such as some
have elevated him to since the
second century A.D. This humility is
echoed in the next sentence, brought
out especially in the NIV: ‘To those
who ... have received a faith as
precious as ours.’

His Lord as both his onerous service
and the later weakness of his body
required (John 21:18), would receive
from above another indication of his
end. Like John Wesley’s answer
when asked what he’d do if he knew
he‘d die tomorrow, Peter continued
as before with the task he had been
given at the beginning: to feed and
tend the sheep and lambs of the
flock, and in this case to write
steadying and motivating words.
There follows that precious personal
testimony to what he saw and heard
in the mountain where they had
gone to pray; contributing to the
certainty we enjoy today of prophecy
fulfilled.

Then comes the intimacy of Peter’s
expectation of approaching death:
‘... as long as I live in the tent of this
body, because I know that I will soon
put it aside, as our Lord Jesus Christ
has made clear to me’ (1:13-14). The
NAS agrees in using the perfect tense
‘has’, not RV’s ‘signified’, and for
‘soon’ uses ‘imminent’. This seems
fair, since the first prophecy of the
Lord was given so much earlier
before He left the apostles. It is very
probable that Peter, living close to

In chapter 3 comes the address
‘dear friends’. Agaptoi was a
well-worn word among the first
Christians, but never loses its
closeness, its implication of love and
trust. Peter can draw on the
relationship that his first letter helped
to bond. We can also sense the
intensity of his second appeal that
the disciples would still stand firm. So
he repeats his address in verse 8, in
verse 14, and in verse 17 as he draws
to a close. He is Peter, their servant,
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their apostle—their loved friend.

women who returned to build again
for the Lord in the place of His
name. May Zion be still for us
‘beautiful in elevation, the joy of the
whole earth’, today as the physical
Zion certainly shall be again in the
day of the coming King.
M.A.

We editors also think we have
become friends with those who write
for the magazine, and we hope many
readers too. We trust you will go
with us into the new syllabus, ready
to learn from the struggles and
successes of those brave men and

From Study Groups
PREPARING FOR THE DAY OF THE LORD (2 PETER 3)
From Buckhaven: Casting doubt on the Lord’s return ‘…. in the last days
mockers shall come with mockery, walking after their own lusts, and saying,
Where is the promise of his coming? for, from the day that the fathers fell asleep,
all things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation’ (2 Pet. 3:3-4
RV).
It is uncomfortable for those who ‘walk after their own lusts’, i.e. who live their
lives ‘according to the course of this world ... doing the desires of the flesh and
of the mind’ (Eph. 2:2-3), to entertain the thought that there is a God with whom
they have to do (Heb. 4:13) and to whom they must one day give account. He
will hold them responsible for their actions and pronounce righteous and eternal
judgement upon them. They go out of their way therefore, to discredit the
warnings given in the word of God which clearly show that God is not unmoved
by the way men live their lives, and sooner or later must intervene to ensure that
His divine will is brought to fruition, however much energy men may expend to
deny the eternal truths in the Bible.
Man’s desire to deny God any say in human affairs is seen in their constant
preoccupation with the search for new ‘evidence’ in support of the evolutionary
theory, all the while conveniently ignoring the universal absence of intermediate
skeletal remains, which ought to be found in abundance if the theory is to be
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made credible. Yet, modern media, educators and scientists constantly speak as
if Darwin’s theory is indisputable, only needing some modification in the light of
the latest ‘discoveries’ made by archaeologists.
‘… they wilfully forget’ (v. 5) and ignore the fact that the heavens and the earth
were spoken into being by the word of God and that judgement was
pronounced on the ungodly in Noah’s day, when God intervened with a
worldwide flood in judgement of their sins. Instead, they prefer to deny the
implications of such previous events, viz., that God will not ignore man’s
rebellious disregard for His word and that judgement is inevitable if they continue
on this course. The only thing holding back the fulfilment of the return of the Lord
to earth is the longsuffering character of God, who wishes not the death of any
but rather that ‘all should come to repentance’ (v. 9).
While the above interpretation of v.9 correctly represents the character of God,
it is worth noting that John Miller draws attention to the phrase ‘longsuffering to
you- ward’, i.e. to the saints; therefore the perishing in this verse refers to ‘the loss
of the lives of saints in service, not the eternal loss of sinners.’ He also
differentiates between two distinct events: ‘the coming of the Lord for His saints,
as in verse 9, and the coming of the Lord with His saints in the beginning of the
day of the Lord, as in verse 10 …’
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: The formation of the earth casting doubt? Peter reminds us that
the power of God was manifested in the beginning in creation and in the flood
in Noah’s day (2 Pet. 3:5-6). There were unbelievers who mocked God then, just
as there are unbelievers who mock God now—people who refuse to recognise
His eternal power and divine nature (Rom. 1:20). Great will be the eternal loss
of such people, because in rejecting the evidence that God is Creator they also
reject Christ.
Christians need to be careful not to be tainted with that same spirit of unbelief,
and remember that God will work out His purposes in His own good time. We
believe that God did create everything, and since then He is working out His
purposes according to His own will. The Lord Jesus said, ‘My Father is always at
his work to this very day, and I, too, am working’ (John 5:17 NIV).
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Peter’s focus Peter briefly refers to the Lord’s return to the air (vv.8-9) before
concentrating on later events, when the old heavens and earth are to be
destroyed after the reign of Christ on the earth for a thousand years. The day of
God may be the same as the day of the Lord, when Christ will return with His
saints to reign. The reference to the heavens being destroyed by fire in both
verses 10 and 12 may be referring to the same ‘day’. We would welcome
comment on this point [Comment 1].
John Parker
From Derby: The formation of the earth Mockers seek to carry us along into
their ways. They have limited knowledge, no fear of God and are selfish, seeking
to create doubts in the minds of the saints. The whole earth is in travail—both
the population and the physical earth. There are frequent disasters with the
physical earth and wars among various peoples on the earth.
One day a new earth will be created and the holy heavenly city will be where
God dwells among His people. But as for now, why should this matter? The day
will come when we the redeemed will not be here, for we shall be gathered up
to be with the Lord. Verse 9 explains that the Lord is not slack and His promises
will indeed come to pass. Seeing that nothing of this earth will remain, it is vital
not to be led astray by mockers. Therefore, let us stand firm on the promises of
God.
The Lord’s return Peter tells us what he has learned from the Lord. If the
heavens and the earth are going to pass away, as we read in Matthew 24:35, and
God’s word will remain for ever, what sort of people should we be in the light of
this? We need to ensure that our lives are upright and blameless in accordance
with the pattern revealed by God.
Peter’s relationship with Paul In Acts 15:25 the apostles and elders—including
Peter—sent Paul and Barnabas along with others to Antioch because they knew
how faithful and trustworthy these men were. Paul focuses on the works of the
saints and the manner of life that we should lead. However, it had been noted
that certain unlearned men distorted the messages that Paul had written. Only
what’s done for the Lord will last.
Robert Foster
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From Paisley: The Lord’s coming to the air is a secret rendezvous with His own
—saints both dead and alive, caught up from earth to be for ever with the Lord.
In this chapter it is the day of the Lord, the Tribulation, the Millennium and the
day of God—the eternal state—that are in view [see Comment 1].
Peter reminds saints of the justice and certainty of God’s judgements. Even
God’s infinite patience in waiting for men to repent and turn to Him in faith has
its limits, because there comes a time when He must act in judgement upon the
world and upon all those who reject Christ. The formation of the earth should
speak to all people of the Creator who made everything according to His
sovereign will. Men choose to live in blindness in spite of the evidence of God’s
creation all around them, as Romans 1:20 illustrates. ‘The fool has said in his
heart that there is no God,’ so men who are wise only according to the wisdom
of this world are educated fools.
In Noah’s day they ignored the warnings from God that the world would be
destroyed with a flood. In their folly men built the Tower of Babel as a vain
attempt to reach heaven in their own way, which action brought God’s
judgement upon them by confusing their language. The iniquity of the people of
Sodom and Gomorrah was so great that God destroyed them.
2 Peter 3 with 2 Timothy 3 read like contemporary accounts of the godlessness
of these present times. The evil that is in the world today is greater than it has
ever been, affected by increase in population; and still people are heedless of
God’s warnings, some ignorant of the fact that all who reject His Son as their
Saviour will stand before Him as their Judge. We should take heed that our works
will be made manifest at the judgement seat, ‘revealed in fire; and the fire itself
shall prove each man’s work of what sort it is. If any man’s work shall be burned
he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved; yet so as through fire’ (1 Cor.
3:13-15 RV).
John Peddie
From Podagatlapalli: Preparing for the day of the Lord Peter concludes his
second letter by explaining why he has written it. He reminds all faithful
Christians about four points: that God predicted the coming of false teachers;
reasons given for the delay in Christ's return; encouragement given to beware of
heresies, and that they should grow in their faith.
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This epistle is a reminder of what the prophets and apostles have said. Those
who would understand it must first know that, though scoffers will deny this,
there will be an end by fire, as once the earth was overwhelmed by water. This
will be a day of judgement and destruction for the ungodly (vv.1-7). As for the
delay—which induces some to doubt—God does not view time as we do, and
His delay is due to His longsuffering, willing that all men should be saved. When
the day does come it will be sudden—and it is surely near at hand! Meanwhile
we prepare for the future with holy living (vv.8-13) and with consideration of His
longsuffering that is the means of spiritual health (vv.14-18).
Scoffers in the last days would say Jesus is never coming back, but Peter refutes
their argument by explaining God’s mystery in terms of time. The ‘last days’ (lit.
‘the last of the days’) are the times between the Lord’s first and second comings.
The scoffers were like the people of Noah’s day—they thought the certainty of
the promise could not be demonstrated; all things were as they had ever been,
and would be to the end. Such scoffers wilfully hide themselves from what took
place with the heavens of old and an earth that arose from the midst of the
waters. Such waters were gathered together and overflowed the world in Noah’s
day and the people perished. In Noah’s day the earth was judged by water, but
at the second coming it will be judged by fire.
B. V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: All things have not always continued in the same way since the
beginning. The false argument of ‘nothing ever changes’ may be attractive, but
a simple reading of Genesis confirms Peter’s statement that ‘... the world that
then was, being overflowed with water, perished’ (3:6 RV). When we accept this
we can believe in a God who has intervened and will do so again. Those who
refuse to believe that God exists and that He has an active interest in His creation
are self- deluded.
Peter then informs us that the earth is ‘stored up for fire’. Astronomers have
also predicted that the earth will be destroyed by fire. The sun will eventually run
out of fuel and expand into a red giant star, the radius of which will reach Earth
and destroy it (Scientific American, September 8, 2008). Peter’s description predates current scientific thinking by nearly 2000 years. This is not to say that the
‘day of the Lord’ will come in terms of the astronomers’ time scale. Peter warns
us that it will come much sooner [see Comment 1].
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In the short time we have, we must strive to be effective disciples of our Lord.
We need to treasure the eternal and disdain the temporal (Mat. 6:20). If we do
this we are less likely to be ensnared by the Adversary and more likely to achieve
the spotless (Gk. aspilos) character that Peter exhorts us to have. The ‘spot’ was
the symptom highlighted in the law as indicating defilement (Lev. 13).
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Peter’s relationship with Paul The psalmist David laid a useful
marker for all involved in the service of the Lord when he declared, ‘How good
and pleasant it is when brothers live together in unity’ (Ps.133:1 NIV). The work
of God has often suffered when great servants of His would not see ‘eye to eye’.
The disagreement between Paul and Barnabas over the necessity of John Mark
accompanying them was quite serious (Acts 15:36-41). Although we have no
account of any collaboration between the two men after that event, John Mark
became invaluable to Paul (2 Tim. 4:11). It is thus refreshing to hear Peter speak
so warmly about our ‘dear brother Paul’, after the confrontation with him in
Antioch (Gal. 2:11-16). Well could Peter have kept a dignified distance from this
one who, by his own admission, was ‘as one abnormally born’ (1 Cor.15:8), a
self-confessed murderer and accomplished persecutor of the followers of Christ
(1 Cor. 15:9; 1 Tim. 1:13). Peter was one of those reputed to be pillars in the
church who gave Paul and Barnabas the right hand of fellowship (Gal. 2:9), and
would perhaps have fallen into the category of the ‘super apostles’ mentioned by
him (2 Cor. 11:5; 12:11) [Comment 2].
Peter’s brotherly love for Paul showed how much he had matured. It was no
longer the inquisitiveness of ‘Lord, what about him?’ (John 21:21-22), but the
acknowledgement of the plenitude of God’s grace and mercy in the wisdom that
God gave to Paul (2 Pet. 3:15). Although it might not be easy to understand
some of Paul’s writings, they were nevertheless God-breathed and to be accepted
as the very oracles of God. For indeed, no prophecy of Scripture came by the
prophet’s own interpretation, and as such all the writings of Paul are words
spoken by him as he was carried along by the Holy Spirit (2 Tim. 3:16; 2 Pet.
1:20-21).
Frederick F. Ntido
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COMMENTS
1. (Cromer and others): The day of the Lord At the onset of the day of the
Lord, as the prophets of Israel saw it, the central figure is one whose ‘feet shall
stand on the Mount of Olives ... the LORD my God will come, and all the holy
ones with him’ (Zech. 14:4-5 ESV). The Son of Man declared that, terminating
the great tribulation of His people and those who would join their cause (Mat.
24:24, 27), He would come ‘in his glory, and all the angels with him’ (25:31; cp.
16:27). Paul’s words are consistent with this: ‘the revelation of the Lord Jesus
from heaven with his mighty angels flaming fire’ (2 Thes. 1:7-8). The presence of
all his saints accords with Isaiah’s phrase ‘the day ... of my redeemed’ (Is. 63:4
RV). That Israel in that day ‘... will see the Son of Man seated at the right hand of
Power and coming on the clouds of heaven’ (Mat. 26:64 ESV) is appropriate to
that coming, with time for every eye to absorb the majesty of the King, as the
rider on the white horse leading the armies of heaven (Rev. 19:11-15). His eyes
will be as a flame of fire, which with the sword from His mouth will be enough
to dispel the enemy; but not to destroy the earth, since there He will make even
the desert to bloom.
... and the day of God At the close of the Millennial kingdom, those who gather
against the King will find fire coming down from heaven to consume them, it
seems with no opportunity for reflection (unlike the earlier outpouring of ‘the
spirit of grace and pleas for mercy’, while the enemy were to be wasted with
plague and the sword of the faithful—Zech. 12 and 14). ‘Then comes the end,
when he delivers the kingdom to God the Father after destroying every rule and
every authority and power’ (1 Cor. 15:24), and the judgement of the great white
throne, while earth and sky will flee away, with no place found for them (Rev.
20:11; cp. 2 Pet. 3:12). These distinctions are part of a series of indicators that
the Lord’s future coming will be in two phases, as taught in our literature from
early days (e.g. Spiritual Growth, F.A. Banks, pp.73-87).
Many expositors who support these distinctions have used Peter’s titles for each
‘day’ as above since ‘the day of God’ is linked directly in 3:12 to the later event,
and simply for ease of reference. It may well be, however, that Peter did not
distinguish the terms in this way, since the Lord is always God, and both events
are times of judgement and recovery, one of which immediately follows the
other. If not, it is rather awkward to explain why ‘the day of the Lord’ is linked
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in 3:10 with the passing away of heavens and earth: ‘the day of the Lord’ has
then to be extended to cover the final rebellion and its ending. To say that ‘the
day of God’ runs from the crushing of the rebellion seems an artificial separation
of terms. Does the name of God have nothing to do with the prelude to the first
phase of Christ’s coming? Does the name of the Lord have no relevance to the
inauguration of new heavens and earth?
Why then did Peter pass over the Millennial period in 3:12, so important to his
kinsmen, to focus on the final day of this creation? I suggest it was to help his
readers realise the full perspective reaching into the eternal state, so that life’s
little opportunity for service would become precious to them—and so to us
today.
M.A.
In support of the ‘Day of God’ referring particularly to the final phase of God’s
future plans and quite distinct from the other ‘Days’ of scripture, including the
Day of the Lord, see B.S. 2002 p.61.
R.B.F.
I think there is merit in distinguishing between the day of the Lord and the day
of God, on Peter’s use of those terms alone. In verse 10, the appearing of the day
of the Lord is bound up with judgement, for in that day the works that are done
on the earth will be exposed. This identification of the day of the Lord with a
day of judgement is consistent with other scriptures which refer to that day (e.g.
Is. 13:6,9; Zeph. 1:14-15; Zech 14:1-2; 1 Thes. 5:2-3). The day of God,
however, is something Peter tells us to look forward to, ‘waiting and hastening the
coming day of God’ (v.12 ESV).
Why then are both days connected with the destruction by fire of the existing
creation? I suggest that is the event which brings the day of the Lord to its
close—‘the day of the Lord will come as a thief; in the which the heavens shall
pass away…’ (v.10 RV)—and which ushers in the eternal day of God which
begins with the creation of the new heavens and the new earth, in which
righteousness dwells. It is for the purpose that the day of God might begin that
the old creation must first be done away (v.12).
Noah’s day, referred to in verses 5-7, provides the type. Though the world
mocked the man of faith, in God’s time judgement came upon the earth by
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water. It was an event which established a new creation to Noah and brought
in a new order of God’s dealings with men (Gen. 8:20 - 9:17). What was
accomplished through water in Genesis 8 was but a dim reflection of what shall
one day be accomplished forever through fire.
J.T.N.
Yet the day of God that Peter describes also delivers judgement, which we can
only look forward to b3cause we will not be affected by it, for only the rebellious
will be dealt with by physical destruction along with the old earth and heavens.
I would still incline to the simpler explanation, while to make distinction appears
artificial. J. Miller was of the view that the day of the Lord continues into the
Great White Throne judgement of Revelation 20 (B.S. 1951 p.106). There is
more obvious distinction between ‘the day of the Lord’ and ‘the day of Jesus
Christ’ (Phil. 1:6, 10; 2:16), as noted in B.S. 2002, p.61.
M.A.
2. (Surulere): Paul used the term ‘superapostles’ (Gk. huperlian apostoloi) to
show how pretentious some would-be leaders in Corinth were, not to refer to
actual apostles commissioned by the Lord. He saw no need for such a title. ‘For
such men are false apostles, deceitful workmen, masquerading as apostles of
Christ’ (2 Cor. 11:13 NIV).
M.A.

From the Mail box
THE WRITER TO THE HEBREWS
Our study of 2 Peter 3 provides an
opportunity to consider the above
subject, particularly in the light of
vv.15-16. lt is interesting to note the
reference to Paul's writings. Is this an
indication that the N.T. Scriptures
were collected and distributed at a
relatively early date, or Paul perhaps

sent copies to Peter, much as we
would add cc. for information?
The significant point, however, is
that Peter was aware of a letter sent
by Paul to those to whom he was
writing, the disciples in Pontus,
Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and
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Bithynia, implying it was ‘Scripture’.
The one epistle written to a group of
churches by Paul is acknowledged to
be Galatians. Does this answer to
the ‘you’ of v.15? I think not because
it was not addressed to four of these
five provinces. Peter's reference to
the other Scriptures, v.16, indicates
how he valued it. If this letter is
neither Galatians nor Hebrews what
or where is it? Would its absence
imply part of Scripture was omitted
from the canon? Would that raise the
issue of other possible omissions? I
suppose it comes down to the exact
meaning of ‘other’. Perhaps some
with a keener understanding of N.T.
Greek may be able to help here.

mentioned would be within a year or
so of each other. The writing of 2
Peter is generally thought to be
within 60-68 A.D. Therefore, we
would not be able to be conclusive
as to when the New Testament
scriptures would be collected and
distributed, other than saying that
John’s Gospel, his Epistles, and the
book of Revelation were written in all
probability well after Paul and Peter’s
martyrdoms. So, the canon of
Scripture was not by any means
complete within the lifetimes of Paul
and Peter.
As you say, Peter’s two letters to
those churches of God in the five
provinces he lists contain only one
district, Galatia, which appears in
Paul’s only letter to a group of
churches. However, could it not be
the case that the Galatian letter was
circulated around the other four
districts in a similar way to John’s
letter of Revelation going round the
seven churches in Asia Minor (see
Rev. 1:4, 11)? If so, this would
certainly answer the question as to
the ‘you’ in 2 Peter 3:15 and also
eliminate any query as to a missing
letter, that is, there is no omission
from the canon of Scripture in this
regard.

This subject has exercised my mind
off and on for a number of years and
I look forward to comments by
contributors.
W. Whitelaw, Kirkintilloch

In Reply…
First of all, it has to be said that it is
by no means the easiest of tasks to
determine the dates of the New
Testament letters, and for the most
part only a rough indication can be
given. Very few authorities seem to
agree on any dates at all! Differences
even arise as to the martyrdom dates
of James, Paul and Peter, although
most would hold that the last two

In the matter of ‘other possible
omissions’ we know that Paul wrote
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a letter to the church of God in
Corinth that preceded 1 Corinthians
(see 1 Cor. 5:9). Where that epistle
was or why it is not included in the
canon we simply do not know. We
accept that what we do have on
record in the composition of the
books of the Bible is the complete
‘Word of God’ within that group of
writings recognised as both being
divinely inspired and uniquely
authoritative (2 Tim. 3:16; Heb.
4:12). The precise details of how the
selection of books was made remains
unclear; nevertheless, it has been
said that the decision for inclusion in
the canon was based on the internal
testimony and intrinsic value of the
writings themselves. We understand
the closure of the canon was carried
out by the start of the 5th century

A.D. At the Council of Carthage in
397 a list containing the writings of
the New Testament as we have them
now, without exception, was
published although many of them
were acknowledged as canonical well
before that date.
R.B.F.
The above explanation appears to
be the best we have to date. The
words tas loipas graphas, ‘the rest of
the Writings’, convey no more than
that Paul’s letters were of the same
group as the other books in
circulation from the apostles and
from such respected witnesses as
Luke and Mark and, I would think,
the teacher James, the Lord’s brother.
M.A.

A RICH ENTRY INTO THE ETERNAL KINGDOM: ‘CHRIST
THE FIRSTFRUITS; THEN...’ (Footnote 1)
Just a pause to give thanks for the
work of all B.S. editors who over
many years have given us rich
insights from the word of God. These
thoughts are prompted by editor Dr
A.T. Doodson writing in one of the
favourite volumes—1933 p.51.

this in November issue, Cromer
paper and Comment 3].
The waving of the sheaf of firstfruits
(2) relates directly in typical teaching
t o t hat w hich happened
consequential to and in course of the
resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ.
The timing of that, as suggested by
A.T.D. and debated in B.S. 2008
pp.111-119, is not as important as

For the purposes of this article the
entry into the eternal kingdom is
taken to be future [see support for
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the fact that Christ presented Himself
to His Father, the Lord of the Harvest
(3), as the sheaf of firstfruits in the
first act of His High Priestly office (4).
Psalm 24 adds colour and detail to
the scene in that the perfect man
received ‘blessing from the Lord, and
righteousness from the God of His
salvation’ (5)—another rich entry
indeed, though unique!

all believers will receive a welcome
and will have their part in the service
of the eternal kingdom. Being more
diligent on our part now in the
service of the Lord will give effect to
the richness of the entry.
Nevertheless, those made perfect
receive a blessing from the Lord and
righteousness from the God of our
salvation—think on!

So, as A.T.D. alluded, we move on
in thought to ‘then, those who
belong to Him’ (1). We shall be
raised to eternal glory. This is the
start of the great ingathering of the
harvest, the order of resurrection that
follows Christ’s. The eternal kingdom
for the first time becomes populated
by glorified holy ones to actively
engage in a priestly service in
conjunction with the King Priest. The
richness of the entry is qualitycontrolled according to the manner
in which service has been rendered
on earth ‘for so ...’(6), even though

(1) 1 Cor 15:23; (2) Lev 23:10, 11;
(3) Luke 10:2; (4) Heb 5:5 10; (5) Ps
24:5; (6) 2 Pet. 1:11.
David Parker, Hayes
We thank David for this note, and
just add that many would understand
from Romans 8:30 that God has
already glorified those whom He has
called. In contrast Romans 8:17
refers to the glory those who suffer
here for Christ will receive in the
world to come.
M.A

From the Archives
GROWTH IN 2 PETER 3
Growth is a distinctive vital process,
characteristic of all living things. It
contains in it the fact of life, and as
applied to those here addressed, the
new birth and the partaking of the

divine nature. Apart from receiving
life, there is no growth. This may
s eem elementary t o our
fellow-students, but it is a most
apparent error in Christendom,
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today, that men are trying to add
so-called Christian qualities to those
dead through trespasses and sins.
But where there has been the
imparting of life there is the
possibility of growth. Growth is a
gradual steady process. In his first
letter, Peter had indicated the food
for newborn babes, namely, spiritual
milk. But there must come a time, as
there did with regard to the saints in
Corinth, when Paul deplored that
because they were carnal he could
not pass on to ‘meat’ as their diet (1
Cor. 3:1-9). The word of God should
be our food and drink. It contains
nourishment for young and old, but
the expectation of God in His
children is that they may grow.
Some of the Hebrew saints seemed
to become stunted in growth,
resulting in their being dull of
hearing, and thus remaining in a state
of need of milk and not of solid food
(Heb. 5:11-14).

involves exercise in His service ‘for
the perfecting of the saints, unto the
work of ministering, unto the
building up of the Body of Christ : till
we all attain unto the unity of the
faith, and of the knowledge of the
Son of God, unto a full-grown man,
unto the measure of the stature of
the fulness of Christ : that we may be
no longer children, tossed to and fro
and carried about with every wind of
d o c t r i n e ... but ... may grow up
in all things into Him, which is the
Head, even Christ ...’ (Eph. 4:12-16).
There must be no complacent
self-satisfaction. If I am growing thus,
I’ll desire the world less and less, and
hate sin more and more. Perhaps
the best test of growth is, Do I love
Him more, and do I seek His glory,
and not my own? Are my aspirations
as Paul’s, that God may reveal His
Son in me? This involves being
‘crucified with Christ ... and it is no
longer I that live, but Christ liveth in
me’ (Gal. 2:20, R.V.M.).

Children characteristically are
‘ignorant and unsteadfast’ and are
easily carried away. To militate
against this possible falling from
steadfastness, the apostle enjoins
growth in the grace and knowledge
of our Lord. This calls for meditation,
prayer, communion, selective reading
and care as to what we hear. It also

There is a great need for men of
this calibre, to lead God’s people,
men uninterested in the things of this
life, but with a noble view of the life
required in a close follower of the
Lord Jesus and in a humble leader of
His saints.
Jas. Martin. 1951
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